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IN^rRODUCTION
Philosophy
Students, as well as adults, axe In quest of themselves.
Their real "self" eludes them, and as such they often experience
frustration^ anxiety, and even despair. It is the writer’s con-
tention that many of them need to discover their true selves and to
feel comfortable with their uniqueness. Furthermore, since
people are in constant contact with other people, it is neces-
sary to provide them with the proper skills to deal with their
fellowmen in deep contactual relationships. Based on the belief
that people can "learn" to discover their true selves and can
"learn" to get along with others, a course devised to meet both
these objectives was undertaken.
Development of the Course
During the school year 1968-1969* the Tiriter was a partic-
ipant in a research fellowship program called NEXTEP (New
Exploratory Teacher Education Program) at Southern Illinois
University. As a result of this experience, she felt the urgency
to irrite a course that would provide direction for teachers or
leaders who wish to Involve students in group process as a method
of learning.
Furthermore, during the Spring of 1969. she worked closely
with Teresa Slmard, professor of Psychology at Northwestern
Connecticut Community College, who felt the need for formulating
1
a psychology course that would involve the students directly
In the ’process of learning. The wi'iter shared a common
interest with Professor Slraard who, at this time ms beginning
to organize the basic elements for an experiential course in
human relations. Prom this initial effort, The Trianp;le Hodel^
emerged, and a number of students from NCCC participated in the
first eight laboratory sessions of a new course in human rela-
tions.
A year later, the writer, malting use of The Trianp:le Model
revised the first eight units and expanded the project to a
complete program consisting of twenty-four laboratory sessions.
The course is devised to meet both personal and Interpersonal
needs of participants and is entitled Personal Grox^rth and Inter -
personal Relations ; The Triangle Model . Development and Imule -
mentation .
Content
These laboratory sessions focus on: the’ self and inter-
personal needs, the value system, and emotional needs. The
’’self and Interpersonal needs” concentrate on developing aware-
ness of onc*s feelings and reactions; the "value system"
investigates the notion of values, the influence of values on
a person’s behavior, and the effect of one’s value system
^Teresa M. Slmard, Personal Growth and Interpersonal
Relations: TH5 TRIANGLE MODEL , unpublished dissertation,
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, 1972.
ii
on others: "emotional needs" focuses on negative states such
as frustration, inadequacy, emptiness, hostility, and anger
offering means of coping with these feelings.
,
The mini-lectures contained in each laboratory unit are
extracts i*rom noted psychologists. Among them are; Rogers,
Maslow, Peris, Frankl, Jourard, Jung, and other humanists such
as Glasser, May, Ife-ltz, Shostrom, Berne, Buber, Fromm and
many others.
Form
'
f ?
‘
In addition to the skills proposed in the original Triangle
Model—the focus, the here-and-now awareness, the confrontation,
and the reflection—this coui’se experiments with mini-skills both
in the value development area and in the emotional needs section.
In the value sessions, participants practice empathy techniques,
the clarifying response strategy, the public interview device,
the perception check, rank ordering, the conflict-tension-
® transformation overview, the unfinished-situation mirror, the
i-
suppose technique, the pendulum observation and the script.
Through the emotional needs section, the participants are exposed
to "coping skills" such as: ego-states detection, logotherapy,
the shadow investigation, reality therapy, how-to-f ight-falr
phases, the I-thou relationship assessment, and the "care"
antidote. All these skills are experienced within the triple
structure of the Triangle Model : the Community Meeting, the
Dyadic Exchange, and the Core Group Interaction.
ill
The present project gives a background history of the
development of the course, the implementation of the Ti* jangle
Model with a pilot group at Northwestern Connecticut Conmnmlty
College,’ and a Follow-Up Study conducted one year later. For
the Follow-Up study, the testing instrument used is a ques-
tlonnaire yielding self-reporting data. This section includes
the testing’ data, an interpretation of the data, and the im-
plications of the results in reaching the goals of the course.
The course will not be restricted to college students but
1
will Include members of the community who wish to improve in
self development and learn skills in interpersonal encounter.
‘ If the course is successful, at the end of the sessions,
participants will be able to relate with each other more effec-
•^Ively because of a change in attitudes. Increased self—loiowledgc
and a more accurate perception of others.
CHAPTER I
DEVELOPMENT OPTHE TRIANGLE MODEL
A. Chronological Development
** The Triangle Model^ called Personal Growth and Inter-
personal Relations dates back to 1968, There are several
phases of development In Its evolution.
Section 1. Initial Phase
Throughout the academic year 1968-69* the writer was a
2
Hesearoh Fellow at Southern Illinois University In the NEXTEP
project. Under the direction of Dr. Merrill Harmln, the program
aimed at exploring new ways of Influencing the educational, world.
Its "main philosophy was that, In education, process Is more
significant then product; and on this basis, the program's
emphasis was on group process as a method of learning.
,
h . The writer, along with nineteen other Fellows and a staff
,of four, participated In two large group meetings, called the
Community Meeting and the Fellows* Assembly; and In small
groups—one of which was the "core" wherein the members (four)
< ^Teresa M. Simard, Personal Growth and InterpersonaJL Rgla-
tlohs ; The Triangle Model . (Unpublished dissertation. University
of Massachusetts, Amherst, 1972.)
New Exploratory Teacher Education Program.
A/government-funded project to research
education.^' (See Appendix for further Information on
NEXTEP.)
:%laths, Harmln and Simon, and ^ea^^ Charles E.
Merrill “Pub. Co., Columbus, Ohio, 19oo»
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were pre-asslgned while the others varied In number on the
basis -of Interest.
The Community Meeting was basically unstructured. It In-
volved the Fellows In encounter group methods as a means of
developing greater honesty and trust. The Assembly provided
for the Fellows an opportunity for presenting some of their
original projects and demonstrating outlines of learning units
for discussion and experimentation. One of the basic alms of
the Assembly was to create an atmosphere of freedom In vihlch
the participants would be respected as persons, free from
judgment and coercion, and In which they could explore their
creativity. This same spirit permeated the small group called
"core,” whose external structure of four members made for close-
ness and. for more personal Involvement while practicing "games"
In communication. The Interest groups, transient because the
members gathered to participate In mlnl-labs varying In dura-
tion from one hour to several weeks, were varied In subject
matter and aimed to Integrate cognitive learning with the emo-
tional concerns of the learner.
From the NEXTEP experience, the Fellows were Invited to
test the process-versus-product philosophy In the schools.
Several Fellovrs conducted small-group activities In the
class-
rooms of nearby schools. The virlter, teaming with
another
Fellow, worked with teachers In an extension program
of Southern
^Seville Sax and Sandra Hollander, Realltx Ga^^,
The
Macmillan Company, New York, 1972.
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Illinois University, Collinsville Campus. She acted as Facil-
itator for half of the sessions. During this time, she observed
the length of time It took for teachers to "unfreeze" while
practicing the communication "games." From one week to the
next^ she was able to observe the effects of process In
achieving greater closeness among the teachers. She also
gathered Information on whether the trust relationships of this
new learning experience had any effects upon a teacher’s class-
room behavior, and whether emphasis on process effected a shift
In teaching—from focus on subject matter to emphasis on the
learner
•
c
From this experience, the following observations-" were
made:
1 • • Self-disclosure
a. In the large group structure:
Among the group of fifteen teachers who followed
ten sessions, only one third were able to venture
some form of openness after five sessions.
Six of them were able to risk self-disclosure
only after the seventh meeting. Two articulated
their reactions and feelings at the very last
session only. Two persons remained completely
closed to anything personal throughout.
b. In the small group setting:
Teachers stated In writing at the end of the ten
sessions that they had been able to relate more
easily In this small group sotting. Among the
fifteen, only two said they were still very
"cautious” even In this more Intimate form of com-
munication.
^Leda M;” Saulnler,’ Teachers Involved Process, (Unpublished
paper prepared to meet the requirements of the graduate course
"Supervision of Student Teachers" S-518» Southern Illinois Uni-
versity, 1969 *}
3
2. Transference
- a. Eight teachers said they were already trying
some of the skills In communication with their
students: they could "listen," were willing
"to ask questions rather than give directives,"
and were "more aware" of their students’ needs.
b. Five teachers said they were "better listeners."
c. Tito seemed to register no evident change.
Throughout the year, the author found significant answers
In the NEXTEP experiential context. She was enthusiastic about
the learning situation which effected a merging of the affec-
tive with the cognitive by means of a process-centered method.
She endorsed the Idea that before attempting any form of change
In the school environment, emphasis should be on "teaching"
communication to the staff and personnel of the Institution.
The remaining goal was to discover a way of Integrating subject-
matter with skills In communication—the cognitive with the
affective. Except for a few attempts by other Fellow members,
not many projects of this kind had been Initiated. The writer
left the program at the end of the year deeply grateful,
feeling
highly enriched as a result of her Fellowship experience and
intent on seeking a specific way of Integrating learning
with
7
relevancy based on the needs of students.
^Eruoe Shattuok, BLement^ —
Activities. (Unpublished mMUSorl^t, NKXTEP Fellowship
R^^SaTsouthern Illinois University, 1969.
'^Leda Mi Saulnler, How to Evolutlonlze a
Uollepg
,.
^
publish manuscript. NEXTEP ®?l.e°top!cs
:
inols, Iftilverslty, 1969- respons-
Learning Interpersonal communication, mucat
ng
Ible freedom, and Training for Community.;
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- Section 2. Colleague In Search of “New " Method
*
In March of 19^9 » Involved In some field work to demons-
trate skills In communication and group process, the writer
selected Northwestern Connecticut Community College where a
doileague, Teresa Slmard, was professor of Psychology,
Professor Slmard at that time overtly expressed her dlssatls-
^faction with the "lecture" method of teaching and was searching
for some Innovative way of Involving the students In the process
of learning;' especially In the practical application of psych-
ologlcal principles In dally living.
,
^
*
Professor Slmard, aware of the possibilities for making th-e
'
cognitive aspect of her coTirse more relevant to the students,
' C’ '
degan to set aside fifteen minutes of each class session for
experiential purposes. The author was called upon to facilitate.
month later, at the request of the students, she
dedicated a half hour of class time for group process. In May,
the students expressed the desire to have a full class period
as an experiential session. Their request was acceded to.
At that time, the sessions followed two basic patterns:
a. A cbmmunlty meeting
b. A core group activity
At,the beginning of the community meeting,- there was a
short
period of Input from Professor Slmard on one specific
aspect
rof rthe self taken from the textbook^used by the students.
.
A. Sattaln, et al .
Behavior . "Defense of the
Chapter 4.
Psychology : Under stand Ing. Human
Self," McGraw-Hill, N. Y. 1967,
5
During the Input, the community meeting Involved the entire
group of students In an exchange of Ideas on the cognitive
matter* At the end of the discussion, the students were given
a short exercise made up of open-ended statements^ which they
were to complete In writing* The open-ended sentences served
a twofold purpose:
1* They allowed the student to translate Into terms of
his own life the psychological principles under dis-
cussion;
2* They were meant to assist the speaker In non-threatening
self-disclosure *
The students were then pre-asslgned^^ to "core" groups—four
students of both sexes—and asked to share their reaction to
the open-bended sentences.
Two basic rules predominated In the core group. First,
the student vrho volunteered to start talking would not be Inter-
rupted until he told the group he had finished. Second, the
listeners would "draw him out" by means of very simple questions;
for example, "Why do you say.*.?" "How do you feel about that?"
fp:f.
* After one person had had the spotlight for a time, then some
one else shared his open-ended statement and he In turn was drawn
out by the other members, until the four had been on "focus."
^Lee Howe,' A Classroom Manual For Helping Children Learn
What They Live . THnpubllshed manuscript, NEXTEP Fellowship
Program, Southern Illinois University, 1968.)
^^The author chose to "pre-assign" on the basis that. In
talking about the self, a person Is often less Inhibited with a
stranger—he has less to lose. Furthermore, by pre-asslgnlng,
the author could balance other factors such as, age and sex.
6
other
The purpose of the rules for the Focus^^ «as to encourage
better listening habits and to allow members to know each
better.
At this point f the author realized that there was a need
for generating various kinds of questions the listeners could
ask. V/hile some of the core groups were functioning very well
because a key person in the group was able to formulate probing
questions* others found themselves floundering because no one
was ingenious enough to find the right questions. The group
would turn into an "over-the-back-fence" kind of session, and
the objectives of Interpersonal Imowledge were not being met.
Asking "interested and meaningful" questions then, was a
problem. When the students knew what generic classes of ques-
tions to ask, the speaker was stimulated and the group became
Involved, It would be Important, therefore, at some point, to
lncorpo!rate simple questions that would help the members become
better listeners.
Since ^ however, the process that had been started during
this past semester seemed viable, the author felt that it was
now time to start developing formal objectives and then devising
ways of Implementing them.
Section 3* Development of Ob.iectives
Just what was it we were looking for in this group-learning
process? What were our goals? And, what about student needs?
^^Sax and Hollander, Ibid . pp. 24, 25, Rules 1 and 3*
7
Before drawing up a list of objectives, the author dis-
cussed with Professor Slmard what the students In her classes
were Indicating as definite needs.
Professor Slmard Indicated that students In her psychology
classes were complaining about the lack of Involvement in a
12typical lecture course. On some campuses students were begin-
ning to revolt against the lack of communication between the
student body and the faculty. They were overtly showing their
discontent over the curriculum offerings that dictated require-
V.
'
i.
ments for which the students could see n^ relevancy . It was
high time to get some articulation between groups , and more
Important, it was Imperative for students—and faculty for that
matter—to "learn" skills In commimlcatlon. On the premise that
no one can communicate unless he listens, the first objective,
thenV would be to set up a program whereby students would learn
how to listen . Unless there was a "learning" experience In
listening! people would go on talking "at" each other without
ever reaching each other.
Among the unarticulated needs of the students were the need
to experience one*s own feelings, the need to be open to ex-
perience,' the need to love and to be loved, and the need for
self-actualization. With Carl Rogers and I-Iaslow leading the
way, the author began to formulate objectives for the course:
^%enneth Kenlston, "You Have to Grow Up In Scarsdale to
Know How Bad Things Really Are," New York Times mgazlne ,
April 27; 1969.
8
I1.^ Openness, honesty. People would not listen to each
other imless they were able to attempt being themselves by
dropping masks.
2* Self
-direction
. In a further attempt at being oneself,
It would be helpful for a student to become aware of the degree
of manipulation that was exerted upon him by external forces.
Since the opposite of manipulation Is self-actualization, be-
coming aware of ffeslow^s concept of self
-actualization^^ would
help the students In self-direction and effect some form of
personal jjivolvement through the achievement of higher goals,
3* B^perjenc Ing feelings
. The third goal was based on
the fact that students are In that stage of their psychological
as well as physiological evolution when they are often dis-
turbed because their feelings are inconsistent
. "Being Process"
Is Carl Rogers^^ way of stating the third goal. Students must
feel that they are changing and have the right to be "In process"
of becoming their true "selves."
4. Trust . The fourth aim Is United with the third. If
the students are "In process," they should feel comfortable
about sharing their feelings and reactions with each other.
This sharing Involves honesty and trust, essential In the process
of *^tinfreez Ing
,
changing and refreezlng," which Scheln and
^^"The self-actualizing person finds It possible to accept
himself and others... to be spontaneous In behavior and In his
Inner life, thoughts. Impulses, etc..., to become Involved In
some problem outside himself which enlists much of his energies...
to remain unruffled by that which produces turmoil in him..."
Motivation and Personality
. Harper and Row, N.Y, 195^ t PP« 199-216.
1^
Carl Rogers,' ^ Becoming a Person . Houghton, Mifflin, Co.
Boston, 1961
, pp. 115-117*
9
Bennls^^ describe as the forces that motivate learning In
the laboratory method.
5 . Openness to experience . Things are difficult for
students In college. They have to adjust to new courses every
semester, to new teachers and methods of teaching. They need to
feel secure In their Interpersonal relations and feel comfortable
with themselves as unique beings. They need to develop greater
, awareness of this new experience In order to grow. The fifth
16
goal we chose was Carl Rogers* openness to experience.
6. Some of the greatest needs of college students are
Interpersonal. In a new environment, they feel Insecure; they
are not siire whether they will fit Into this new circle and
whether or not the environment will suit them. These Insecuri-
ties sometimes lead the students to feel "excluded" and often
to exclude others In return. This observation Inspired the
17
sixth goal: Inclusion .
7. Again on the Interpersonal level, students often feel
Inferior when they see leaders among their peers take over
,
make friends easily, and Impose their will on others. Since
their need to belong Isdbrong, students often abdicate the right
to be themselves, and let others exert control over them.
\
^^Edgar H. Scheln and Warren Bennls, Personal and Organ-
izational Change Through Group Methods ; The Laboratory Approach
,
pp72B3^10.
^^Rogers, Ibid .
William C. Shutz, Joy , Grove Press, New York, pp. 117-
152.
10
IThe serventh goal, therefore, viould aim at helping students
18
assume responsibility for being themselves and for controlling
their own lives,
8. The third Interpersonal need, according to Schutz,
19is affection . ^ Unless a student feels that others care for him,
he will feel deeply Inadequate and he himself will care for no
one. The danger Is for reverting to artificial stimulants as
substitutes for the need to love and be loved. Another Important
objective, therefore. Is to set up activities that will reveal
the positive In each one so that the student will be recognized
and loved by others for what he Is.
With these eight objectives directly or Indirectly built
around student needs. It was time to start planning a tightly
organized set of units that would provide the student with an
opportunity to practice skills In communication, realize self
growth, and ’’experience” learning.
Section 4. The Initial Eight Laboratory Sessions
Among the many factors that the author had to consider at
this time were questions that needed Immediate answers. All
sensitivity and encounter groups with which the author was
acquainted were non-structured. Would the structure get In
the way of real communication? Could It Instead be made to
\ ‘ ^
facilitate communication?
^^Shutz, Ibid .
.
pp. 153“173*
^^Ibid . « pp. 174-186.
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First of all) the author decided this course was not
going -to be an encotmter or a sensitivity group as she under-
stood them to be at the time. Sensitivity groups, she had
experienced, usually Involved people in interrelationships
on a deep emotional level that sometimes moved a person very
profoundly. This was not one of her goals.
Would the structure get In the way of real communication?
The author thought not. Instead, the structure vTould be
functional. It would be a loose structure that would favor
Interaction and at the same time consider, on the cognitive
level, basic psychological principles. During each session,
a sense of direction would be given to the group by means of
a short input. The group would be encouraged to listen to and
discuss an aspect of psychology that could be applied Immediately
to their own life. This would lead them to examine, often on a
very deep level, their own life experience In the light of the
psychological principle being studied.
This method, the author could see, would be both limiting
and broadening. It would limit a person If he chose to make use
of the input to a study of a particular aspect of the self. It
would be broadening In that, after several sessions, a person
could know a great deal about himself because he would be
encouraged to look at many different aspects of himself.
The author began to see In this form of structure a safe-
guard for participants. Many people Interested In Interaction
and In personal growth are not at all eager to have their
egos exposed Immediately to others. The structure could ease
12
the shock of recognition imtll a person was ready to plunge In
more deeply*
The author could now see a real advantage In ’’structured"
encounter sessions. They would appear as essentially non-
threatening to a population which had little or no experience
with sensitivity. Furthermore, If the topics under study were
selected with a concern for meeting needs, the loose structure
could effect personal grcn-xth and at the same time, favor Inter-
personal relations.
Having ansi^ered these fundamental questions to her own
satisfaction, the author began to organize the first laboratory
sessions. A pattern consisting of the three particular aspects
of communication—the large group Interaction, the small group
exchange, and the person-to-person encounter—vfould be followed.
20
The large group would be called "Community Meeting," Dirrlng
the large group gathering the teacher, now called a Facilitator,
would explain the "Input." The author calls "Input" the brief
psychological excerpt scheduled at the beginning of each lab
and before the core group activity to suggest to the group an
aspect of the self to be considered during that session.
The students would then comment freely on the subject matter,
agreeing or disagreeing and relating their observations to their
experience. This first exchange would be essentially
an open
Sitting In a large circle wherein both verbal and non-
verbal interaction was encouraged, exchanging on the cognitive
and affective level, and learning "games" In communication,
were
part of the author’s experience In the NEXTEP research
*
TI^l^ physical and psychological environment was called
Comm y»
^^"Facilitator" was used Instead of leader in the NEXTEP gioup-
13
Idiscussion for the purpose of clarifying the content.
The Facilitator would then suggest an activity on a
person-to-person basis, the "Dyadic Exchange. This Inter-
change would be built around a suggested open-ended statement
related to the Input. After completing the statement, one of
f. ,
the partners would share his open-ended sentence with the
listener whose role would consist of asking questions aimed at
clarifying meaning for both the listener and the speaker. The
general aim would be empathetlc listening. The dyadic partners
would take turns sharing. The dyad would serve as a "warming
up” to more openness later.
After a brief period, approximately ten minutes, the par-
tj-c^pants wquld return to the large group and be Invited by the
Facilitator to participate In the "Iflilpplng Around." This
exercise is a way of sharing with the large group something
about the self discussed during the dyadic activity. The par-
ticipant might say: "VJhat I like best about myself Is..."
22
The concept of the dyadic exchange is from a course
offered by Dr. F. Thomas Clark at the University of Massachusetts
during the academic year, 1968-1969* In Dr. Clarkes course,
participants were tested, then grouped on the basis of compa-
tibility. Two persons would meet for a period of three hours a
week in a place of their choice for the purpose of experiencing
empathetlc Interaction o This dyadic encounter inspired the
author, though. In the present project, the experience is briefer
and less profound.
^^IThlpplng Around: a device whereby each person In turn
Is Invited to share his feelings or reactions by speaking Imme-
diately after the person sitting next to him.
14
The Pass Privilege, which any member could Invoke If he
wished to remain an observer rather than a participant, would
be a standing right and could be used at any time throughout
a session.'
The Facilitator would thoi Introduce a communication skill;
the "Focus” skill, the "Confrontation" skill, etc. With three
students, he would form a "core" In the center of the comraimlty
circle and demonstrate the skill to be practiced. The steps
of 'the skill would be outlined by the Facilitator. The Pass
Privilege would be reiterated and the foursome would Interact
. .VC
making use of the new skill. The Facilitator v:ould have the
rigiit to Interrupt the process If he felt that some of the basic
steps of the skill were not being applied.
The demonstration over, students would be Invited to meet
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with their pre-asslgned core group to learn about themselves
and others by experiencing process. Special exercises would be
Pass Privilege: the right to remain silent at any time
when' one does not wish to share with the group or feels
threatened in any way. A member indicates his prerogative by
saying: "I pass."
>lr«,
• ,
Core consists of four members, and is comparable to
a nuclear family. In that It provides a stable 'base," Savllle
Sax ' and Sandra Hollander, Ibid . , p. 244.
-
- Some skills would not need to be demonstrated. In that
case, Immediately after the brief explanation, members would
Join their respective core groups and begin interaction.
,
; ,
W;-'
-27fi303^0Qt to maximize either diversity or compatibility
Is one method of choosing the core members. If the Core Groups
are to be potential teams, one would want a diversity of skills
within' the group." Savllle Sax and Sadra Hollander, IM^* •
p. 244.
•'v ‘T:
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planned for each meeting and would serve as a springboai'd for
self-disclosure
.
The core group Interaction would be the most Important
experience of every laboratory session. Most of the time
allotted for the laboratory session would be set aside for the
core group experience. The core would be considered as the
structure which affords the best opportunity for an Individual
to know himself, to know others and to allow others to know
him In an atmosphere of safety and trust.
At the end of the core time-allotment , the Critique
process should end the session. Before leaving the meeting,
each participant would be Invited to write down his reactions
and return the Critique Sheet to the Facilitator as feedback.
This would be the basic structure for the eight labs that
would be tried with students during the summer of 1969 at North-
western Connecticut Community College.
Section 5 . Trial Group—Summer 196.9
During the summer of 1969t twenty-four students enrolled
In Professor Slmard*s General Psychology I class. The students
were asked whether or not they wanted experiential sessions
along with the cognitive lecture-discussion. Unanimously , the
students chose to add the experiential aspect. Many of them
had heard about the group process which Professor Slmard had
^^Participants assess their Interaction on an Individual
basis and as a group.
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Initiated with her students during the spring semester. Some
students enrolled precisely because they wanted this kind of
learning experience.
The first lab was implemented during the third class
meeting. Other labs were prepared until the eight laboratory
sessions had been written. This class, a General Psychology
course, was conducted both by Professor Slmard who presented a
lecture-discussion on Monday and Tuesday evenings, and by the
author who conducted the laboratory sessions on Wednesday and
Thursday evenings, acting as Facilitator.
At the end of every experiential session, several students
remained behind to talk about their experience In group process.
Therems a feeling of excitement that permeated this first
group. They were discovering a means of self-knowledge and of
knowledge of others that was challenging to them. Some students
described their experience as "feeling for the first time that
education and life were not divorced." The aspect of the
relevancy of the subject matter seemed to answer their present
need for Integration.
Because the group was made up of young adults and married
people—students and housewives and professionals the cross
section of occupations produced a very favorable effect upon
the learning situation of the group. In the group was a
woman
who had married twice—both times to an alcoholic. Her expe-
rience Impressed the younger members of the group, many
of whom
were coming close to the effects of alcoholism for the
first time
17
1The Interpersonal contacts in this group were very signif-
icant ’for most of the members, judging from their reaction
sheets written at the end of every session.
All these labs were developed in line with the objec-
tives imder the following headings:
Lab 1 Doing Away With Fhcades
Lab 2 Self Direction
Lab 3 Being Process
Lab 4 The Laboratory Experience
Lab 5 Openness to Experience
Lab 0 Inclusion
Lab 7 Control pg
Lab 8 Affection
At this point, realizing the viability of the structure.
Professor Simard decided to broaden the objectives and to
build an entire project around the triple structure: Community
Meeting, Dyadic Exchange, and Core Group Interaction in the
form of a model that could be adopted and followed by others.
Her project. Personal Growth and Interpersonal Relations ;
30
The Triangle Model . resulted.
^^The original eight laboratory sessions have been revised
by the author. (See Appendix I).
3®Teresa H. Simard, Ibid .
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A. Expansion of the Model
Section 1. From Eight Labs to Twelve
During the school year 1969-70, students were very much
Interested In participating In Professor Slmard’s General
Psychology course since word had spread that the Psychology
class would have a full laboratory session once a week, lasting
one hour and a quarter. The group process was entering another
phase of development.
Because classes would now run a full semester, it became
necessary to eztend the labs from eight to twelve. For that
purpose. It seemed that, if the labs were extended, they should
include a. section on values. Values, In essence, represent the
core of our life’s experience. They motivate attitudes and
beliefs, and are at the basis of our emotional responses.
Introducing the concept of values and offering the students
value-strategies to encourage assessment of their values was
Important. The author, therefore, decided she would design the
next four laboratory sessions with each lab demonstrating a
value strategy to help students experience their values here-
and-now
•
Another objective needed to be kept in mind. Experience
had taught the author during the summer session that the
listening skill had to be emphasized. It was necessary to con-
centrate now on establishing the listening skill, called Focus,
on a very solid basis. It would have to be built In In such
19
a way that students would feel the need to practice the four
31basic steps of this skill within their core group at every
session. At first, the students might find It difficult to
practice the steps and at the same time try to be genuine.
But It appeared worthy to attempt especially if each student
took his turn acting as facilitator In his own core group in
order to become sensitive to the process. Encouraging students
to act as facilitators was another aspect that would have to
be Incorporated Into the next four sessions.
With these new goals in mind, the author outlined the
following four laboratory sessions:
Lab 9 would draw its Input from Raths, Harmin and Simon’s
Values and Teachlnp;^^ in which the authors present a new way
of testing values based on three behaviors: choosing, prizing,
and acting. The value strategy in this lab would be the
"Clarifying Response, which helps a person identify more
clearly his values as a result of someone else’s clarifying
question."
Lab 10 would be built around Rokcach’s Values, , Attitudes
and Beliefs, In which the author discusses various types of
^^The four basic rules of the Focus Skill are, in summary
1. Don’t Interrupt the speaker;
2. Ask drawlng-out questions;
3. Give feedback, positive or negative as requested
4. Ask for the speaker’s reactions as a result
of the Interaction.
^^Raths, Harmin and Simon, Ibid. , Chapter I.
^^Ibld . , Chapter V.
^^Mllton Rokeach, Values , Attitudes and Belief's,, Jossey-
Bass, Inc. Pub., 19^8.
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beliefs and explains the possibility of change as depending
upon how close the belief Is to the •'center" of the person.
The value strategy In this lab would be the Public Interview^^
In which volunteer students would have the opportimlty to pro-
claim their values vrhlle the group questioned them on one topic
or on a smorgasbord' of topics of their choice. The Pass Priv-
ilege always applies.
Lab 11 would study attitudes and would suggest a new way
of dealing with feelings by "describing" them.^^ This value
technique constitutes a further step In awareness and offers
-students another means of emotional growth.
Lab 12 would review Carl Rogers' "The Valuing Process*'^*^
which studies value elements that lead to self-actualization.
These four laboratory sessions would answer student needs
for self expression and respect for their values.
Laboratory sessions nine through twelve will be found in
Appendix I under these headings:
Lab 9 I Should... I Shouldn"t'. .
.
Lab 10 This Is True... This Is Not True...
Lab 11 I*m For... I’m Against...
Lab 12 Is the Source of Values Within Yourself?
^^Raths, Harmln, Simon, Ibid .
5^John L. Wallen, "Basic Skills for Discussing Interpersonal
Relations" distinguishes between expression of feelings and
description of feelings. He contends that "because expressing
a feeling Is so often confused with describing it. It is impor-
tant to make the difference clear." When a person blushes.
It can be Interpreted as "I feel embarrassed," "I feel pleased,"
or "I feel annoyed with you."
^"^Carl Rogers, Freedom to Learn , Charles E. Merrill Pub. Co
Columbus, Ohio, 1969 » PP« 239-259.
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Section 2. The Labs as a Conmiiinlty Service
So far, the lab sessions had been experienced only as
part of General Psychology I. As far as the students were
concerned, these laboratory sessions were giving them an op-
portunity not only to study "about” the self, but to look at
themselves and at others In a practical experiential way. But
since not all of psychology deals with aspects of the person
that can be easily translated Into behavior
,
there were real
problems trying to manage other essential units in psychology^^
without changing General Psychology I into another type of
course. It was time for the laboratory experiences to stand on
their own as a course in human relations.
Since Northwestern Connecticut Community College Is, as a
community college, dedicated to "serving" the community, it was
decided to open the course to a pilot group as a commimlty
service. The course, therefore, would be given in the evening
once a week for three hours on a non-credit basis and it would
extend twelve weeks, allowing one laboratory session each week.
It was necessary to choose for the course a name that would
describe the essence of the course and attract members interested
In growing psychologically. The first step, therefore, was to
test the title. Personal Growth and Interpersonal Relations .
by releasing a newspaper article containing essentially the goals
of the course, the duration of the Individual sessions, the
^^The study of the nervous system and the brain, for
example, which demands other types of experiences.
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frequency of the meetings, and the length of the course. The
readers were Informed also that the course would aim at Improved
Interpersonal communication through the learning of skills
and would effect personal growth as a result of self-knowledge.
39The article appeared In the evening paper, The Wlnsted Citizen .
In early September of 1970. By 9 00 a.m. the following day, the
course was closed with an enrollment of 30 people. Other ap-
plicants had to be kept on a waiting list for possible last
minute drop-outs. This was an answer to two questions: Does
the title carry Its own appeal? and is there a need for a
course of this nature?
Since the course had set no limitations and no require-
ments for enrollment, a very heterogeneous group found Itself
together that first evening. In the group were a veterinarian,
a home economist, a counselor, a newspaper columnist, a
laboratory technician, several housewives, rClerk-secretarles
,
1:
and a number of students. In age, they ranged from 18 to 58.
Most of them were high school graduates; except for the college
students, only three among the others had gone beyond grade 12.
Prior to the first session, a list of names of the partic-
.Ipants (they had telephoned to register) had been given to the
Facilitator. Using this list, she prepared name tags so that
from the very first encounter all could be on a first name basis.
^
^^The Wlnsted Citizen has a circulation of 18,000 readers.
i
I
I
j
I
i
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IThe second task consisted of planning core groups before
the course started. The cores were formed to maximize divers-
ity as far as age, sex, and occupation were concerned. In as
much as It was possible, each core was made up of two men and
two women, one of whom was a student. Since the age range was
so broad. It seemed Important to the author to Include at least
one student In each core.
The grouping completed, a third task presented Itself.
It was necessary to Improve the Instrument that would feedback to
the Facilitator after every session. A new Critique Sheet^®
was developed. The author devised a student-reaction sheet
that would assess four areas: each Individual’s comments about
himself, his participation as perceived by his core members, his
evaluation of the group as a whole, his feelings as a result of
the present lab experience.
Flhally, the author decided, the Focus skill would have to
be the first skill acquired. She would introduce the Focus
Immediately and ask the participants to try It from the first
evening on.
The first session set the tone for the other sessions that
were to follow. There was a community meeting during which the
Input was discussed. This was followed by a short activity based
on the Input, allowing members to become better acquainted with
at least one member, that first evening, In a dyad. There followed
a community sharing on the dyadic activity and a demonstration
of the Focus skill. The second activity of the evening was
llQ
_
See Appendix I.
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explained, core groups were formed, and members became acquainted
with their core partners and stai'ted using the Focus skill to
learn more about themselves and about others. As Facilitator,
the author became part of one core group and functioned as one
of the members for the evening. Five minutes before the end of
the session, members were expected to critique the process.
The twelve sessions follox^ed essentially the same pattern.
-,'i
With each session, members became more Involved, learned how
to trust, were learning how to listen to themselves and to
others, were allowing themselves to experience their feelings.
Of the thlrt5 members who had enrolled In September, twenty-
five remained at the end of the semester.
f This group refused to disband. They pressed the author
to write another series of labs so that they might pursue their
• T
experience for another semester. The next phase then was to
expand the labs to twenty-four sessions.
^^The Critique Sheets were a great help to the author
who used them as a guide for the following session. They
Indicated quite clearly where the members stood: "I feel good
because I was able to talk with my core group;" "I don’t
think we got much of anything done tonlte, we Just rambled;"
or. again, "I feel great I I was on Focus." Some members com-
mented upon how difficult It was for them to participate
actively in the large group: "I Just can’t decide to talk
during the Community Meeting. I like to watch the others Inter-
act, and I get a lot from It all, but I’m unable to open up.
I feel much more comfortable with my core group
I"
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Section 3* Expanding the Labs to Twenty-Four
I
The author started the project of expanding the labs from
twelve to twenty-four during the Christmas vacation (1970-71).
Before leaving the last session, the group had been vocal
regarding their wishes for a second semester of Personal Growth .
If the course could deal so effectively with the positive
aspects of the self, it would be even more productive If some
of the negative emotional feelings were dealt with. They sug-
gested sessions on frustration, loneliness, anger. This gave
the author the Idea for a series of labs which would be entitled:
Coping with Emotional Needs.
Expanding the labs to twenty-four as a number was convenient.
Twelve labs could meet the needs of a first semester coiirse;
the twelve others could constitute a full course offering for
a second semester. The entire series would, therefore, be a
convenient package for use in human relations classes through
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two semesters.
Section 4 . Choice of Psychologists
To build the course into a complete cognitive as well as
experiential whole, it was necessary to make a wise selection
of humanistic psychologists, whose writings would serve both
as input for the Community Meeting and as supplementary reading.
In the first twelve sessions, the works of Carl Rogers, Abraham
^^It is possible, however, by limiting the activities, to
use the twenty-four laboratory sessions during one
semester.
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1Plaslow, Everett Shostrom, Edgar Scheln and Warren Bennls,
Sidney Jourard, William Schutz, William Glasser, Erich Fromm,
Baths, Harmln and Simon, and Milton Rokeach had already been
explored.
While the works of some of these men would still be used
In the second group of labs, It was understood that other names
would be added after the choice of topics had been decided
upon. The works of Peris, Hefferllne and Goodman, Maxwell
Maltz, Eric Berne, Viktor Prankl, Carl Jung, Bach and Wyden,
Martin Buber, and Hollo May would now find themselves at
the core of this new series.
Section 5« Choice of Tonics
For ease of functioning, when the first semester partic-
ipants met to continue with the second series of labs, a link
had to be created between the Input of the last labs of the
first semester and the first of the new series. Since Lab 12
dealt';, with values. It seemed Important to set up a values lab
as Number 13
•
! The labs were then outlined as follows:
Lab 13 would draw on mslovi*s B-values and D-values
In their search for Identity, students need to value things for
what they are ( Being-values ) , and not merely for what they can
get out of them (Deficiency values). The value strategy used
^^Abraham mslow. Toward a Psychology of Being , Van Nos-
trand Co. Inc., 1962 , Chapters 6 and 11, pp. 71~103» pp.l^9“l6?.
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In this lab would be what the author calls the C T T Overview:
a Conflict-Tension-Transformation exercise In which one con-
siders what happens as a result of conflicting values, the
tensions that ensue,,and the transformation or regression that
results.
44Lab 14 would draw from Peris’ Gestalt Therapy. There
j
would be a study of the figure/ground formation and Its Impact
on effecting a unified person. The strategy would be the
"Unfinished Situation Mirror" In which a person might look at
the possibility of enlarging areas of contact with people whose
relationship had been severed or was close to the breaking
point.
Lab 15 would expand on Ifeltz’ concept of changing one’s
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self-image by thinking success. The skill to be developed
would be the "Suppose Technique" by means cf which a person
imagines he has successfully reached a goal.
In Lab I6, the key to harmony—balancing all needs—from
lift
Rogers’ Freedom to Learn would serve as Input. The "Pendulum
^^Prederick Peris, Ralph Hefferllne, and Paul Goodman,
Gestalt Therapy . Dell P^b. Co., New York; 1951» Vol. 1, Chapter
Iv; Vol. 2, Chapter I.
^^Maxwell Maltz, Psycho-Cvbernetlcs . Simon and Schuster,
New York, i960. Chapter o.
^^Rogers, Freedom to Learn , Ibid . , Chapter 14, pp. 2?9”301
This chapter deals with "The Fully Functioning Person" under
the following headings, which summarize Rogers’ theories:
The fully functioning person would be open to his experience;
This person would live in an existential fashion; This Person
would find his organism a trustworthy means of arriving at the
most satisfying behavior In each existential situation.
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T
C' Technique" Involving an investigation of one’s growth
supportive and/or growth preventive relations would he
practiced.
Lab 17 through 24 would deal with the negative emotions.
The word negative, for the purpose of this book, refers to
attitudes that are an obstacle to emotional health. These
laboratory sessions would offer suggestions for coping with
frustration; Inadequacy, emptiness, loneliness. Irresponsibility,
hostility, alienation and apathy. The coping skills to be
practiced would Include: the script, ego-states detection,
logotherapy, the "shadow" investigation, reality therapy,
Iv'.
how-to-fIght-falr phases, the I-thou relationship assessment,
r'r
and the "core" antidote. All these skills would be experienced
within the general triangle structure of the Community Meeting,
the Dyadic Exchange, and the Core Group Interaction.
> -M'f
_
Input in the last eight labs would draw from: Raths,
B^^48" , „ , 49 -rw. T n 50 T 51“ ‘
^ ,FrankX<»
.
Jiuig,-^Berne, Maltz and Baker,
Louis, and Porter, Anna, Understand Ing the Problem
Child . The Economics Press, New Jersey, 19b3» Chapter 1.
5. ^^Erlc Berne, Games People Play , Grove Press Inc., 1954,
Part I.
mltz, and C. Baker, TOie Conquest of Frustration ,
Grosset and Dunlap, New York, 19^^ Chapter I, pp. 1-19
•
t Viktor Frankl, Man ’s Search for Meaning: . Simon and
Schuster, New York, 1963 t Part Two.
G. Jung, The Undiscovered Self . The Mew American
Library; Inc. New York, 1957* Chapter VI.
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Glasser^^ Bach, Wyden,^^- Lederer and Jackson, Jourard^^
and Buber
Laboratory sessions twelve to twenty-four are In
Appendix I under these headings:
Lab 13
Lab 14
Lab 15
Lab 16
'
';v,( .ir :
Lab 17
Lab 18
Lab 19
Lab 20
Lab 21
Lab 22
Lab 23
Lab 24
Are Yours B-Values or D-Values?
Enlarge the Area of Contact
Success and Your Self Image
Key to Harmony : Balance All Needs
Coping with Frustration
Coping with Inadequacy
Coping with Emptiness
Coping with Loneliness
Coping with Irresponsibility
Coping with Hostility
Coping with Alienation
Coping with Apathy
;
.
, •52willlam Glasser, Reality Therapy , Harper and Row,
New York, 1965* Part I.
•^^George Bach, and Peter Wyden, The Intimate Enemy , New
York, 1970, Chapter 4.
^^llllam Lederer and Don Jackson, The Mirages of Marriage ,
W.W. Norton and Co., New York, 1968. Part IV.
•^^Sldney Jourard, The Transparent Self , D. Van Nostrand Co.
New Jersey, 1964. Part II, pp. 19"50*
^^l^tln Buber, I and Thou . ' Scrlbner*s, New York, 195^.
Part II.
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1’ CHAPTER II
IMPLEI'IENTATION OF THE TRIANGLE MODEL
A. The Triangle Model
The first part of this chapter describes how the author
Implemented The Triangle Model during the academic year 19?0-
1971 with a pilot group of thirty participants.^ Pai't B
reviews some of the problems encountered In the use of the
triple structure: The Community Meeting, The Dyadic Exchange,
The Core Group Interaction.
With the pilot group the plan suggested by The Triangle
Model was adhered to closely, with very few changes made while
the course was In progress. Since the primary aim of the
course Is to foster personal growth and help to Improve
Interpersonal relations by means of a structured experience.
It was Important In this first full experience to find out
If the model was viable. Changes were effected, therefore,
only when the group requested a change either verbally or non
verbally. For example If the Community Meeting developed a
group ethos that expressed a need for continuation of this
process without Interruption, The Core Group Interaction
was blpassed for this session and the group remained as one
for as long as the need was felt.
^Because of the self-directed nature of the core group.
It was not difficult to accept and work with thirty partic-
ipants In one session.
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1Each session was scheduled for three hours. The variety
of activities organized for each session could easily sustain
involvement for that length of time.
Section 1. The Community Meeting
Each class session started with a Community Meeting in
which all members participated either by listening, by discussing
or by sharing. After the members had formed a large circle,
the Facilitator chose either of two methods to present the theme
of the session: the lecture-comment approach and/or the group
discussion* When the author selected the lecture
-comment
approach, she limited herself to five or ten minutes to clarify
the input. This limitation was self-imposed to allow more time
for group participation. When the Facilitator had requested
the students to read the material prior to class time, she
would start the meeting with an open discussion, calling upon
the members for comments and reactions until the message of the
psychologist being studied had been grasped by most partic-
ipants. Sometimes, silent reading of the material preceded the
discussion.
After this predominantly Intellectual Interactlon-acquaint-
ance with psychological theories and clarification of concepts
—
the IPrlangle Model called for an affective exercise, the Dyadic
Exchange. This exercise interrupted the Community Meeting vintil
It was time for the Whipping Around.
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Section 2. Effectiveness of the Dyadic Exchange
Professor Slmard defines the Dyadic Exchange and states
Its goals as follows:
The dyadic exchange brings two people together
(for a short time only)*^ to share reactions and feelings.
The first goal Is to test one's ability to relate
with another person: to siiggest behavior changes,
and to convey to the other, one's understanding of that
person's problems and feelings. The other goal is
achieved simultaneously: while trying to understand
another person, one gets to know himself better and
feels better understood by at least one other person,
his dyadic partner.^
After the Commimlty Meeting Interaction, the Facilitator
explained the purpose of the Dyadic Exchange and/or gave
directions concerning the dyadic activity. She Invited the
students to divide Into groups of two. Each person then turned
to the student seated next to him—on the right or on the left,
depending upon the starting point indicated by the Facilitator,
The partners introduced each other and began to exchange feelings
and Ideas, using as a springboard the suggested dyadic activity
in the text. The dyadic exchange lasted ten, sometimes twenty
minutes, depending upon the involvement of the members in the
exchange. The Facilitator could assess the degree of involve-
ment by observing the group in process. She herself partic-
ipated in a dyadic exchange with one of the members.
^Words or sentences in parentheses are the author's,
^Teresa Simard, Personal Growth and Interpersonal Rela-
tions : The Triangle Model . (Unpublished dissertation. University
of Massachusetts, Amherst, 1972, "Behavioral Objebtlves,"
pp. 28-35.
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About the content of the dyadic exchange, Professor
Slmard writes:
(The dyadic partners) think of a specific
Incident In their llfe“-elther past or present--
and share with their partner the feelings they
experienced, revealing how they feel (or felt),
whs^ that feeling is (identifying it by name), and
wil2. the feeling was triggered (tracing the value
iiehlnd the feeling),^
The open-ended sentences suggested In the text for the
dyadic activity was always completed In writing before the
oral communication between the dyadic partners. By ivriting
down the "first" things that came to mind—bra InstormIng—
the person brought to his awareness some forgotten or still
unresolved situation, or some present unfinished business.
After communicating this to his partner, the first speaker was
open to questions from the listener. When the first speaker
had completed his exchange, the partner took his turn sharing
and being drawn out.
Although this activity was usually short. It had several
advantages. About the benefits of the Dyadic Exchange,
Professor Slmard explains that this activity Is conducive to
breaking down the "armor, from Jourard’s "character armor"
which serves to hide a personas real self both from himself and
others and prevents him from really knowing himself.^ Because
^Teresa Slmard, Ibid . . "Communication as an Art," p. 58.
^Ibld .
.
p. 29 .
^Sidney Jourard, The Transparent Self , Van Nostrand Co,,
New Jersey, 1964, p. 112.
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1the dyadic partners had only one other person to share with,
the author observed that many of the participants felt less
threatened In the dyad than they did In the large group, and
so, were more willing to self-dlsclose. In this person-to-
person contact, they were often able to recognize the "shadow;'
which Jung speaks about In The Undiscovered Self;
Recognition of the shadow leads to the modesty
we need In order to acknowledge Imperfection.
And It Is lust this conscious recognition and con-
sideration that are needed wherever a human relation-
ship Is to be established. A human relationship Is
not based on differentiation and perfection, for these
only emphasize the differences or call forth the exact
opposite; It Is based, rather, on Imperfection, on what
Is weak, helpless and in need of^support—the very
ground and motive of dependence.^
Sharing one's Imperfections vrlth a dyadic partner, the
author realized, was the beginning of the journey toward honesty
and trust
.
Most of the members, after this "unfreezing" activity, were
able to participate In another activity that involves sharing,
the Whipping Around. The Whipping Around Is a quick way of
communicating with the large group members something a person
has shared with his dyadic partner. It Is called VJhipping Around
because each person talks in turn—starting with one speaker,
followed by the person sitting next to him, and so on around
the circle. To start this activity, the author vrould call the
dyadic partners back to the community circle and suggest that
they share, if they wanted to, with the large group. For example,
Joe might say: "The thing I like best about myself Is..."
'^Carl G. Jung, The Undiscovered Self . The New American
Library, Inc. New York, 1957 » PP* II6-II7 .
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Then,' without comments from the speaker or questions from the
group* the person sitting next to Joe would share his open-
ended sentence with the group, If he chose to. This activity
does not Insist that each person participate actively. Many of
the participants Invoked the Pass Privilege.
The Pass Privilege, as has been mentioned before. Is a
bullt-ln protection against pressure. If, during the course
of this exchange, a person did not wish to share with the large
group, he Invoked the Pass Privilege by saying: "I Pass."
This privilege allowed him to remain an observer rather than a
participant when he felt threatened by the group or when he
preferred keeping any exchange with his dyadic partner between
the two of them. This Privilege was not limited to the V/hip-
plng Around. It extended to all structures.
During the other activities, the Pass Privilege protected
against answering any question that might be coercive. It helped
a member to be comfortable during an activity simply by being
there—feeling free, not forced into verbal 'communication or
oral proclamation of his values when he did not want to.
During the "Whipping Ai'ound," it sometimes occurred that
a person would say something very personal that seemed loaded
with emotional undertones. For instance, a person might say:
’’The thing I hate most about myself Is the fact that I find it
almost Impossible to trust anyone. I think all people are out
to get me', even you..." When something like this happened, the
Facilitator would ask the speaker whether he wanted the group
to draw him out. If he answered affirmatively, the members would
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Interrupt the Whipping Around and proceed to ask clarifying
o
and prohlng Questions* This person "would then be ”on Focus*’
throughout the activity—sometimes throughout the whole period,
depending upon the group's involvement.
The usual content of the Whipping Aroimd Is a voluntary
statement about the self without comment either from the speaker
or the listeners. The purpose here is not all-out self^^dlsclosur
It is rather a non-threatening way of getting to loiow more the
members of the whole group. It is a way of getting the partic-
ipants ready for a more Intense form of encounter in the third
structure of the Triangle Model: The Core Group Interaction.
Section 3» Core Group Interaction
The Core Group is a small gathering offbur (or five)
i
people who share their feelings about things that are meaning-
ful to them. Its purpose is to develop honesty and trust in
the members while they experience process. The core inter-
action is the most Important of the three structures in the
Triangle Model and as such it demands a period of preparation.
To prepare the core group activity, the Facilitator dis-
cussed with the commimlty group additional input— information
on lab values or on the goals of the skills. Then, she outlined
the steps of the day’s skill, usually demonstrating a new skill
if she thought it needed to be demonstrated to make it more
effective in the core group. Immediately after the demons-
tration, members met with their cores for the most productive
^This occurred later in the lab sessions when members had
already practiced the steps of the Focus.
1part of the session—the core group activity. Here, they
experienced process using the suggested activity as a spring-
board for self-disclosure.
The author considers the core group activity as the most
productive part of the session because it has several advan-
tages. One of the advantages, the author observed, was that it
provided an immediate implementation of the day’s skill demons-
trated In the commimity circle.
Second, even if new skills were introduced, one skill re-
mained constant throughout: the Focus skill. The core was the
most favorable setting for using this listening skill effectively.
In fact, after some initial resistance, members seemed eager to
follow the steps of the Focus. They tried not to steal the focus;
not to give feedback before probing into the problem; they soon
realized the importance of becoming aware of the feelings of the
Focus person at the end of the interaction, and they learned
that expressing their own feelings about the Focus person at
the end was also very Important. These four steps became an
Integral part of the Interaction. In fact, in time, members
became less and less consciously aware that they were using this
listening technique because it was fast becoming a part of their
conversation habits. Furthermore, the author realized that , if
tbe participants adhered strictly to the steps of the listening
skill, they were better prepared to follow the steps of the
other skills and thus add to their learning experience.
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A third advantage of the core group structure was its
llmlt,ed number. Because the author »s core groups were
limited to four members, the members had a better chance
than in the large community group of being actively Involved.
The author observed that the listeners in this small group
were more alert because it was everyone’s responsibility to
ask probing and clarifying questions, to give feedback, and
to empathize.
A fourth advantage of the core was that each person had
the opportunity of being "on Focus." Being "on Focus" meant
that during the course of every session, each person in the
core had the opportunity of talking about himself, of dis-
covering something new or rediscovering a forgotten aspect about
the self and of getting a little closer to self-actualization.
Being "on Focus" proved to be a forceful learning experience
for thb Focus person as well as for the listeners. For the
Focus person, concentration on himself made him feel worthy
—
this was evidenced from the feedback sheets 'reported at the end
of the session. For the listeners, the Insight they gathered
from trying to get into the Focus person’s "shoes," was a profit-
able learning experience—as evidenced likewise from the self-
9
assessment recorded on the Critique Sheets.
The fifth advantage of the small group encounter was that
it seemed to provide for the members a feeling of belonging.
^See bample Critique Sheet, Appendix I.
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Professor Slmard states why In some ways the core interaction
has priority over the other two processes;
The core activity is foremost because it offers:
a. More clarifying responses and feedback than does
the dyadic exchange; and
b. More empathetic conmumication and thus a more
intense feeling of belonging (than is usually ex-
perienced during the Community Meeting.
To sustain Interaction on the level of self-commitment
during the core group activity, the author suggested that one
of the members in the core group be "Acting facilitator" for
his group. The Acting facilitator’s function was to remind
the group about the steps of the Focus. For example, he might
say: "John, it seems to me that Harry (the Focus person) has
not quite finished his sharing. Could we wait before going
Into the question period?" When the role of the Acting facil-
itator was understood, the members had no problem vrith it
—
they did not resent the interruption but welcomed the oppor-
tunity of becoming more sensitive to the process.
During a three-hour session, at least one hour and a half
was scheduled for the core group activity. Because each member
of the four-member team had the opportunity of being "on Focus"
during that time, he usually left the session feeling that he
had been enriched by the experience, he had much to take home
with him, to thlnli over more carefully and/or to live by in his
r ^
home with his family or at work with his co-workers.
^^Teresa Slmard, Ibid . , pp. 36 , 37 •
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Toward the end of the core group activity, the Facilitator
would. ask each member to pull out a critique sheet from the
back of the text and assess his o;m participation and that
of the members of his group during the course of the session.
Evaluating process was another exercise In awareness that
brought the participant face to face with himself, with his
own role and with that of others In this venture toward personal
growth and better Interpersonal relations.
CONCLUSION
There remains one very important aspect of the course to
bring to the reader *s attention.
The course. Personal Growth and Interpersonal Relations ;
-the '^langle Model , Is designed to effect personal growth and
to help participants In their interpersonal relations. Other
group process models share similar alms. This course differs
In that It is structured around certain aspects of the self and
tries at the same time to develop skills in 'communication.
The structure and the content of the course help to create an
atmosphere that Is non-threatening. As a result of this, in
the Implementation of the Triangle Model, the author found that
the process did not cause In the participants any hyper-
emotlonal reactions. This, she feels. Is significant both for
the Facilitator and for the participants.
^^Teresa Slmard, Ibid .
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To help the reader to better understand the process,
the author is including, as part of* this chapter, a, schema
of: The Course, Instructions to the Student, Suggestions for
the Facilitator. It is hoped that these three outlines will
review for the reader what the author has been explaining as
part of her experience in Implementing The Triangle Model.
12
Teresa Slmard, Ibid.
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IThe Coiirse
Purpose
The purpose of this course In human relations Is to
Involve the student, through group process, In a learnlnc:
experience that Is both cognitive and affective.
Structure
This course Is "structured" for several reasons:
1. It answers the need of some teachers for specific
direction In conducting one type of group experience
effectively
2. It steers away from the Intense emotional expression
of sensitivity training
3 . It provides the student with skill-training
conducive to personal growth and Interpersonal
communication
4. It stresses study of the values that are at the
basis of a personas behavior and emotional responses
5* It deals with the here-and-now but has as its purpose
the implementation of learned skills In the home and
work environment
6. It coordinates subject-matter with the student’s
life. In order to make learning and life a unified
experience
Enrollment
1. Number of Students:
Because of the Triangle Structure with Its emphasis
on Core Group Interaction, the course can enroll as
many as 30 students.
2. Kinds of Students:
This course is not therapeutic; it should enroll only
students who are psychologically healthy and wish to
^ become healthier.
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Time Block
Length of
Two-semester Course t
The course is planned for two semesters—12 laboratory
sessions per semester. Every lab session was planned
to follow the other in sequence.
One-semester Course :
The course can also bo used with much benefit as a
one-semester course. In that case, the Pacllltator
tentatively selects the labs that he thinlcs will be
most appropriate to the needs of his students. Then
he checks with the group.
Except for the laboratory sessions where the Focus
Skill (Labs 2, 3) the Confrontation adll (Lab 8)
are explained, all the labs are complete entitles
and can be used independently
,
as well as in sequence.
Sessions
Three-hour Session :
Ifhen the participants are together for three hours.
The Triangle Model can be used as it appears in the
text: The Commimlty Meeting, The Dyadic Exchange, and
The Core Group Interaction.
The time is VERY FLEXIBLE. Here are suggestions on
how to structure a three-hour time block:
I. Community Meeting:
Input
Open discussion
Time
5 minutes
15
II. Dyadic Exchange:
Activity 15
Back to the Community circle:
Whipping Around 20
(stopping for questions if
participants so choose)
III. Core Group Interaction:
Input 5
Today’s Skill 20
(if demonstrated)
Critique 10
Core Activity 90
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90
-minute Session :
Time
I. Community Meeting:
Input 5 minutes
Open discussion lo
II. Dyadic Exchange:
Activity 10
Back to the Community circle:
Whipping Around lo
(no comments)
III. Core Group Interaction:
Input 5
Today’s Skill 10
Core Activity 40
Note: This can be varied in accordance with youi*
preference and that of the group.
45-mlnute Session : (twice a week)
First Session:
I. Community Meeting
Input 5
Open discussion 15
II. Dyadic Exchange:
Activity 15
Whipping Around • 10
Critique ..... 5
Second Session :
I, Community Meeting:
Input 10
II. Core Group Interaction 30
Critique 5
Note: It is not important to do everything planned
in the text. If, during the course of the
session, you have not completed some suggested
activity, do not return to this lab for the
following session. It is preferable to
involve the students in a new theme every time
they experience a session, unless they request
otherwise.
Of course, you can do what you feel best takes
care of the needs of the group.
^5
Schema II
-
Instructions to the Student
I. GOALS
The course you are now undertaking Is very different from
any other course you have enrolled In. It Is different In
two ways:
First, you are here as both student and teacher:
As student you learn:
WHAT 1. About yourself
2. About others
HOW 1. By listening to yoiu?self
2. By listening to others
As teacher you share:
WHAT 1. What you know about yourself
2. l^niat you know about others
HOW 1, By letting others listen to you
2. By listening and Interacting
Second, here you learn skills:
WHAT 1. How to listen
2. How to tell someone that you are hurt
3* What to do when you want someone to
adopt your suggestions
4. How to fight fair
HOW You learn these skills by practicing
them during the group meeting and
Implementing them In youi' own life
after the meeting.
II. GROUP EXPERIENCE
In this course you will be exposed to three kinds of com-
munication structures—the large group, the person-to-person
communication, and the small group, called respectively:
A. The Community Meeting
B. The Dyadic Exchange
C. The Core Group Interaction
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A. The Community Meeting
WHAT IT IS The Community meeting Is a "coming together" of agroup of people who want to grow in self-knowledgelearn how to communicate with others effectivelyThe purpose of the large group structure Is toprovide you with the opportunity of Interacting with
lO'i'S® number of people In an atmosphere of trust
and openness.
WHAT HAPPENS
!• Cognitive learning ;
The group sits in a large circle and listens to
or reads a short excerpt from a noted psychologist
whose message Is related to the theme of the day’s
lab: some aspect of you, as a person.
Then, you discuss what you think about some of
the Ideas developed by the author.
You listen to what other members have to say on
the topic.
2. Affective learn Ing t
While the discussion is going on, you become avxare
of your feelings and of the feelings of others.
You can express this awareness. If you care to.
The Dyadic Exchange '
After a specific time limit, the Facilitator (leader of the
group) Invites you to share another kind of group experience,
the Dyad.
WHAT IT IS The Dyad is a sharing between two persons vrho exchange
reactions and feelings on a suggested topic (or any
other subject of interest to each one as a person).
WHAT HAPPENS
1. Cognitive learning :
One person shares his written response to the
suggested exercise in the dyadic activity.
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The dyadic partner asks questions:
a. To help the speaker clarify his statements
b. To better understand the speaker
2. Affective learning ;
Both partners ask about each other’s feelings:
a. As they are experienced here-and now
b. As they were experienced when the Incident
happened
.
THE WHIPPING AROUND
After a specific time limit, the Facilitator invites you
to return to the Community circle and participate in another
activity: The Whipping Around.
WHAT IT IS The Whipping Around Is a quick sharing with the large
group of one of the topics discussed with your
dyadic partner.
WHAT HAPPENS
Back In the large circle, someone starts. For
example, he says: "The thing I like or dislike
about myself Is..."
Then the person next to him shares his own like or
dislike, and so on till all the members have had a
chance to talk.
During this process, there Is a built-in protection
against pressure. It Is called "The Pass Privilege."
THE PASS PRIVILEGE
WHAT IT IS If, during the course of the exchange, you do not
care to share with the groipat that time, you may
Invoke the Pass Privilege and say: "I pass."
The Pass Privilege:
1. Protects you against answering any question
’ that you feel might be coercive;
2. r^kes it possible for anyone to ask you any
question because he Imows you will level with
him at all times. Rather than answer unwill-
ingly or untruthfully, you will PASS.
WHAT HAPPENS Tils privilege allows you to remain an observer rather
than a participant when you feel threatened,
unwilling or uneasy, or when you prefer keeping any
exchange with your dyadic partner just betvieen the two.
Ths privilege applies to all the other structures.
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C. T^e Core Group Interaction
WHAT IT IS The core group Is a small gathering of four (or
more) people who, like a family, say how they
feel about things that are meaningful to them,
in an atmosphere of security.
Its purpose Is to develop honesty and trust.
WHAT HAPPENS
Four persons get together to share feelings and
reactions about a specific suggested topic, or any
other subject related to the self or to an aspect
of a person's life here-and-now.
1. Cognitive learning ;
a. The core members learn about themselves and
about others by asking and/or answering
clarifying and probing questions as well as
by giving and receiving feedback
b. They learn skills in communication by
experiencing process.
2. Affective learning t
While experiencing this process
a. They try to be aware of their feelings
b. They try to be sensitive to the feelings
of others.
THE CRITIQUE SHEET
The Critique Sheet is your way of
1. Assessing interaction during the laboratory
session
;
2. Feeding back to the Facilitator:
a. Your here-and-now feelings
b. Your assessment of the group process
The Facilitator will keep these sheets and return them to
you at the end of the course for a comparative self-appraisal.
These sheets will help you to observe your evolution as a
result of your experience In this form of group process.
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Schema III
’ Instructions to the Facilitator
This course is flexible. You can do with it what will make
you feel comfortable. Here are a few suggestions:
Gather the group into a large circle for
Step 1: Invite the students to read silently the
psychological excerpt selected for the
I.
THE
COMMUNITY
MEETING
session, underscoring one or two statements
that relate to them.
Or
Explain the excerpt in a conversational
style.
Step 2
:
Open discussion
After ten or fifteen minutes, invite the students to get
Into dyads:
Step 1: Invite the students to read the Dyadic
Activity and to fill in the open-ended
sentence, writing in the text.
Step 2: Each one in the circle turns to a person
next to him. The two start a dyadic exchange
-. 11 .
THE
DYADIC
EXCHANGE
a. One partner shares 'his completed open-
ended sentence.
The listener asks at least two questions
to try to better understand the speaker.
b. When the first partner has said all he
wants to say about himself, the listener
becomes the speaker—he shares his open-
ended statement.
The other partner asks questions that
will enlighten him on the speaker.
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After aproxlmately ten minutes, call the students backto a community activity called the "Whipping Around".
Thj> Whipping Around
St^ 1 The Facilitator says (for example), "Joe,
would you like to start sharing with the
group one thing about yourself discussed
during the dyadic activity; (for example,
what do you like best or dislike most
about yom'self ? }
"
Step. 2 Joe shares, without interruption. (If Joe
doesn’t want to start, try someone else.)
Step ^ When Joe has completed his sharing, then
the person next to him shares. This goes
on around the circle until everyone has
had a chance to talk.
Note ; The Pass Privilege allows anyone who prefers
keeping any exchange with his dyadic partner
between the two of them, to do so by invoking
the Pass Privilege. (He says; "I pass.")
This privilege can be used in any other
setting.
While you are still in the community circle, proceed to the
following preparation for the Core Group Activity;
Step 1 Have the students read the input ; (for
example ; lab values
)
or
Explain the highlights of the input yourself.
III. Step 2
CORE
GROUP Step
INTERACTION
Explain Today’s Skill
Call upon some students to help you demons-
trate the skill if the group requests a
demonstration. (In that case, four persons
—
the Facilitator is often one of the four
—
get in the center and demonstrate the steps
of the skill to be practiced in the Core
Group Activity)
Step 4 Core Group Activity . Now, let the students
practice the skill suggested for interaction
during the encounter of the core group.
Before getting into cores, remind the students to fill out a
Critique Sheet (in the back of the book) five minutes before the
end of the session. Students fill the blanks; share with each other
their evaluation of the process; and return the sheet to the
Facilitator as feedback.
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B. Problems Encounterf^d
In Implementing the Triangle Model with the pilot group,
the author encountered the following problems:
!• Reluctance of some of the more timid members to share
readily during the Community Meeting
2. lack of trust during the Dyadic Exchange ^
3 . Failure to follow the steps of the Focus skill, which
led to discussion rather than self
-disclosure during
the core group Interaction.
In this section, the author will discuss the problems and
indicate, some of the solutions that seemed to meet the needs of
the group at the time.
Section 1. During the Community Meeting
The sharing of Ideas, of experiences, and of feelings
during the Community Meeting was a significant learning experience.
It served to clarify the Input and stimulate the first serious
thinking of the evening by inciting members to focus on the
"self.” Experience showed, however, that while some members
,
could share very easily in a large group, others would remain
quiet and fearful of expressing opinions and reactions until
late in the semester. Since it is the philosophy of the writer
that a person’s freedom is to be respected at all times, members
were not expected to speak unless they wanted to. For some
members, therefore, if the Community meeting had been the only
means of sharing, the sessions might not have proved as profit-
able or worthwhile for them as they did.
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This problem, however, was resolved almost entirely
during the second semester for most of the participants. By
this time, because of the core group experience vrhlch makes
for more personal Involvement, most of the members had become
more trusting and able to risk. As a result, they generally
carried their core group openness Into the Community Meeting
and were able to share In this large group structure.
In fact, several times during the second semester, the
group would remain together as a community throughout the
session. This was not generally planned; Instead, the Facil-
itator became very sensitive to the needs of the group and
realized that sometimes, as a result of the initial psychological
excerpt, one of the members would Implicitly (or explicitly)
adcfor the help of the group to solve one of his problems.
Sometimes, the members themselves, realizing that their help was
needed by one of the group would draw him out. When this
happened, half the session—sometimes the entire session—was
given over to the Community Meeting to meet “the needs of one or
more of the members.
The author realized, however, that there were disadvantages
to this large group Interaction for a whole session. If it
occurred repeatedly, though they admitted gaining Insight from
Interaction, some of the members often left, at the end of the
session, without having had the opportunity of working out their
own anxieties and problems. The reason for the dyad and the
core Interaction was precisely to give an opportunity to each
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PQrson I/O share feeXlngs and difficulties and problems every
time he participated In a session.
Nevertheless, when needs seemed to Indicate that remaining
in community was the general consensus of the group, the facil-
itator would allow the meeting to take Its own course.
Section 2. During the Dyadic Exchange
The Dyadic Exchange was the least threatening of the three
group processes advocated In The Triangle Model . For the person
who could confront or exchange easily In the presence of several
members, the dyad afforted an opportunity of sharing with one
person. This removed the threat of the large group.
The dyad, however, placed responsibility for Interaction on
each person Involved. If the dyadic partner did not want to
share or chose to remain on a superficial level, the dyad some-
times became Impersonal and seemed to fall as a learning ex-
perience. Participants admitted finding some of their dyadic
exchanges less effective than their core group Interactions.
At times. In fact, the Facilitator remembers seeing dyadic
partners engaged In no form of Interaction at all— just waiting
for the ten or fifteen minutes to end. This, the Facilitator
felt, was no reason to deprive others of the advantages of the
dyad. Such seeming reluctance to share usually took place at
the beginning of the course only. As members developed trust
In each other, they found that the dyad often opened the door
to genuine Involvement for the remainder of the session.
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The author remembers In fact one occasion In particular.
Two members of the groiip had become so deeply involved in their
dyadic exchange that when she recalled the group for the "Whip-
ping Around," the ti^o left the room to continue their exchange
together for the remainder of the session. This Is entirely
In the spirit of the flexibility of this structure.
Since the dyad was, for some members, the best opportunity
for Interaction, the author did not fail to give to the Dyadic
Exchange Its allotted time during every session.
Section '3* the Core Group Interaction
The core group provided an Ideal opportunity for all
members, during the course of one session, to Interact, to be
listened. to, and to share in an honest and trusting relationship.
The core, however, had its problems, too. When the Focus
skill, which Is one of the most Important aspects of the core
group, was first explained, some of the members had difficulty
understanding Its advantages. For the most part, they were
skeptical and felt that the steps could only inhibit genuine
exchange rather than favor it. It took three or four sessions
of practicing the skill for members to begin to develop the
"habit" of the four steps and to discover that It favored
Interaction. For some. It took only one or two more sessions
before they could use the skill (for example, listen without
Interruption, ask questions rather than steal the focus to talk
about their own problems) so that they they were doing it
naturally— It had become habit.
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In the meantime, not all groups of four functioned
effectively. If, In a core, members did not understand the
purpose of the Focus and did not practice the steps, or again
If they did not want to assume the role of Actlng-facllltator
,
the group could easily turn Into a gossip session. The author
was neither alarmed nor distressed by this happening, since
there was a way of resolving this problem.
During the core group activity, not having assigned her-
self to euiy specific core, she was free to Join either one
core group or the other. Since members were asked to return a
critique sheet at the end of every session, the author was
aware of group reactions to the core experience from week to
week. If a core group was not functioning to the satisfaction
of the members, the author, as Facilitator, chose to become a
member of that particular group and to experience a session
with them. They would thus have a better opportunity of seeing
the Focus skill In action and of experiencing Its effectiveness.
The author-facilitator would always ask the 'group if she could
become a member of their core for the evening. Their reaction
to her presence was honest: they sometimes told her they did not
really want her V7lth them that evening.
In spite of this Initial problem with the core groups,
the members were almost unanimous, at the end of the course, In
their appreciation of the small group interaction during the
sessions. Some still preferred the Community Meeting because
of the opportunity for Interacting with several members of the
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group. The author noticed, however, that In all Instances,
core and community, the Focus skill had become an Integral
part of the interaction.
CONCLUSION
Thus, despite the problems discussed above, the author
found that the following goals were being realized. Each of
the three processes: the Community Meeting, the Dyadic Ex-
change, and the Core Group Interaction served the purpose for
which they were Intended In the Initial organization of the
Laboratory Sessions. The Community Meeting took care of the
cognitive aspect of the day’s laboratory experience and engaged
the group In an active Interchange that made them aware of an
aspect of the self, ignored up to the present or given Insuf-
ficient consideration. It also Introduced the members to each
other on the level of a beginning acquaintance In the first lab,
an acquaintance that often brought the members to seek each
other out for a dyadic exchange.
The Dyadic Exchange allowed each member to become acquain-
ted on a deeper level with individual members of the group, as
each became more trusting and open In the exchange.
The Core Group involved the members In the most serious
and most profound experience of every session. When a person
13
See Appendix II.
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was *on Focus" he:
r. had the opportunity of relating the Input to himself;
2. was listened to;
3* discovered new aspects of himself from the Interested
questions of the other members of the core;
4. received Immediate feedback from the group;
5. learned about the other members of the group when they
were "on Focus."
This, according to the author, was a most suitable setting for
personal growth and Interpersonal relations.
From this kind of Interaction In the triple setting of the
Triangle Model, members learned how to listen to themselves and
to others. They could experience their feelings and express
them to others. They learned to be more honest and more trusting
in their relationships—at least with the members of the group.
They were given the opportunity of assessing their values and of
proclaiming them without fear of verbal chastisement from others.
They experienced the pleasure of "belonging" to a group who
cared enough to listen, who could empathize and would make one
feel Included Insplte of differences In values and opinions.
14
Their level of self-esteem Increased. They understood how
and were trying to balance needs within themselves and to
)
balance their needs against those of others. They learned how
to confront, how to fight fair and finally, learned, from sharing,
how to cope with many of their emotional needs.
^^The author had the opportunity to observe some of the
members, who were very timid at the beginning, tell the group
at the last session that they had discovered themselves and
liked what they had found.
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To ascertain whether or not the achievement of these
goals,, which the author could see happening from session to
session, was a valid assessment on her part or a mere assump-
tion, she decided to undertake a follow-up study which would
determine the extent to which the laboratory sessions had
helped the members to achieve these goals. The following
chapter describes the method selected by the author to verify
the achievement of the goals Indicated above.
V ):
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CHAPTER III
FOLLOW-UP STUDY
A. Rationale
Thoiigh the author could perceive behavior change In the
members of the group from one session to the next, she was
aware that a method of evaluating the process had to be devised
in order to ascertain the effectiveness of The Triangle Model .
Her first task was to decide upon an Instrument that would
test the ob;3ectlves of the course as outlined In Personal Growth
and Interpersonal Relations ; The Triangle Model . ^ This, she
realized, would be difficult because the course outlined
cognitive, behavior and emotional goals that covered many
aspects of a personas psychological life. The author knew of
no single Instrument that would test so many variables at once.
Several Instruments, however, were considered: FIRO-B,
»
EDWARDS PERSONAL PREFERENCE SCHEDULE, HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW
YOURSELF, EMO QUESTIONNAIRE, ADJECTIVE CHECKLIST. All were
ruled out as unsatisfactory for the present study for two
reasons: the use of these Instruments necessitated both a pre-
test and a posttest; not one of these instruments would test
all the goals as they appeared In the lab sessions.
The author decided, then, to prepare a questionnaire
^Teresa M. Slmard, Personal Growth and Interpersonal Rela -
tions : The Triangle Model , (Unpublished dissertation. University
of Massachusetts, Amherst, 1972.)
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based on the objectives of the course and on the goals of the
laboratory sessions, which would yield self-reported data
that could be analyzed to determine the effects of the course
on the life of the participants. She, therefore, hypothesized
that this would be one method of determining whether new
attitudes, behaviors and perceptions had been Internalized by
the participants.
Section 1. One Year Period
The participants In this pilot group had completed
Critique Sheets at the end of every session and returned them
to the Facilitator with comments on group process and Its
effects upon their life and the life of others around them.
These critique sheets had been providing the author with the
necessary feedback to make her aware that there were attitude
and behavior changes that were taking place In the participants.
What the author was Interested in, beyond the Immediate
effects that could be perceived, was the extent of fade-out
or carry-over. If any, one year after the course had ended.
The author then hypothesized that. If the co-urse could effect
lasting results In the participants and reflect at a later
date some of the changes indicated by the members on the vxeekly
critique sheets, the questionnaire administered at the end of
one year to the pilot group who had completed twenty-foui*
sessions would further Indicate the extent to which attitudes.
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behaviors and perceptions had been Internalized by the
peirtlolpants.
The Instrument was, therefore, formulated, then adminis-
tered to the group one year later. In April, 1972,
Section 2. Choice of Instrument
Since self-reported data was ^o be the method used. It
was Important to develop an Instrument that would assess
attitudes, values and behavior patterns before the course,
after 24 sessions , and one year later .
A checklist was considered to be the best method of
Indicating answers to the goal-oriented questions. To provide
options for the participants the words Seldom
. Sometimes .
More Often
.
Less Often would head the columns which the members
woul^ be asked to check.
To allow for flexibility, the author decided to provide
space at the end of each question for comments that the
participant might care to make to explain his reason for res-
ponding as he did.
B. Development of the Instrument
Since the course, Personal Growth and Interpersonal Rela-
tions : The Triangle Model Is built on the works of Rogers,
Maslow, Glasser, Jourard, Schutz , and others, the author returned
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to them to make a selection of the objectives she wished to
Incorporate Into the questionnaire.
The objectives of the course, as explained in The Triangle
Mod^, were broad and had to be studied so that a careful choice
could be made in the preparation of the questions. One way
of ascertaining that most of the objectives would be covered
was to follow the individual laboratory sessions and select the
goals that most nearly approximated the objectives given in
Sis. Hodgl. Some of the most important goals, aware-
ness, trust, honesty (Rogers), Values (Ifeslowi responsibility
(Glasser), interpersonal relations (Peris, Jourard), balancing
needs (Rogers), inclusion, control, affection (Schutz), expe-
(Rogers), had to be included. Others would
be selected from the laboratory sessions in as much as they
applied to the other objectives in The TrlangTe
After several attempts at formulating a list of objectives,
the author decided upon the following as most representative
of the cognitive, emotional and behavior goals outlined in
Aie Triangle Model .
^
1. Openness, honesty
2. Self direction
3. Experiencing feelings
“^ust
5» Listening
6. Inclusion
7. Responsibility
8 . Empathy
.. 9* Values
^Teresa M. Slmard, Ibid .
.
pp. 1-^5
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10. Seif esteem
11. Describing feelings
12. Conformity
13- Interpersonal relations
14. Self confidence,
feelings of adequacy
15 • Balancing needs
16. Coping with frustration
17. Confrontation
18. Fighting fair
19. Ego states detection
20. Awareness
The next step consisted of formulating twenty state-
ments, each of which would provide a response to the above
list of goals. Twenty statements were carefully worded to
Indicate clearly the corresponding goal.
C. Administration of the Instrument
Since the participants were no longer enrolled at North-
western Connecticut Community College, the questionnaires,
with appropriate Instruction for completing them, were dis-
tributed to the participants In their own homes. They were
asked to complete the checklist, to comment voluntarily at the
end of each statement, to summarize their total reaction to the
course on the last page of the Instrument, and to indicate
whether or not they vrould recommend the course to anyone else.
The twenty participants were reached and the total sample
responded within one week. A copy of the Follow-Up study
Questionnaire, with statements that are directed at providing
answers to the list of objectives given above, folloi^s. Each
statement is matched with the objective of the same number.
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FOLLOW-UP STUDY
Personal Growth and Interpersonal Relations
Instructions t Please check {%/) the colunm that best Identifies
your behavior:
a. Before you started the course
b. At the end of 24 sessions
year latern[May, 1972)
In the column headed OFTEN, Indicate "more" or
"less" by crossing out the one that does not apply.
Comment In the space provided at the end of each
number
•
1. I am willing to reveal my true self
even If It Involves risk, I don’t
like to wear a mask.
a. Before
b. After 24 ss
c. One yr, later
Comment
Some- Often
Seldom times More/Less
2, I am self-directed,
decisions. I'm not
I make my own
afraid to risk.
Some-
Seldom times
Often
More/Less
a. Before
b. After 24 ss
c. One yr. later
—
Comment
3. I am not afraid to experience my Some- Often
feelings—anger
,
joy, etc. Seldom times More/Less
a. Before
b. After 24 ss
c. One yr. later
Comment —
4. In a group I can "unfreeze."
I can be trusting and open.
a. Before
b. After 24 ss
c. One yr. later
Comment
Some-
Seldom times
Often
More/Less
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Some-
SoldoTn times
I am able to really listen
to what others say.
a
. Before
b. After 24 ss
c. One yr. later
Often
More/Less
Comment
Because I like to feel included Some- Often
in a group, I try to include others Seldom times More/Less
whenever I can.
a. Before
b. After 24 ss
c. One yr. later
Comment
I control ray oi*m life and assume
responsibility. I'm not an abdlcrat. Seldom
Some-
times
Often
More/Less
a. Before
b. After 24 ss
c. One yr. later
—
—
romment
I can place myself in someone
else’s shoes. I can empathize. Seldom
Some-
times
Often
More/Less
a. Before
b. After 24 ss
c. One yr. later
—
—
—
I proclaim my values openly, even
when I know that others will Seldom
Some-
times
Often
I'fore/Less
disagree.
a. Before
b. After 24 ss
c. One yr. later
—
— —
Comment
LO. I have a positive self-image. Some- Often
I really like myself as I am. Seldom times More/Less
a. Before
b. After 2k- ss
’ c. One yr. later
Comment
11. lean "describe" my feelings:
"I am angry, frustrated, happy,
etc." and not just express them
by withdrawing or reacting
overtly.
^ ^
a. Before
b. After 2k ss
c. One yr. later
Seldom
Some-
times
Often
Tbre/Less
Comment
12. The center of my values is "inside." Some- Often
I do things because I want to be Seldom times More/Less
"me," not to conform.
a. Before
' b. After 24 ss
c. One yr. later
i
Comment
.
13. I have contactful (honest and open) Some- Often
relationships with most people; not Seldom times Pore/Less
merely confluent (surface).
a. Before
b. After 24 ss
c. One yr. later
Comment ——
14. I feel self-confident. I think
"success" rather than 1 allure. SeldCx-t
Some- Often
times Pore/Less
a. Before
b. After 24 ss
c. One yr. later
Comment
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BS
1 15« I try to balance all needs T-rlthin
myself; then iilth my neighbor, I try
to determine which need takes Some- Often
precedence—his or mine—and I try Seldom times riore/Less
to act accordingly. ” '
a. Before
b. After 24 ss "
c. One yr. later
Comment
l6. If I have a proposition to make, and
I anticipate frustration, I vn?ite a
script in my mind of the desired and Some- 01 ten
expected responses. Seldom times ?Iore/Lcss
a. Before
b. After 24 ss
c. One yr. later
^
Comment
VThen I am angry or irritated with
someone, I make use of the confron-
tation and reflection skills.
Some-
Seldom times
Often
rbre/Less
a. Before
b. After 24 ss
c. One yr. later
—
—
Comment .
,
18. With my (friend, spouse, mother,
father), I fight fair , keeping vjith
_
.
Some- Often
the present moment rather than Seldom t imes [lore/Less
"hitting below the belt."
a. Before
b. After 24 ss
c. One yr* later
Comment
19 . In my relationship with myself and
with others, I understand and can
assume all tlii’ee ego states as the Some- Often
occasion warrants: the Adult, the Seldom iUvSflS.
Parent , the Ch iId
.
a. Before
b. After 24 ss
c. One yr. later
Comment —.
—
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20, I am auare of myself as a unique
individual, as a person, not as
a role (wife, husband, student,
career woman)
•
a. Before
b. After 24 ss
c. One yr. later
Some
Seldom times
Often
IIore/Less
Comment
SUmiARIZE YOUR TOTAL RE/'.CTION TO THE COURSE. Uould you
recommend the course to someone else? Vfhy? Ifhy not?
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The following chapter analyzes each question and gives
an interpretation of the findings.
The number of times each participant checked an item under
one of the given headings was added and a percentage used to
Indicate the results. The data was then analyzed using the
Chi-squared statistic at the .01 level of confidence.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
In analyzing the data, the author had two goals In mind. First,
she looked for evidence of growth In the participants by comparing
the percentage of responses checked before the course , after twentv -
fouj. sessions, and one year later
. Second, the author tested
whether fade-out had occurred after one year by comparing the per-
centage of responses checked after 24 sessions and one yeai* later.
Following Is a statistical analysis of each question. The
data was analyzed using the Chi-squared statistic at the .01 level
of confidence. Standard techniques were used for analyzing this
count data. At each of the three points In time (before, after,
later ) , the sample of 20 students each Indicated one of three
possible feelings (seldom, sometimes, often) regarding each of the
20 statements on their behavior. The Chi-square criterion was
then used to determine If there was a significant (at =0.01)
change In their feeling over each of the three possible time periods
a. before the course vs. immediately after the course
b. Immediately after the course vs one year later
c. before the course vs. one year later.
All three possible responses (seldom, sometimes, often) were
used In calculating Chi-square except In those cases where the ex-
pected frequency was less than 5» In those cases, the categories
"seldom" and "sometimes" were combined into one category "seldom
or sometimes" in order to yield an expected frequency of 5 or
more (as per standard practice).
Table 1 presents an analysis of Question 1 — I am willing
to'i'reveal my true self even if it involves risk. I don’t like
to wear a mask — based on openness and honesty .
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Table 1
’ Responses to Statement 1 *
I am willing to reveal my true
self even if it involves risk.
I don’t like to wear a mask. Seldom
Some
times
More
Often
Less
Often
Per Cent
a. Before the course 40 45 5 10
b. After 24 sessions 15 20 65
c* One year' later 5 35 55 5
* There Is a significant difference at the .01 level of confidence
between: a. Before the course and b. After 24 sessions; and
a. Before the course and c. One year later
. There Is no significant difference between: b. and c.
Among the twenty students tested, forty per cent (40^)
said that before the coirrse they were seldom willing to
reveal their true selves. After twenty-four sessions, sixty-
five per cent (6S%) stated being able to do this more often.
This would seem to indicate a definite change toward greater
openness on the part of a larger number of participants.
Among the written comments giving reasons for greatei'
openness after twenty-four sessions are the following: "I now
make it a point to keep my true self on the surface—it’s a
bore to wear a mask." "I trust people a little more now;
before the course I had confidence in no one." "I find it
much easier to be honest in stating my feelings, and some people
are being more honest with me."
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There Is Indication of fade-out after one year (more often,
55% as’ compared with 65% after the 24 sessions) with the
following comments showing reasons for fade-out in some of the
participants: "There is no longer the reassurance from old
friends in the group." "I draw the line if too high a risk
is involved."
Table 2 presents a statistical report of Statement 2
I am self-directed. I make my own decisions. I»m not afraid
to risk — based on self-direction . While the percentages
that appear in each column are not necessarily significant,
they represent valid data and therefore are reported.
Table 2
Responses to Statement 2 *
I am self-directed. I make my
own decisions. I’m not afraid
to risk. Seldom
Some
times
More
Often
Less
Often
Per Cent
a. Before the course 35 45 15 5
b* After 24 sessions 5 50 45
0 . One year later - 35 65
* Significant at the .01 level of confidence between a. and c.
No significant difference between: a. and b.; and b. and c.
,The percentages reported in this table indicate that
before the course, the majority of the participants were either
seldom self-directed 05%) or sometimes self-directed 05%)
•
After twenty-four sessions, there is definite change from
seldom. (5%) to gorgetImes (50^) to more often (45^). Though
It Is difficult to assess from the table where the change
actually occurs, the movement from seldom to sometimes and
more often Is definite and clear.
Representative of the comments on change made by the
participants are: think I'm much more rational about my
decisions now." "I'm not so worried about what other people
may think; I give the matter some thought, then do what I
think best."
It appears meaningful to the author that after one year
no one checked that he was seldom self-directed as compared
with thirty-five per cent i35%) who checked seldom before the
course.
.
It Is Interesting to note also that a twenty per
cent (20^) Increase appears In the follow-up period after
the course. Some of the reasons given for the Increase
Indicate to the author evident change In attitude: "With the
course behind me for support, and being away from home for the
first time, and alone, decisions are now easier for me." "I
sometimes ask others, but in the end, I'm the one who decides I"
Table 3 presents an analysis of Statement 3 -- 1 am not
afraid to experience my feelings — anger, joy, etc. — based on
experiencing feelings .
7^
Table ^
' Responses to Statement 3 *
I am not afraid to
experience my feelings
—
anger, Joy, etc. Seldom
Some
times
More
Often
Less
Often
Per Cent
a. Before the course 35 50 10 5
b. After 24 sessions 10 50 40
0 . One Year later 5 30 65
* Significant at the .01 level of confidence between a. and c.
.1 No significant difference between a. and b. ; and b. and c.
Experiencing feelings was a problem for 35^ of the members
before they started the course. However, one year after the
twenty-four sessions, 6^% reveal not being afraid to express
feelings more often because "there is less anger In my life
and more Joy; I am more aware of both." "Before, I would ex-
perience these feelings within myself, but novr I am able to
express them to others—but not yet as completely as I would
like*" "I realize I*ve had a lot of anger bottled up, and
f
now I express It more often and directly; as a result I
respect myself more."
i- Because several members (50^) Indicated that before the
•
’W
...
f;r
course they - sometimes experienced their feelings, there would
appear to be only a 1.5% Increase at the end of one year. A
r: c
'*
complete reading of the percentages, however. Indicates a
definite shift from seldom to sometimes to more often one
year later.
"
- Table 4 presents an analysis of statement 4 — In a group
M
»iuiiUlUUUlUilUIH!JUUWlJUJ»
I can "unfreeze." "I can be trusting and open , " -
-based on trust
Table ^
’ Responses to Statement A
In a group I can "unfreeze."
I can be trusting and open. Seldom
Some
times
More
Often
Less
Often
Per Cent
a. Before the course 60 35 5
b. After 24 sessions 10 35 50 5
c. One year later 10 45 35 IQ
* Significant at the *01 level of confidence between a, and b. ; and
No significant difference between b, and c.
With regard to trust and openness In a group, It Is
significant that sixty per cent ( 60%) of the meinbers said they
were seldom able to do so before the course. After the twenty-
four sessions, thirty-five per cent i 35%) were sometimes able
to do so and after the twenty-four sessions, fifty per cent
(50%) of the group Indicated that they could be trusting and
open more often . It Is Interesting to note, ' however
,
that
a decrease of 1S% occurs one year later, (more often
. 35^)
with another ten per cent (10^) admitting that they have
become less trusting.
Among the comments that would seem to account for the
decrease, these are the most characteristics: "I am now more
cautious (?) of others’ feelings and therefore more careful
as to the group I unfreeze with." "After the sessions I was
able to be very open with the group, but as I went on to a
new school, I met new people and It was very hard to be trusting
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Kith them." "I have found that listening for a long while and
then opening up Is fine. But I'm becoming very selfish In
sharing myself." "it depends on the people In the group-some
respond and others Just don’t seem to want any part of It."
^
According to the analysis of teble 4 and from the comments
made by some of the participants. It would seem that trust Is
one of the most difficult behavior changes to effect and that
a degree of fade-out can be expected after the group experience.
Table 5 presents an analysis of Statement 5 — i am able to
What others say — based on the objective, listening .
Table ^
Responses to Statement 5 *
I am able to really listen
to what others say. Seldom
Some
times
More
Often
Less
Often
Per Cent
a. Before the course 20 70 10
b. After 24 sessions - 20 80
o# One year later - - 100
* Significant at the .01 level of confidence between a. and b. ; and
' a , and c
.
No significant difference between b. and c.
In teaching the participant how to listen, the course,
Personal Growth and Interpersonal Relations seems to excel.
The percentages reported above go from ten per cent (10^)
In the more often column before the course to one hundred
per cent (100^) one year after the twenty-four sessions. The
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twenty per cent ( 20%) increase which occvo-s from the twenty-
four
.sessions to one year later seems to Indicate a degree
of oarry-OTer that Is worth noting.
Comments from the participants were highly positive:
"This particular aspect of the course was great!" "I retain
what I hear—get more out of what people say—much later,
•sometimes months later!" "ais is one of the greatest and
most Important skills I acquired and built: the ability to
listen well." "I have learned to listen to a person and
become more aware of his feelings.”
Training in listening, which is included under the
cognitive objective, awareness, in The Triangle Model,
is one of the most Important values of the total laboratory
experience.
Table 6 presents a report on Statement 6 —Because I like
to feel Included in a group, I try to include others whenever
I can — based on the objective, inclusion .
Table 6
Responses to Statement 6
Because I like to feel included
in a group, I try to Include
others whenever I can. Seldom
Some
times
More
Often
Less
Often
Per Cent
a. Before the course 25 35 40
b. After 24 sessions
, 5 15 80
c. One year later 5 5 90
Significant at the .01 level of confidence between a. and b.
;
a. and c.
No significant difference between b. and c.
7B
and
There Is a fifty per cent (50^) Increase (More Often
Column: Before, 40^; One year Later, 90%) Indicated by members
of the group who seem to have learned how to Include others.
As a result of the course, only 3% report no growth in this
area.
Their comments are interesting: "I find I learn more when
I Include others." "Having been left out due to my lack of
confidence, I find it easier now to approach others especially
those who appear to be loners." "I now like to be with
people—I*m finally out of my shell." "Before I would feel
as though others should be included but did not have the
ability to overcome my fears of being rejected myself."
Again, the table would seem to Indicate carry-over
rather than retrogression one year after the experience has
ended. From the verbal comment of the participants during
the course, the author was led to believe that the laboratory
sessions were put into practice during the week following each
session. It was the author's expectations, 'therefore, tnat
i tnis type of carry-over would be indicatea xn response to
several of tne statements.
Table ? presents an analysis of Statement / — i control
' V . •
'-i
- I
vt
'
*
my, own life and assume responsibility. l‘m not an abdicrat
—
based on the objective, responsibility .
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Table 7
Responses to Statement 7 *
I control my own life and
assume responsibility.
I'm not an abdlcrat. Seldom
Some
times
More Less
Often Often
Per Cent
a* Before the course 40 40 20
b. After 24 sessions 10 45 45
c. One year later 5 20 75
* Significant at the .01 level of confidence between a. and c.No significant difference between: a. and b.; and b. and c.
The most important percentage difference In this section
would seem to be the 30^ Increase which appears between the
end of the twenty-four labs and a year later (More Often Column)
V,
when the participants report that they control their own life
and assume responsibility to a greater degree (75^) than they
Q
did even after the twenty-four sessions (45^).
Among the comments: "Here's my new philosophy: 'If I
V-'
'don’t make myself happy, no one else can.'" "I assume my own
--'ir-
responsibility now, and it sometimes hurts." "I have found
that I now have taken over control as far as assuming respons-
'
Ability for my actions is concerned."
V Table 8 presents an analysis of Statement 8 — I can place
myself in someone else's shoes. I can empathize — based on
the lab value, empathy .
Table 8
Responses to Statement 8 *
I can place myself in
someone else's shoes.
I can empathize. Seldom
Some
times
More
Often
Less
Often
a. Before the course 10
Per
55
Cent
35
b. After 24 sessions - 10 90
c. One year later - 10 90
Significant at the «01 level of* confidence between a. and b; and
a, and c.
No significant difference between b. and c.
Placing one's self in another person's shoes was something
that 55^ of the people could sometimes do before the course.
However, at the end of the course, ninety (90^) of the members
stated being able to do so more often . The results remain
constant after one year, indicating that 10^ of the partic-
ipants were still unable to look at things from another
person's point of view.
Comments such as the following would seem to Indicate
that members are striving either to maintain this attitude
or to improve it: "I wish I could do this more though with my
family." "Too much so—I have to watch and curb or I'll over-
react." "I find I have more feeling when I do this." "I can
now practice empathy with a large, widely varying group of
people." "Because I can now do this, I realize that I can
always find someone else worse off than I am." "The course
really helped to stimulate growth in this area — I finally
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see that there are two sides to a story."
It was gratifying to the author to assess the responses
to Statement 8 since empathy is one of the most important
aspects in improving interpersonal relations.
Table 9 presents an analysis of State 9—1 proclaim
my values openly, even when I know that others will disagree
based on values .
Table £
'H
Responses to Statement 9 *
I proclaim my values
openly, even i^hen I know
that others will disagree. Seldom
Some
times
More
Often
Less
Often
;
^
i Per Cent
a. Before the course 60 20 20
b. After 2k sessions 10 30 55 5
c. One year later 5 20 65 10
* Significant at the .01 level of confidence between a. and b. ; and
a, and c.
No significant difference between b. and c.
Most people seem to find, it difficult to proclaim their
values. Sixty per cent (60^) of the participants in this
group said that they were seldom able to do so before the
course. One year after the course, however, sixty-five per
cent (65^) stated that they could adhere to their values even
when they were aware that others disagreed.
Comments relative to the ability to proclaim values
follow: "It is much easier for me now to voice my opinion
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DIf I feel strongly enough about it." "I am much more confident
In my values and beliefs now — due to age, experience and the
i
course."
.
One person who on the checklist Indicated that before the
li
course he could s^^om proclaim his values, indicated sometimes ,
after 24 sessions, and more often
. one year later. Here are
I
his comments: "I am ’me' and others will either accept or
reject me. It's an honest and open and harder course to take,
!' but much more beneflclall"
Table 10 presents an analysis of Statement 10 — I have
;
a positive self-image. I really like myself as I am — based
on the lab value
, self esteem .
I
I
1
ii
I
Table 10
Responses to Statement 10 *
I have a positive self-
image. I really like
myself as I am. Seldom
Some
times
More
Often
Less
Often
a*’ Before the course 60
' Per
35
Cent
5
b. After 24 sessions 10 55 35
One year later 5 55 40
* Significant at the .01 level of confidence between a. and b. ; and
:
a. and c.
No significant difference between b. and c.
'
was the author’s expectation that a larger percentage
of participants would have made gains In self esteem at the
end of twenty-four sessions because of the lab value that favors
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stressing the positive In a person rather than the negative.
Though 40^ of the group Indicated having a more positive self-
image after one year, fifty-five per cent (55%) see themselves
favorably only sometimes .
, change, however, from sixty per cent (605S) seldom,
before the course, to five per cent (5%) seldom > after one
year would seem to Indicate a more favorable perception of the
self on the part of most of the participants.
Comments read this way: »i»m learning to cope with »me.”'
VI
^
now at a time when pressure is coming from all over. And
my self image has its ups and downs." "I like the basic »me'
but there are some things I could change." "I perceive myself
as a better person now than I was before." "More change is
needed in this area—I’m still working on it." "To a much
greater extent I can appreciate myself more now than three
months ago." "I like the new self in me."
y One comment, however, demonstrates a low self esteem:
fir r‘
'
I haven ’ t been able to make a self image . . . .
"
.V
j. Table 11 presents an analysis of Statement 11 — I can
r’’describe” my feelings: "I am angry, frustrated, happy, etc,"
,
..
'
and not just express them by withdrawing or reacting overtly,
— based on description of feelings .
-
-i'j. ;
'
.
.
8/f
Table 11
Responses to Statement 11 *
I can "describe" my feelings:
"I am angry, frustrated, happy,
etc." and not Just express them
by withdrawing or reacting
overtly
.
Seldom
Some
times
More
Often
Less
Often
Per Cent
a. Before the course 65 30 5
b. "After 2^ sessions 5 40 55
c. One year later 5 25 .. 65 5
* Significant at the .01 level of confidence between a. and b.; and
a. and c.
No significant difference between b. and c.
"Describing" feelings, as explained In Laboratory Session
11, consists of talking about feelings as belonging to you:
am unhappy..." Expressing feelings, on the other hand, when
It Is not non-verbal (Hitting someone, withdrawing), addresses
Itself to the other: "Shut upJ" "You talk too much." Changing
from expression of feeling to description of feeling demands
first of all awareness. Table 11 Indicates a growing awareness
on the •part of the lab participants In the direction of des-
cription of feeling rather than expression of feeling.
There Is a perfect reversal In the reported answers
Indicating that people have gone from withdrawal or overt
reaction to "describing" their feelings — from 65^ seldom
before the course, to an exact 65^ more often one year later.
. The comments: "This, 1 picked up very quickly from the
course." "It Is surprising the reaction I get when I remember
to do this—it really brings positive results."
One person remained very negative: "I still tend to
withdraw—I sulk and It’s very noticeable."
fe.
Table 12 presents an analysis of Statement 12 — The
irfV-'
center of my values Is "Inside.” I do things because I want
to be "me," not to conform — based on conformity .
Table 12
Responses to Statement 12 *
The center of my values
Is "Inside." I do things
because I want to be "me,"
not to conform. Seldom
Some
times
More
Often
Less
Often
Per Cent
a.^Before the course 40 40 15 5
b. After 24 sessions 5 40 50 5'
C4 One year later 5
_
5 90
* significant at the .01 level of confidence between a. and c.
" No significant difference between a. and b.; and b. and c.
in It Is In this area that the greatest Increase was made
• V-.A,
during the follow-up period. Ninety per cent ( 90%) of the
members indicated (More Often Column) that the center of their
values Is "Inside" — they do things because they want to be
themselves.
‘
. Among the comments made to explain this attitude are the
following: "This is seen now In my work relationships."
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"iVe really become an Independent thinker and Independent In
my behavior In the last year. Maybe to the better and maybe
to the worsel" "When anything Is a value of mine, I defend it."
"I now realize that If I»m to value any other relationship,
I have to value myself and my opinions also," "i find that
telling the truth to people has given me more friends,"
Of the respondents who still feel that they must conform,
one reflects an attitude common among students: "I don’t
conform to the extent of being a carbon copy, but now I am
In a university and here you must conform to the system or
you don’t exist!"
Table 13 presents an analysis of Statement 13 — I have
contactful (honest, open) relationships with most people; not
merely confluent (surface) -- based on Interpersonal relations
,
Table
Responses to Statement I3 *
I have contactful (honest
and open) relationships
with most people; not merely
confluent (surface). Seldom
Some
times
More
Often
Less
Often
Per Cent
a# Before the course 35 50 15
b. After 24 sessions 5 35 60
o. One year later 5 20 75
* Significant at the .01 level of confidence between a. and b. ; and
a. and c.
No significant difference between b. and c.
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IProm comments Indicating that thirty-five per cent of the
I
participants seldom had contactful relationships before the
^
course, the group has effected a progressive shift to seventy-
;
five per cent ( 7S%) who Indicate that their relationships are
i
S2£e often honest and open after one year. This would seem
to Indicate a desire to establish genuine contact with others.
,
Not all comments, however, are positive. Among the
,
remaining twenty per cent (20^) who Indicate that sometime.^.
I
they establish contact with others, one person says:
-In my
I
new situation I made new friends with whom I am not able to be
open right off the bat.- Another says,"I*ve been hurt by
people I was honest and open with and I still can't bring my-
self to establish contact-- Just one or two people."
From the participants who are successfully trying to be
more honest and open in their relationship with others, the
I
comments in general are positive: "It is the best and only way
,
”I am becoming closer to my children." "Since I've taken
I Personal Growth, I've become much more level 'with most people;
j
tell them exactly vrhere my head is and where it's going."
I "I find that superficial relationships are boring."
Table 15 presents an analysis of Statement 1^ — I feel
I
j
self-confident. I think "success" rather than failure --
j
based on self-confidence .
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Table 14
Responses to Statement 14 *
I feel self-confident.
I think "success" rather
than failure. Seldom
Some
times
More
Often
Less
Often
Per Cent
a. Before the course 55 35 10
b. After 24 sessions - 50 50
c. One year later 5 20 70 5
* Significant at the .01 level of confidence between a. and b.; and
a. and c.
No significant difference between b. and c.
Fifty-five per cent (55%) of the members writing this
report indicated that before the course they seldom felt
confident. After the twenty-four labs, fifty per cent
registered being self confident sometimes and fifty per cent
(50%) indicated being confident more often . This would seem
to Indicate that while members of the group have been or are
trying to think "success" rather than failure, in many instances,
it is still difficult. However, the group does register a
Z0% Increase in feeling self conf Ident more often after one
year.
The comments of several of the participants are helpful
in imderstandlng the percentages in Table 14. "Yes... except
on 'bad days.'" "Failure is not important—to me it is impor-
tant to try." "There has been a big change in my life. Maybe
because success has started. At any rate, I feel that Personal
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Growth was a big part of this." "At this point, things are not
very bright, but I'm looking to the future." "Positive Thinking
Mental Attitude (PTMA) Is where It's at: no more NTMA (negative)
for this ohlokyj" "l have been thinking on the positive side
now after one year." "It depends on my moods. ... " "Pound this
very hard to do, and sometimes still do."
Table 15 presents an analysis of Statement 15 — i try to
balance all needs within myself; then with my neighbor, I try
to determine which need takes precedence—his or mine—and I try
to act accordingly — based on balancing needs .
Table 1^
Responses to Statement 15 *
I try to balance all needs within
myself; then with my neighbor, I try
to determine which need takes precedence
or mine“"“and I try to act Some More More
accordingly. Seldom times Often Often
Per Cent
a* Before the coui*se 45 45 10
b. After 24 sessions 10 50 40
c. One year iaoex’ 05 ^
* Significant at the .0i level of confidence between a. and c.
No significant difference between: a. and b.; and b. and c.
Another area where the reports demonstrate progression
is in the balancing of all needs. Before the course forty-
five per cent said they seldom attempted to effect a
balance among needs, while one year after the end of the course
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slxty-flve per cent (65^) said they did this more often. The
shift from forty per cent (40^) more often at the end of
twenty-four sessions to sixty-five per cent ( 65^) after one
year would seem to indicate an effective carry-over without the
support of the group.
Comments are enlightening. "This balance of needs was
always a problem and the neglected part was mvself . One year
later, I think of myself, too." "I always thought of my
neighbor first—now I think of my family's needs first."
"Personal Growth started the change which is still going on:
I try more often to balance needs." "After getting myself
balanced,' I find it much easier to do this— it is a rewarding
experience." "Before, I was so Insecure, I would try to please
everyone; but now at moments, I feel I've become selfish with
myself," "I usually act on the spur of the moment without too
much thought." "Not any more than I did before."
Table I6 presents an analysis of Statement 16 — If I have
a proposition to make and I anticipate frustration, I write a
script in my mind of the desired and expected responses —
based on coping with frustration .
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Table 16
Responses to Statement 16 *
If I have a proposition to make,
and I anticipate frustration,
I write a script in my mind of the
desired and expected responses. Seldom
Some
times
More
Often
Less
Often
Per Cent
a. Before the course 45 35 10 10
b. After 24 sessions - 65 30 5
c. One year later - 45 55
* Non-slgnlf leant at the .01 level of confidence.
Writing a script^ in one’s mind about "desired" and
"expected" responses is a suggestion to help a person avoid a
very common form of frustration, the frustration that comes
when things don’t come out as had been expected. This state-
ment was prepared, therefore, to test the effectiveness of the
"script" in coping with frustration.
Forty-five per cent (45^) of the members of this group
said that before the course they seldom anticipated responses
when they had a request to make. On the other hand, one year
after the course, forty-five per cent (45^) said they some-
times do and 55^ indicated that they do more often . The
twenty-five per cent ( 25 ) increase in the follow-up period
would seem to indicate that members have not regressed but
rather have tried to sustain or improve the use of this skill.
^Fred McCarty, The Script . (Unpublished manuscript, NEXTEP
Fellowship Program, Southern Illinois University, 1968).
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Some of the comments made by the group Indicate how the
skill .has helped them. "I bear frustration more with ease now
as compared with before the course." "Now script-preparation
Is much more a conscious thing, but I've always done some of
It to a lesser degree."
Of the forty-five per cent (45^) who registered that they
prepare scripts sometimes, the comments would seem to indicate
that the script is not helpful or not used to avoid frustration.
"My scripts are usually one-sided and don’t help much," "I
think In a predetermined way." "I feel that if I have a script,
lt*s a fake, and I want to be real, so I say what comes."
Table 1? presents an analysis of Statement 1? — When I
am angry or irritated with someone, I make use of the con-
frontation and reflection skills -- based on confrontat ion .
Table 12
Responses to Statement 1? *
When I am angry or Irritated
with someone, I make use of the
confrontation and reflection
skills. Seldom
Some
times
Ifore
Often
Less
Often
Per Cent
a. Before the course 70 25 5
b. After 24 sessions 15 40 45
c. One year later 5 55 35 5
* Significant at the .01 level of confidence between a. and b. ; and
a. and c.
No significant difference between b. and c.
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Table 17 reflects the difficulty members of the group
felt and still feel confronting another person when they are
angry or irritated with him. Though the table shows an Increase
from twenty-five per cent ( 25^) who sometimes confronted before
the course to fifty-five per cent ( 55%) who sometimes confront
one year later, the difficulty is reflected in the more often
column which registers a ten per cent (10^) decrease after one
year.
Here are some of the comments that explain both the growth
and the regression. "I really try to understand both sides of
the issue, now," "Immediately after the twenty-four sessions,
I did use this more often than I do now." "This was the biggest
thing I got from the course." "I always use the skills I’ve
learned from Personal Growth--they ’re not always accepted,
but in time and with patience they take effect." "Have
avoided' some family quarrels because of this." "I tend to
react emotionally—no time for "steps" in confrontation.
"
’’Apparently, I do not know the correct technique— it doesn’t
work for me." "I tried sometimes, but it’s hard to find some-
one to go along; they don’t understand."
Table 18 presents an analysis of Statement 18 — With
my (friend, spouse, mother, father), I fight fair , keeping
with the present moment rather than "hitting below the belt,"
—based on fighting fair .
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Table 18
Responses to Statement 18 *
With my (friend, spouse, mother,
father), I fight fair
. keeping with
the present moment rather than
"hitting below the belt." Seldom
Some
times
More
Often
More
Often
Per Cent
a. Before the course 20 60 20
b. After 24 sessions 5 30 65
c. One year later - 30 70
* Significant at the .01 level of confidence between a. and b.; and
a . and c
.
No significant difference between b. and c.
The change from sixty per cent { 60%) of the group who
fought fair sometimes before the course to seventy per cent { 70%)
one year after the end of the course does not reflect a very
high rate of increase. It does, however, indicate that
awareness of fighting fair seems to have encouraged members
to fight fair more often ; sixty-five per cent (65^) of the
time after twenty-four sessions; seventy per cent { 70%), one
year later.
Comments again reflect the thinking of group members as
they assessed themselves on this statement; "It avoids a lot
of bad quarrelling and prevents unnecessary hurts—we aren't
quarrelling as much." "Fighting fair is the only way; no
guilt feelings, no repercussions." "I used to be quite thought-
less and 'mouthy.'" "Sometimes people hurt me and I strike
back." "I tend to rake over old coals." "I try—but it's
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hard. I usiially end up saying nothing and sulking."
Table 19 presents an analysis of Statement 19 — In my
rela.tlonshlp with myself and with others, I imderstand and can
assume all three ego states^ as the occasion warrants: the
Adult, the Parent, the Child, — based on ep:o states detection.
Table 1£
Responses to Statement 19 *
In my relationship with myself
and with others, I understand and
can assume all three ego states
as the occasion warrants : the
Adult, the Parent, the Child. Seldom
Some
times
More
Often
Less
Often
a. Before the course 40 55 5
b. After 24 sessions 5 35 55 5
c. One year later 5 30 65
* Significant at the .01 level of confidence between a. and b.; and
a. and c.
No significant difference between b. and c.
Detecting ego states in oneself and being able to assume
them as the occasion warrants is. In the eyes of the writer,
an Important step in awareness. Forty per cent (40^) of the
members said that before the course, they seldom could detect
the various ego states: Parent, Adult, and Child, in them-
selves and in others. On the other hand, slxty-flve per cent
(65^) said they could do so more often one year after the course.
The ten per cent increase in the follow-up period would seem
^Erlc Berne, Games People Play , Grove Press, Inc., Nev; York,
1964, pp. 29-35.
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to Indicate greater awareness one year later even without group
support.
Comments from members of the group reflect a growing
awareness and a resulting change in behavior: "I have grown
upl” "Doing fine, but can no longer relate to the Child world.
I think this goes hand in hand with my being to a certain
extent wiser through my experiences—sort of opening of my
eyes. I have been able to experience the Child and the Adult
whereas before I was Just the Child." "Can better accept my
role as Child." "The Child is still in the background-~the
Adult is my now goal." "I-fuch more now than before, because of
deeper insight into the ego states."
Table 20 presents an analysis of Statement 20 — I am
aware of myself as a unique individual, as a person, not as a
role (student, wife, husband, career woman), — based on
awareness .
Table 20
Responses to Statement 20
I am aware of myself as
a unique individual., as
a person, not as a role
(wife, husband, student. Some More Less
career woman). Seldom times Often Often
Per Cent
a. Before the course 45 45 10
b. After Zk sessions 5 45 50
c. One year later 5 30 65
* Significant at the .01 level of confidence between a. and b.
;
a . and c
.
No significant difference between b. and c.
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and
The lack of awareness about the self as a unique person
Indicated in the seldom column before the course would seem to
reveal the extent to which members of the group considered
themselves as a "role’* rather than as a "unique" individual.
Forty-five per cent (45^) said they were seldom aware of their
Q-S a person. One year after the course» however*
cent ( 65^) said they were aware of themselves
as unique aore_ often , with five per cent iS%) only remaining
in the seldom group. There is a fifteen per cent (15%)
Increase in awareness in the follow-up period, which would seem
to indicate a continuation of the Influence of the Personal
Growth course.
Some comments are significant and revealing: "I find that
being *me* makes me a better woman, wife, and mother," "I have
developed real values and beliefs of my own, and I live by them."
"Am living more Intensely; spend more time and money on myself
—
find that others in my family like this in me," "This is some-
thing I've just reccjntly started becoming aware of, I don't
think I've ever considered myself as a role—hox-rever, I know
that even though you don't want to be in a role, it sneaks in."
"I still continue to place the Importance of being a wife and
mother above my individuality—but by free choice. I am more
r '
accepting of myself as I am, now, than before."
The result® of the Chi Square analysis reveal that among
the twenty goal-oriented statements, nineteen yielded responses
that were significant at the .01 level of confidence between
Before the course (a) and One year later (c). The only response
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that is statistically non-signlf leant appears in answer to
i
Statement 16: "if i have a proposition to make and I
anticipate frustration, I write a script in my mind of the
desired and the expected responses." Fourteen statements also
yielded responses that were significant at the .01 level of
confidence between Before t^ course (a) and After 24 sessions
(b). Responses that were non-signlf leant at the .01 level of
confidence were in answer to Statements 2, 3, 7, 12. 15. and 16.
Prom the statistical analysis above, it would appear that
the goals of the laboratory sessions as tested in each of the
twenty statements of the Follow-Up Questionnaire, were achieved.
The author’s hypothesis that new attitudes, behavior and
perceptions had been internalized by the participants proved
true. The author’s hypothesis that the questionnaire would
j
indicate the extent to which attitudes, behaviors and percep—
I
t ions had been internalized also proved true since there was a
non-signlfleant degree of fade-out between After 24 sessions
(b) and One Year Ie.ter (c)on the following statements only:
17. All other responses to the statements indicate a
slight increase (non-signlf leant ) in a similar comparison
between (b) and (c).
The course, Fers onal Growth and Interpersonal Relations ;
Triangle Model
. would seem to effect attitude and behavior
change not only dui'lng the process but the results persist
even after the course has ended.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
A, Summa.r;7
The author *s purpose in developing and implementing the
course personal Growth and Interpersonal Relations ; The
was to provide an effective means of personal
and Interpersonal growth for participants.
The purpose of the Follow-Up Study was to evaluate
behavior change in participants who experienced the method
and the techniques of i]i£. TLlsmlQ Models. The means selected
for this evaluation was self-reported data, A questionnaire,
containing twenty statements centering on the objectives of
the course and on the goals of each laboratory session, was
prepared and administered to the twenty participants of the
pilot group. An analysis of the data, using the Chi-squai‘ed
statistic, indicated a significant difference at the .01 level
of confidence in fourteen of the twenty statements of the
questionnaire in responses made Before the course (a) and After
^ sessions (b). Nineteen statements on twenty showed a signif-
icant difference at the .01 level of confidence between res-
ponses given Before the course (a) and One Year later (c).
It appeared significant to the author that the Chi-squared
statistic revealed a degree of internalization on all statements
except one (16) after one year. This would seem to indicate a
high degree of internalization on the part of the sample.
Though the por cent of internalization, as indicated by the
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responses made After ^ sessions and One year later
, yielded
a non-slgnlflcant difference (Chl-squared statistic), it Is
Interesting to note that responses to all statements except
three showed an Increase One year later .
Two statements In this last comparison Indicated a degree
of fade out. In response to Statement 1: "I am willing to
reveal my true self even If it Involves risk. I don’t like
to weal' a mask," there was a ten per cent (10^) decrease
during the time elapsed between the twenty-four sessions and
0^0 s;ear later . Responses to State 1?: "l^fhen 1 am angry
or irritated with someone, I make use of the Confrontation and
Reflection skills," Indicated a similar fade-out of ten per
cent (10^) between the end of the tvrenty-foui' sessions and one
later . Responses to Statement 8: "I can place myself In
someone else’s shoes; I can empathize," shew neither Increase
nor decrease between the end of the twenty-four sessions and
one year later, but remained constant at ninety per cent ( 90%),
It would appear that growth both on the personal and
Interpersonal level occurs during the coirrse of the twenty-foui’
sessions and tends to continue rather than fade-out after one
year.
A final question v;as added to the twenty statements on
the questionnaire. It read: "Summarize your total reaction
to the course. Would you recommend the course to someone else?
Why? Why not?" The twenty participants were unanimous in
saying that they would recommend the coiu*se to someone else.
A summary of the total reactions to the course appears in Appendix
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B. Discussion
In discussing the results of this study, attention must
be given to the nature of the sample. The research sample
was a pilot group of participants who were highly motivated
to attend the course. They came in answer to a newspaper
article, prompted by the desire for personal growth.
The type of community in which the course was given is
to be taken into consideration. The community and the sur-
rounding towns are urban-rural and for this reason represent
a relatively unsophisticated population who welcomed a course
of this nature.
Participating in the study were the tt-xenty remaining
members in a pilot group of thirty. Were the questionnaire
to be administered to several groups, responses might vary and
provide other data.
The course has not yet been implemented with a group of
college students exclusively. Six college students, however,
were members of this pilot group. Their reactions to the course,
as can be seen in Appenaix HI, are as enthusiastic as those of
the other participants and would seem to indicate that the
course would meet with success in a group made up of their peers.
The course has been successfully experienced with church
groups, with teachers in in-service training programs, and with
participants in couples groups, though no formal study has yet
been undertaken with any of these groups.
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DC. Conclusion
This study conducted with a pilot group of twenty re-
vealed several interesting facts to the author.
1. If the study had been conducted immediately after the
twenty-four sessions, the data would not have revealed the
extent to which attitudes, behaviors and perceptions had been
internalized. The fact that the author waited one year before
administering tne questionnaire gives added evidence that the
course can produce lasting effects in the participants. It is
significant that growth rather than fade-out is indicated in
all but three responses one year later . Since the author had
hypothesized that the questionnaire would indicate the extent
of internalization, it proved significant to her findings that
PhQ year later responses showed an increase (17 , 6%) as com-
pared with results After 24 sessions . The author’s belief,
expressed in the hypothesis, that the course would produce
lasting effects in the participants proved true with the members
of the pilot group.
2. The use of the self-reporting questionnaire did enable
the author to assess whether or not the objectives of the
course—awareness, changed attitudes, improved interpersonal
relations—and the goals of the laboratory sessions—openness,
self-direction, experiencing feelings, trust, listening, in-
clusion, responsibility, empathy, values, self-esteem, des-
cribing feelings, conformity, self-confidence, balancing needs,
coping with frustration, confrontation, fighting fair, and
ego-states detection—had been achieved with the pilot group.
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In doing ful’ther research on the effectiveness of the
course, however, the author recommends the use of objective
tests that might provide additional information on person-
ality and/or behavior changes.
3 . Several other studies would need to be undertaken.
A longitudinal study which would test the pilot group, using
a similar questionnaire
,
at the end of five, ten, fifteen years
might or might not yield significant results of further inter-
nalization.
A study using both an experimental group and a control
group may or may not yield data that would indicate growth in
4
the human relations course, Personal Growth and Interpersonal
Relations when compared with a General Psychology ^ course.
Since the course will be published soon, implementation
in other institutions followed by testing would either confirm
or deny the findings in this pilot study and provide feedback
to the author for improving the course as the needs of various
groups would indicate.
Though the findings at this time are not conclusive, the
data did give evidence of effecting behavior change In the
twenty participants of the pilot group by moans of group process
as. planned in Personal Growth and Interpersonal Relations :
The Triangle Model .
^
^The course Personal Growth and Interpersonal Relations : The
Triangle Model will be implemented as a Human Relations course
as part of the Psychology Department offerings at Northwestern
Connecticut Community College in the Pall of 1972. It will be
offered on a two-semester basis and will carry two credits per
semester.
^Thls course is now in process of publication by Prentice
Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J. for early publication, 1973.
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APPENDIX I
Personal Growth and Interpersonal Relations
The Laboratory Sessions
CHAPTER I
To Introduce our sessions, let's read Carl Rogers, one of the
greatest contemporary psychologists, who Is responsible for
developing the non-dlrectlve group experience. Rogers says:
The need of our times is for more basic knowledge
and more competent skills In dealing with the
tensions of human relationships.
Rogers observes that one of the ways we can reduce tensions Is
to steer away from facades. Because he believes that the end of
every man is to become himself, Rogers suggests that we do away
with artificial elements within us. Dropping false fronts is
possibly the first task we should undertake.
Tasks, says Rogers, are a false picture of ourselves that we
present to others to sustain a self that we would like to be, not
the splf that we really are.
We generally hide behind a mask when the people we deal with
refuse to accept two basic elements for a true reilat^^uishlp:
trust
and
honesty
For that reason, our life is guided by what other people think
we should be, not by what we are .
Activity 1^:
Now, if you want to, participate in the following.
Give your opinion, or describe your feelings.
W W » H M MU » M M IMHt »»»#»#« M M X X » » W-»
open Exchange :
V/hat are youi’ reactions to the above
input?
Are you uncomfortable with others?
Why?
Do you wear a mask?
s
t
M-
*
*
*
t t
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II. DYADIC EXCHANGE : (Njaximum 10 minutes)
In the "should" world, one of the unwritten rules Is that
people should not talk about their good or their bad qualities.
I^ils is one way of hiding one’s true self from others. However,
In our lab sessions, all of us will try to be ourselves; we will
steer away from what we think we "should" be. Therefore, if we
try to reduce the "tensions" of human relationships, if we try to
become comfortable with others, we'll lift a corner of our mask
and practice honesty.
Activity 2: Let’s start now with this open-ended sentence
structure. Complete in writing:
* *
^ vrhat I like best about myself ; *
*
« ' *
* What I like least about myself: ^
* *
* ^
* *
***«••«>&* *<5- -a-********
Now, turn to a dyadic partner (the person next to you) and
share the above. Give examples so that your partner will
understand you better.
Time is up. Back to the Community circle.
1
a
b
V
a
1
e
s
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
Read the following input slowly.
Living to the expectations of the "should" world demands
that you forfeit honesty and trust. On the contrary, the
two values that the laboratory experiences promote are
:
Trust
Honesty
Trust :
In this group, you must feel comfortable enough to
express your feelings, attitudes and values because
the atmosphere is one of safety and freedom.
To reach this goal, you must trust that the group is
a) Listening
b) Non- judging
c) Accepting
Howosty t
Trust is a two-way process. If you wish the group
to trust you, you must be honest; willing to
a) self-disclose
b) give and receive feedback
10 ?
Whlppinp;~around
Whipplng-around is a quick communication within a group.
Each person consecutively shares a present reaction or a
past exchange* Its goal is to develop trust and honesty
within a large group. After a dyadic exchange, it is often
enlightening to whip around and share one of the elements
exchanged with a dyadic partner.
However, to protect your freedom at all times, there is an
in-built right that is yours and that will always be res-
pected by the group. It is called the PASS PRIVILEGE.
The Pass Privilege consists in saying "I Pass" when you
choose not to give your reactions, or not
to share your feelings.
Activity 3; Now, let's whip around. Tell the group briefly
one of the statements shared with your dyadic partner;
(you might say both if you like):
a) What I like best about myself...
b) V/hat I like least about myself...
III. CORE GROUP INTERACTION
The Pacllltator (Group leader) will divide the large group
into small groups of four. Preferably, the foursome will consist
of male and female members, and of people who don't know each other
on a friendly basis (at least at first). The challenge is to
know on a deeper level of communication as many people as possible.
The core group is officially leaderless—each member assumes
the role of leader when he notices that the rules are not observed.
However, because the lab experiences are a learning adventure,
at the beginning of each core group meeting, one member accepts to
be "acting Facilitator" for that session. He is responsible for
rule enforcement and must Interrupt the process when one member
forgets the regulations, r embers take tui’ns to act as Facilitator.
It is an excellent way of learning the skills.
TODAY'S SKILL
Reading non-verbal behavior
Hand motion, posture, feet activity,
facial reactions, etc. reveal a person's
present comfort or discomfort. You can be-
come aware of a person's Immediate needs by
observing his non-verbal signals.
t
*
*
•jl"
*
^ ^ ^ t
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; Activity 4 A. Fill out this Identification Quiz: *
Yes No Some'
T ^ , times1. I do not seem to be interested in anything.
I sit quietly, bored. I am disinterested
.
““
2. I am very active. I‘m interested in all kinds
of activities. I want to help. I am dedicated
.
3» I can’t make up my mind. I take a long time to
make decisions. I’m in doubt. I am uncertain .
4. I plan a lot. I like things working on schedule.
I am very orderly. I am an organizer .
to
5* It’s hard tcjll what side I’m on. One day I’m on
one side; the next, on the other. Inconsistent
6. I like to conform to what is expected of me.
I like to follow a leader. I am a conf orroer
.
7« I like to dissent, to argue, to take opposite
points of view. I am a dissenter
.
I am a ‘
::B. Select the quality that best characterize^.^^ V/ritc it on a small
paper; fold the paper; place it on a table' in the center of the
group
.
jc. One member draws a paper, then tries to guess the owner. If he
is wrong, he goes on to someone else. V/hen he finds the true
owner, he specifies which non-verbal signs guided his guess.
;
The owner then shares why he perceives himself so. Then,
each member of the group asks him at least one question pertaining
I to this quality in order to understand the speaker better.
,(D. When one person has completed his interchange, another draws.
(Time: 3/4 of the session).
. CRITIQUE ; (5 minutes before the end of the session).
]
Go to the back of the book, pull out a Critique Sheet.
Follow instructions
,
then return to the Facilitator.
Parts from Values and Teaching, Raths, Harmin, Simon, pp. 179-181
:
***** *
today*' S*^(fGI^AfRm&G* ******
•M-
At.
*
*
Rogers, Carl. On Becoming a Person. Boston:
Houghton jBQ-ffTin Co.
, 19^lT Parts I and i:^
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' Lab 2
l| I. CO^:tlUNITY MEETING :
In this lab we shall center on self -direct Ion. If we wish to
[become self-directed, we must eliminate masks and get to our true-
1
selves. If we get to our true selves, we will discover our Identity,
:
our uniqueness. I>iaslow said;
An actualizor (sell -directed person) Is
an appreclator ol his own uniqueness.
Faslow explains two sets ol forces within each one of us;
One set clings to safety
[ and def enslveness out of i ear ,
: tending to regress backward,
• hanging on the past, afraid to
:
grow away from the primitive
communication with the mother’s
: uterus and breast, afraid of
» independence , freedom and
separateness.
The other set Impels him
forward toward wholeness of Self
and uniqueness of Self , toward
full functioning of all his
capacities, toward coni Idence
In the lace ol the external
world at the same time that he
can accept his deepest, real,
unconscious Seif.
Sal ety^^- ^ PERSON .. ^-Growth
Faslow concludes that the process of healthy growtn Is a hever
: ending series of free choice situations, confronting each Individ
; ual at every point throughout his life. In which he must choose
between the delights of
safety and growth,
dependence and Independence,
regression and progression,
immaturity and matui'lty.”
t1 Grief and pain are necessary lor growth, said Fiaslow; "Not
-! allowing people to go through their pain implies a certain lack ol
'j respect for the integrity and the Intrinsic nature and development
d of a person."
# Op6^ Exchange ;
VHiat are your reactions to the above input?
Do you realize how you are unique?
t
t
t
*$ Are you afraid, and like the safe way?
5 #
J Are you conlldent, and accept challenges? $
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II. DYADIC EXCHANGE ; (Maxitcum 10 minutes)
Maslow said; "An actuallzor (self
-directed person) Is
an appreclator of his own uniqueness."
To test whether you appreciate your own uniqueness, try the follow-
ing multiple-choice exercise. Circle your choice, fill in the blanks
and then share with your dyadic partner;
*
*
•M-
*
*
*
1. If I could be another person,
I would like to be
•M-
*
2. I don’t want to be another person, *
I like myself as a person.
*
3» I don't want to be someone else, but
I'd like to change this about me: *
Time Is up. Back to the Community circle.
Let's whip around "I chose # ... because
(You may use your PASS PRWILEGE)
.
(
I (
b (
(
u
(Read the following Input slowly.
(
(Appreciating one's uniqueness also Implies appreciating the
(uniqueness of others. In our group experiences. In order to
(demonstrate that we genuinely accept everyone's uniqueness,
(we must be persons who at all times are
r
Listening ;
a) Listening
b) Non- Judging
c) Accepting
Here, actual time Is structured for listening.
Eventually, you will learn to listen first to
what a person says, then to what he does not say.
® fNon-Judging ; The group will avoid passing Judgment on anyone;
s( avoid labelling behavior as "good or bad." Being
( non- Judgmental means that you accept a person
( without sharing his values necessarily.
(Accepting : Taking a person as he is, making him feol safely
( included is the first step in accdptanoe. This
( leads the other person to accept hlms vlf as a
( unique being with personal "worth."
Ill
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THE FOCUS
The Focus is a listening skill with 4 rules.
Rule 1: One person vrishes to share an experience
or his feelings. He is "on rocus."
The listeners do not interrupt hin— if they
do, they are "stealing the Focus."
Rule 2: The Di*awing-Out Period is a questioning
process, "hen the Focus person indicates
that he is through sharing, the listeners
ask
a) Clarifying questions, and
b) Probing questions
•ft -ft * -K- •»:• -ff- * -ft •it 4t vt -it 4t -ft ft v.- •ft
ft ft ft -ft •ft -if
•jt
ft
ft
•ft
•ft
•ft
•K
•ft
ft
4t
•ft
•«-
ft
ft
•ft
ft
CORE GROUP INTERACTION ; Read the following slowly:
Comment on I'ules
;
""The Focus person, in telling his experience, tries to center
around the feelings that accompanied the experience. He tries
to be specific ("I" — not "people").
c
""The Drawing-out technique is very important. Its goal is
two-fold;
^ ^ j
a) To help the Focus person better understand
himself ; and
^
b) To help the listeners better understand the
p’oeus person.
The method consists in two kinds of questions;
a) the Clarifying questions and
b) The Probing questions.
Clarifying questions (any question that will make things^
clearer for you);
a) Awareness of feelings; "You seem hui't. /.re you?"
b) Hellectlon (repetition of the essence ot the statement)
:
"Did you say you wanted to exclude others.
c) Specific situation; "Please give details. Hill you
tell
us how things really happened?"
Probing Questions (developed in Lab 3 )-
TOD/'.Y’S SUGGESTED RE/'-DINGS
laslow, Abraham, Toward a Ps.ychologY 21.
Shastrom, Everett, fto, the Manipulator,
Being , Chapter
Chapters 2, 3 »
4.
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From y,an, the Manipulator
A manipulator Is a person who exploits, uses, or controls
himself and others as ’things’ In self-defeating ways.
The actuallzor Is one who develops his potential. He Is
functioning more fully than the average Individual.
Circle the niiinber that represents where you stand on the continuun^
I. M/iNIPUIATOE
Deception ; putting on an act to create an Impression.
Low 0 1 2 3 ^ 5 5 7 5 9 To High
Unawareness
;
hearing/seelng only what you want
Control ;
Cynicism
;
II. ACTUALIZOR
Honesty ;
5 I 2 3 U 5 Z 7 B 9 To
being controlled or controllinp-
0 I 2 3 5 5 7 B ^
basically distrustful of oneself and others.
5 I 2 3 ^ 5 5 7 5 9 To
able to be himself , honestly and genuinely
0 12 3^ 567 B 9 10
Awareness
;
Fi’eedom
;
fully listens to himself and others.
6 1 2 T ^ 5 6 "'7 a 9 iO
spontaneous; master of his life; not a puppet
"0 I 2 3 5 ^ 7 S 9 To
Trust ; trusts himself and others.
0 I 2 3 ^ 5 S 7 ^ 9 lO
Now, ^oin your core group and practice the f irst tv^o rules of the
Focus . ’'Then you’re "on Focus," you can talk about ar^ problem, or
you might choose one of the qualities that you circled above, oi :
I tend to seek the security (?) of the manipulator.
Here’s an example.
I belong to set one (Maslow) p. 5« I’l’' afraid.
I belong to set two I risk a lot.
(Examples)
.
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Lab 3 HOJTOU EXPERIE^^CE YOUr- PEELINGS?
I. CONIUNITY HEETING
Now that you are becoming aware of the masks you often wear,
you might be amazed at how often you are guided by what you
"should" be, not by what you are. In a way, you are "controlled"
by what is expected of you. On the other hand. If you want to
move toward "self -direction, " you must experience your feelings,
Carl Rogers says
:
When a person fully experiences his feelings (self-pity,
hatred, love, etc.) then he feels an assurance that
he is being part of his real self
•
Let's read the following extracts from ^ Becoming a Person ;
In our dally lives there are a thousand and one
reasons for not letting ourselves experience our
feelings and attitudes fully, reasons from our
past and from the present, reasons that reside
within the social situation. It seems too dangerous,
too potentially dame.ging, to experience them freely.
In an atmosphere of safety and freedom, feelings can
be experienced fully, clear to the limit of what they
are. They can be experienced in a fashion that I
like to think of as a 'pui*e culture,' so that
for the moment the person his f ear
or he his anger, or ho 1^ his tenderness.
About a client, Carl Rogers in Freedom to Learn says:
Formerly he could not freely feel pain or illness because
being ill meant being unacceptable. Neither could he feel tender-
ness and love for his child, because such feelings meant being
weak, and he had to maintain his facade of being strong. But novr
he can be genuinely open to the experience of his organism—he can
be tired when he is tired, ho can feel pain, he can experience
love, he can feel and express annoyance. Ho can fully live the
experiences of his total organism, rather tlian shutting them out
of awareness.
i OPea Exchange ; t
$ ^
ft V^at are your reactions to the above input? $
I Where do you find an atmosphere of "safety and
free^
4 dom" for your feelings? S
II. DYADIC EXCHANGE; (mxiiiUi? 10 minutas)
Carl- Rogers says that we need an "atnosphere ol sal ety and
Ireedom" to experience our leelings. To test which envlionirent
Is less threatening to you lor experiencing your leelings, complete
the following open-ended sentences, then share with your dyadic
partner
:
-K- «•****»?:-** 45- 4?- «••»>**•« «• rf 4:- 4S-
-K 4t •>{•
* 1. At home, when I'm angry I
At work/school, when I'm angry,
I
45-
it
2. At home, when I'm happy I
4;*
4?-
4C-
4f- 4f
At work/school/peer group, when I’m happy,
4{-
4!-
.K.
4t
it
i-.
4r
4^• 4:- if it -Tr it it 4.'- 4C- 4c 4r it 4; it 4^- 4I' 45- 4i- 45- i'. it 4c
Time is up. Back to the ComDUnity circle. Let's whip around .
(Read the following input slowly.
(
(In order to realize consciously that you have leelings, the
(lab experiences will help you develop AVAREI'IESS.
(
(There are three phases leading to awareness:
(
(
(
i (
b (
(
a) Listening to oneself;
b) Listening to others; and
c) Lettinm others listen to you.
V
(Listening ^ Oneself (according to Carl Fogers)
( a) Becoming aviare ol a feeling at a present mo“''ent;
L ( b) Identifying the feeling; and
u ( c) Searching for the cause of this feeling.
e (
s(Moro simply:
. , . , , m «
( a) HOV^ do I feel now? Good. Bad. uelaxed. Tense.
[ b) l-rf-AT is that feeling? j'ear. Anger. Anxiety. Jealousy.
(
Incompetence. Love. Hope. Joy.
( c) vr’Y am I feeling this way? i^hich ol my values
(
"" is at stake? "He said I am a liar. That hurts
( because I look at rysell as an honest person."
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DefInltion ;
Purpose , :
Rule 1
Rule 7
Rule ^
Rule 4
THE FOCUS SKILL
The Focus is a listening skill with 4 rules.
- The object of the skill is for the group to listen
to each iDeraber in tiu-n, to help clarify Issues, to
give honest and supportive feedback, and to level
with one another.
It helps people talk about themselves genuinely and
have them listen empathetically rather than compet-
itively and destructively.
(Devised by Savllle Sax).
The Focus Person is one who cgrccs to share his
feelings about a specific situation, past or present.
a) He talks without being interrupted.
b) He tries to be specific; "_I feel, or I think,"
not: "People are..."
c) He indicates when he has finished sharing.
The Listeners proceedto the DIIAWB^g OUT TECIUIQUE.
They ask two kinds of questions:
Clarifying : Any question that will throw light on
the problem or present feelings. They can
be:
1) Awareness of f eelings ; "You sound angry, are you?"
2) Pef lection (repetition of the speaker’s thought):
"Did you say that nobody cares for you?"
3) Specific situation ; '"/fill you give us more details
about this? How did it happen?"
b) Probing questions explore the HOW, wrat, WHY.
Purpose: get to the person's VALUES.
1) How
do you feel as you relate the incident, now?
(Tense, nervous, confused, embarrassed?
)
2) Vfhat
is that feeling? Can you identify it by name?
(Anger, disappointment
,
fear, hatred, love, Joy)
3) vmy I-
do you feel that way? Which of your values has
not been respected?
"I consider myself worthy of respect, but that
man yelled at me. I can't stand it."
The listeners give FEEDBACK a) positive (supportive)
b) negative (constructive)
The Focus person tolls a) how he feels now; and
b) how he rates the listeners.
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Note : It is not important to bring a solution to the focus
encounter. Vfhat m£'.tters is process—the fact that four
people (in core group) "reach” eachother In an atmos-
phere of trust and honesty is the goal.
Feeling "good" at the end of a session is something to
be thankful for, but what counts most is the fact that
possible "change" has occurred and will continue to occui*
as the members "live the lab values" during the week.
III. CORE GROUP INTERACTION Instead of meeting with your core
group, re-read the S/a PLE FOCUS on
the following pages, then watch a
demonstration of the Focus in a
"Fish-bowl" setting.
(After reading pp. 13, 14, I5 .):
A. Foui’ volunteers, please?
B. Sit in the center of the room. (The other members form a
large circle around the foursome).
C. Novr proceed to a core meeting:
a. Uho volunteers to facilitate? (The real Facilitator does)
b, \rho wants to be "on Focus?"
D. Topic: You can talk about any problem you wish,
or here are suggestions:
/ 1. I*m afraid of my feelings:
/ hen are not supposed to/ Vfomen are not supposed to
so I’m afraid to '
Focus Here's what happened yesterday/last week...
\ 2. I accept my feelings:
\ Here's what happened last week/yesterday\ when I was frustrated
IV. V'hen all the steps lor the Focus have been demonstrated,
proceed to the CRITIQUE. Do it orally, so that the group
obsei-ving can follow. (Get a sheet from the back of the book).
Now, open the CRITIQUE to the whole assembly.
'"fhat are your obseinratlons and reactions?"
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SAITLE EOCUS (In Miniature)
Ee.cilitator ; Let’s read the rule of the Focus, p. 11.
Now, who wants to be "on Focus?"
John I do. I employed a 15-year-old boy to clean the
restaurant. I gave him a "set" salary every week.
Lately, he neglected his duties, vrhen I asked him why
.
he answered; "I dunno." That really gets me. I can’t
stand his I-dunno attitude. So, I decided I’d talk !
with him. I told him that maybe school and work were 'step
too much for him. He said: "I guess so." Then l | i
told him it would bo better to hire an older person
to do the work. Ho answered: "I guess so." So, I '
told him he was through. I feel rather guilty because '
I realize I ha-ven’t communicated with Jimmy. Also, I i
feel rather sorry because his father is an invalid, and!
the money his son earns is welcome. Well, that’s it. i
Listener # l:John, did you set up a list of chores for Jimmy?
,
John
# 2
John
No! vniy should T? He Imows what he’s got to do. So, all'
he has to do is ^ it. I forgot to say that sometimes,
'
I send him to run errands. ‘
If he runs errands, does he have time for all chores?
I
If he had more interest in the work, he i-rould find
time to do the work and run eri'ands too. But he doesn't,
# 3
John
!} 2
John
/t 3
Jbhn
// 1
John
You said that his I-dunno attitude frustrates you. 1
V-Thy do you feel frustrated, John?
j
i
I feel angry because when he says "I dunno" I think
|
he’s lying to me and that’s Insulting.
i
You mean, John, that you feel he doesn’t respect you? i
i
Right: Kids today have no respect for anybody. (Step
' 2
Vfill you relate a specific instance when he lacked
respect, John. I
1
Sure. The other day, someone had dropped a chocolate
j
bar near a table. I told Jimmy to put order around '
that table. But he didn’t. So I asked: ’rhy didn’t you:
pick up that lousy mess?" He said: "I dunno."
Does it occur to you, John, that Jimmy doesn’t really
Imow?
I
Everyone Imows why he does oi: doesn't do something! ,
1 You sound angry even now, John. Are you?
John I guess I'm mad at myself because I couldn’t make that
thing work. I don’t like to think I can’t reach a kid.
'
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Facil- John, are you ready for the feedback period, or would you
Itator rather we draw you out more?
John O.K. by me. Let's go on to the feedback. I'm curious.
(Dui’ing the f eedback, John is silent )
.
Facil- Vfhat kind of feedbs.ck do you want Jolin? Positive only,
itator or Negative only, or both?
John Both. I want the truth.
// 3 First, I'd like to point out that fact that you were willing
to hire a 15-year-old. That says you have a kind heai-t
,
John.
y 1 Your attempt to "talk" with the boy is commendable, too.
2
1
// 3
# 2
* John
• 3
1
# 2
I
The fact tha.t you brou'^ht up the problem tonite convinces
me that your guilt feelings are healthy. You really want to
do something about youi’ lack of communication, John. You
look like an earnest and honest person.
I have a son vrhose "I-dunno" attitude is Just like Jimmy's, j
I think teenagers don't Icnox^r the why of things. They are not!
used to probing their motivations. They act a lot because I
they "have to," Jimmy is no different from other boys. 1
I
I hope this comment doesn't make you feel less guilty. I,
personally, think you are guilty. Tliat's the way I perceive
you, John. I feel that you failed in not listing the boy's
chores. Furthermore, you disrupted his routine x\rhen you sent
him off to run errands. At that age, it seems to me a boy j
is confused when there is no pattern to adult demands. {
Jimmy doesn't really know xihere to start. Everything seems
j
vague about his responsibilities. That's how I see it, John.'
Step
3
I feel that way too. I think that if JL my were your son, i
you'd find a way to "develop responsibility" in him. You'd |
lay down the la.ws of the contract. If he vTorks 10 hours a |
week, he gets so much. If he doesn't, then, less salary.
j
I don't approve of your "set salary" clause. j
I guess I forgot to tell you that I couldn't set a specific
amount per hour because of the law prohibiting employment
to under l6's.
So, what you did is protect youi’self , John, rather than care
for that boy enough to d.evelop a sense of responsibility in
him. It's how it comes across to me. I may be xn'ong.
I feel sorry for kids. I understand you, John. I do the
same at home. I give in to my kids. After I've them
throe times to do something, I do it myself if they don t.
It's possible, also, that Jimmy has problems that the school
counselor should tend to. You're not all to blame, John.
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1 Another thing. You said you told Jimisy that raybe ho had
too much work along with his school life. You put words in-
to his mouth. You didn't give him time to find his own
reasons. You told him the solution. You didn't ask him
what ho really proposed. That's exactly what I do with
my kids. I tell; I don't ask. Thanks for enlighten me, John
3 The "lacking respect" bit. Here's how I see it; it's not
Jimmy that lacked respect for you, John. You're the one
vrho seems to have lost respect for youi'self
. You failed
in one situation and you can't take it. I guess it's
natural, vre all do it. But you don't have to think you're
all vrong because you failed to reach one kid.
# 2 Jimmy's father is an invalid. You seem to have employed
the boy more through pity for the father than for Jimmy's
competence. laybe that's something to look into, John.
Facll- 'Jell, John, do you think we could go into the next step?
itator We'd like you to tell us
1) how you feel now after this interaction; and
2) where we stand with you.
Unless you'd like more feedback.
John No. that's fine. I want to tell you how I feel.
Just great! First, because you've given me a chance to
expose my problem— it was really weighing on me ail week.
Then, because you really listened to me. You made me feel
"worth" listening to. i
Your questions were really probing. I've got a lot to
j
think about. They were very constructive, those feedback '
comments of yours.
|
JLisOtjner 1 , I felt you understood me when you said your
^
son says "I dunno." Also, you focussed on "asking" a kid's '
views leather than "telling" hiin. That makes sense.
{
I
Listener f 3- Gee, I didn't Imow I was the one who confused I
Jimmy. I'm not sure about it. But I'll look into it.
i
I
Listener '! 2, you said my guilt feelings vrere healthy. 1
Never thought about that. I like what you said about the
j
contract too—the business deal. Eosponslbility
. j
Listener 3* V^on you came straight out with: "You are
guilty," I had a feeling of fear that the group would reject
j
me. I Imow I'm guilty, but to have someone else tell me 1
...that's different. But I felt you were not "out to f lght'‘
;
I really felt you wanted to enlighten I'O.
Pui'thermore
,
when you said I was more intent on protecting
myself against the law, I thought you were Judgmental,
laybe I didn't explain sufficiently about the salary.
Anyway, I feel real good. Thanks for the help!
S tei
4
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Lab 4
I. COyrUNITY MEETING
Scheln and Bennis explain the lab experience as a new method
of learning. They observe that through this process of Inquiry,
participants go through three phases: unfreezing, changing,
ref reezlng.
Unfreezing i
1. Heightening of anxiety results from becoming aware that
your attitudes (toward yourself
and toward others) have not been efficient In reaching
goals. As you work with the group, you realize that
people have attitudes and values different from yours.
This leads you to question your values; as a result you
may feel anxious about the means you tal^c- to reach goals.
2. Reduction of threat comes from the lab*s lack of tight
structui'e encouraging every member
to be open and authentic.
Changing ; ,.^4 i
1. scanning the environment to observe how other people think
and feel helps you compare this behavior and mo-
tivations to youi' set of behaviors and motivations
2. Identlf Icatlon with a model In the group often reinforces
your attitudes.
Both scanning and Identlf Icatlon are very helpful because
they expose you to
a) Input on new attitudes (You now dlsconflrm or reaf-
firm your own attitudes);
b) support from other members because of youi' effoits.
Defreezing:
Personal ref reezlng: New attitudes will become yours If
they fit Into your personality.
2. Relational ref reezlng; When your new attitudes extend to
^your relationships, the change becomes stable.
I t
Open Exchange ;
I'That are your reactions to the above Input?
Is this what happens to you In this group:
unfreezing: You really trust the gi’oup?
changing : You*ve adopted one new attitude??
ref reezlng: You've changed one thing about , |
your behavior and you're firm In It? $
$
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II. DYADIC EXCHANGE: (rax. 10 irlnutes) Fill out the lollowlnf^,
and go Into dyads.
•»
* Vfhen I "scan the environment," I t Ind that *
*
•«• I*ve learned a lot from person (s) here:*
*
* t
.
* because ol their
-K-
* The person I tend to Identify with r-ost
* often Is
«•
because
K-
*
«•
*
*
*
«••«•*»?^**'**‘*****************
Time Is up. Back to the Community circle.
WHIPPING AROUND: You might find that you need more flexibility.
You might need more time for the core Interaction.
In that case, skip the whipping around, and go on.
Read the following Input slowly
1
a
b
V
a
i
u
e
s
( The lab is an experience in AV^ARENESS. There are three
( phases leading to awareness:
( a) Listening to oneself, (lab 3)
( b) Listening to others, (iab 4)
( c) Letting others listen to you.
(Lab 5)
(Listening to othei-s ;
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
While you listen to others, you can learn a lot about
yourself and about the other person.
a) Learning about yourself While you are listening^ to a
person, you generally think
about yourself In a like situation. You usually compare
yo\xr behavior with tha-t of the Focus person. You may
also recall why you acted so. This Inner activity
effects greater insight Into yourself.
b) Learning about others Vfhile you are listening to the
Focus, you have two advantages:Jt^OCUSf J'-'U I1C7. V/ o
1 Auditory You hear words (symbols) that reveal feelings,
^ attitudes and values.
^ u ^
2 Visual You behold non-verbal signs (facial, hand
motion, posture) that reveal a person s
comfort or discomfort.
Result: You learn about a person's uniqueness.
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THE FOCUS
RIGHT
I feel pushed around
by iry employer. Last
week he said : ...
So, I felt hurt
I’m really working
hard but he get Im-
patient over nothing!
For example:
Do you feel, Joan,
that your employer
Is blaming you un-
justly?
If you told your
employer how you feel,
would you risk losing
your Job?
’/'Then that happened
to me, here's what
I did: ...
I detect a fear of
losing your Job.
raybe if you risked
talking with your
employer, ne would
understand
,
Joan
.
You come across to
me as a person who
gets hurt easily,
raybe If you leveled
with your employer,
he would deal with
|
you with more respect.
I feel good/bad
i
i
I Joe, I think you’ve
given me a lot of
food for thought.
Ann, you...
Rule 1
1. Speak about your
f eellngs.
2. 3e specific
Rule 2
1. Address the Focus
person by name.
2. Use questions only
3* Don’t steal the
Focus.
Rule 2
1. Give suggestions.
Don’t command.
2. Respect values.
Don’t Impose your
values on others.
3. Give your percep-
tion.
Don’t be Judgr enta
Rule 4
1. Tell your NOW
FEELINGS
2. Tell the listeners
where they stand
with you, now.
wr ONG
I think people are
pushing others aiound
too much. They don't
consider feelings.
They don’t realize
that a person Is
really doing his
best.
I think you should
tell your boss he
has no right to
treat you that way!
I know all about
that kind of guy.
Last week my boss
told me (on and on)
1
1
You should...
That’s what I did.
Why don’t you speak
up; give up youi‘ Job.
You’re more Important
than a Job. That guy
deserves to have his
"employees quit on him.
You’re vrrong. You
should stard by your
dignity. Don’t let
him treat you like
a rag. You're Just
too soft. Fight him.
I guess you can’t
help feeling good.
It was a great ses-
sion. I enjoyed it.
Thanks
.
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IIII. CORE GROUP ACTIVITY
Unfreezing Involves two concepts:
a) trust
b) willingness to change some "set" opinion,
attitude or value.
Noi/t, with your core group, go "on Rocus."
Don't forget to call on someone to be "acting facilitator"
to protect the rules. I^ike turns In doing so.
Remember: you may talk on any subject that is a problem to you.
Oi’, you might select one of the following topics:
1. In this group, I think I’m beginning to "unfreeze."
I ti*ust more people, and I'm willing to change some
of my "set" opinions about .
I used to . .
.
2. At home, my wif e/husband/m.other is too demanding.
I feel frustrated about that. I’m really "frozen"
in my opinion that he/she is expecting too much.
I'm also unwilling to "unfreeze" (take a risk) and
talk about this in case we get into a big fight?
3 . I’m beginning to trust more people. I’m willing to
talk about my feelings about things that irritate me.
I’m doing this at home/work/school. Example:
IV. CFITIQUE : Now, get a Critique Sheet and evaluate yourself
and your group.
Note: After every four sessions the core groups should change
!
(if they decide to). One advantage for changing coiv;
[
is meeting other people with whom one must learn t < ^
I It is a challenge.
On the other hand, the advantage of remaining with tho
! same core is the possibility of going more deeply into
problems and getting to know the core members more genuinely
.
TODAY'S SUGGESTED READING
Sheln, Edgar, K. , and Bennis, V/arren G. , Personal and Organiza-
tional Change Through Group Methods . N. Y.: John Wiley, J yC'?
Focus
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Lab 5 SEE THE OTHER PERSON'S POINT OP VIEVf?
i
I. COMMUNITY FIEETING
UNDERSTANDING JUDGING
SUCCESSFUL COMI'iUNIGATION NON-COMMUNICATION
Carl Rogers says ths.t coEmunication is possible only with under-
standing. He says:
A. Listening vrlth Understanding occurs
~aj when we see the Ideas and attitudes from
the other person's point ol view ;and
b) when we sense how it t eels to him.
a) The other person's point of view Is clear to you only if the
other person discloses It.
Likewise, lor the other person to see your point of view, you
must disclose it to him with honesty and trust.
b) The other person's f eellngs become sensed by you If you try
to feel as he feels.
Likewise, for the other person to sense your feelings, you must
commimicate how you feel so that he can experience or sense
your feelings.
Understanding implies that
a) the disclose!' is open to his experience;
b) that the listener is open to the dlscloser's experience.
Openness to experience, says Carl Rogers, is AV^APEI^tesS :
Awareness in your*self
a) of your feelings
b) of your attitudes and
values
c) of reality outside
yourself
.
Awareness of . the other
a) of his feelings
b) of his attitudes and
values
c) of reality outside
of hlDl
B. Judging is evaluating a person by our own values, no.: nis.
It is a bari'ler to understanding and results j d
insincerities, exaggerations, false fronts.
1 Exchange : ]|-
¥ vfhat is your reaction to the above input?
$
Rogers said: "Real understanding is under - |
^
standing 'with' a person, not 'about' him." %
Comment.
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II* D^DIC EXCHANGE (F>axlmur’ 2o minutes)
Fi’om now on, try to get a dyadic partner that you haven't
Interacted x^rlth. Fove around.
Today's activity vrlll be ROLE PLAY. In order to see a person's
point of vlevj, you need to "get Into his shoes".
Thlnlc of a person vrlth whom you are having a problem (teacher
,
student, husband, wife, mother, father, friend).
There will be two steps to this activity:
Step
1
( 1 . First, you are Yourself;
Youi’ partner Is the person vrlth whom you have
difficulty relating. Tell him vjho he should role play
Now, you expose youi' argUT'ents In favor of your
demands. Ex: I vjould like to keep a snake
In my room. In a cage, of course. But, you,
1 other, refuse to let me. (go on explaining).
Your dyadic partner plays the role of the misun-
derstanding person. He says why he objects to your
demands (he Invokes the I other's reasons).
Step 2 :
V^hen the two persons have had their say
,
then the roles are
reversed. You, playrole your mother. (get Into her skin)
Your dyadic partner plays you. (He starts).
(
(
(
(
(
(
( 2 .
(
(
Now, start over with your partner's playrole activity. He
goes through both steps.
Time Is up. Back to the Community circle.
WHIPPING AROUND: Say whether you have learned something about the
misunderstanding person from roleplaying.
Read the following input slowly
1
a
b
V
a
1
u
e
s
(The lab is an experience in AWARENESS. Here's phase three:
(
(Letting others listen to you ;
{
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
This phase thrives on two inner dispositions
,
without
which there is no true relationship. Letting others
listen to you means that you are:
a) Trusting ; Listening (
Accepting ( Lab 2
Non- judging (
b) Honest : 1. Self disclosure ( Lab 5
2. feedback (
Self -disclosui^e is revealing your f eelings/attltudes/values
for the purpose of more self-knowledge,
and to effect closeness with people.
Feedback a) positive: reinforces your efforts to grow;
b) negative: affords Insight from
constructive Interpersonal exchange.
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TODAY'S SKILL
RISK
Self-disclosure neans revealing' to another person
a) what you think, and
b) how you feel
*
<»:-
«•
?:
The risk Is judgment and/or rejection U
People conceal their true selves for fear ?
of moral judgment and condemnation. ^
#
I!2. is to grow . raslow says that the very|
process of risking is thef
choice "between the delights of immatm*ity and ^
maturity.
"
t
If a person dares to risk, his self -disclosure
usually results in
a) acceptance, not rejection;
b) understanding, not judgment.
t
n
#
*
t
*
ft-
4fr
•If
*
SELF DISCLOSURE SELF ALIENATION
Jourard says: Jental health
depends upon discovering
oneself
•
We get to know the other person's
self when he discloses it to us.
Self-disclosure is both a symptom
of personality health and at the
same time a means of ultimately
achieving healthy personality.
Pull disclosure of the self to at
least one other signif leant human
being appears to be one means by
which a person discovers not only
the breadth and depth of his needs
and feelings, but also the nature
of his own self -af firmed values.
No one can come to Imow himself
except as an outcome of disclosing
himself to another person.
If I love someone, I also display
my love by letting him know me.
I can't even know my oim soul
except as I disclose it.
( The Ti'ansparent Self )
Freud discovered that people
get sick if they struggle to
avoid being themselves or
Imowlng theiriselves
.
Jourard says: Alienation from
one's self, is at the root of
the neurotic personality of our
time.
People's selves stop growing
when they repress them.
Every mal-ad justed person is
a person who has not made him-
self known to another human
being and in consequence does
not Imow himself .
A self -alienated person--one
who does not disclose hiuself
truthfully and fully—can
never love another person nor
can he be loved by the other.
Tlie "tyranny of the should" is a
factor which keeps man from
making himself Imown as he is.
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III. CORE GROUP INTERACTION ; The Jo-Far i Vlindow, c>evlsed by Joe
Luft and Harry Ingram:
KNOiW TO
OTHERS
UNT^NO\^rN TO
OTFEi^'.S
IvNOW TO SELF UNFNO’TN TO SELF
Known to me
and to you
Known to you
but not to mo
Known to me
and not to you
Known to neither
you nor me
Vfe can stai’t to extend our Imowledge oi area F by t Indlng out rore
about ourselves by learning how others perceive us.
We can choose to disclose parts ol ourselves to others so that the
area marked A extends fui’ther into C.
Self -disclosui'e
,
therefore, will make area A more extensive than
any of the other areas.
KNOVJ^^ TO SELF UN/' MOWN TO SELF
\
1
f
Activity: Fill out the Johari vrindow with self -data:
Instructions ; Fill in the window. Then, meet viith youi’ core group.
Use the Focus.
1. The Focus person discloses A and C
2. The Listeners diaw him out: questions only
3 . The Listeners give feedback; they disclose B (vjhat they
know about the Focus person that he doesn't ]:now).
4. The Focus persons says how he feels and where the listeners
stand with him.
,
i/^en one person has been on Focus, anothei* takes over, and
* goes on Focus (observing: the four rules, each time).
: rr. CRITIQUE
TOn/vY’S SUGGESTED ^’E/vDING
Jourard, Sidney, The Transparent Self , N. J. '. Nostrand, ' 6^, Ch.3
Rogers, Carl, ^ Becoming a Person , Chapter 9»
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Lab 6
— DOJCOy ACCEPT OTHERS UNCONDITIONALLY?
In throe consecutive labs, wo shall have sessions on Inter-
personal needs. For Input, we shall rely on william C. Schutz’s
Joy , on raslow’s Motivation and Personality
. on Rogers's
On Becoming a Person ^ and on Fromm's The Art of Loving .
Schutz distinguishes three interpersonal need areas:
1) inclusion 2) control 3) affection
He defines Inclusion as the need to be associated with people,
to belong. It is manifested as wanting to be attended to, and to
attract attention and Interest.
Essential aspect of inclusion : People want to be included as
a) "distinct persons who have identity; and as
b) individuals worthy to be understood.
Too little inclusion : the undersocial; he seeks isolation.
Tends to be withdrawn and introverted.
a) Unconsciously he vrants others to pay attention to him.
b) Privately, he feels that others don't understand him.
c) Because people don't consider him, he feels worthless .
Too much inclusion : the oversocial; he seeks people constantly.
Tends toward extraversion.
a) Unconsciously he wants attention focussed on him.
b) Pi’ivately, he feels that others will ignore him.
c) Because he fears exclusion, he incessantly wants others
to seek him out.
Successful resolution of inclusion ; interaction is no problem.
a) This person is comfortable with people or being alone.
b) He is capable of strong commitment viith groups or can
withhold commitment if he T^rlshes to.
c) Unconsciously
, he feels worthwhile and significant.
Maslow said:
If both the physiological and the safety needs are fairly
well gratified, there vTill emerge the love and affection and
belongingness needs. The person will hunger for affectionate
relations with people in general, namely, for a place in his
group, and he will strive with great intensity to achieve
this goal.
$ open Exchange t
# t
# Maslow said; In our society the thwarting of #
^ the belongness and love needs is the most com-$
^ monly found core in cases of maladjustment
and more severe psychopathology.
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DYADIC EXCHANGE (App. 10 minutes) following
;
^ I
$ 1. I feel excluded at home/school/work ^
t t
$ when
. i
$ ^
$ 2. I can’t stand being alone. I seek people $
t $
t constantly because £
t i
^ 3* When I see a group, I don’t wait for any
^ one to invite me in, I walk in and feel $
$ comfortable because f
$
Time is up. Back to the Community circle.
WHIPPING AROUND. You might skip the activity if you want more
time for the Focus. 0i‘, when someone vrants help
from the large group, then you remain in Community
group and get him "on Focus". The whole group
draws out and feeds back.
Read slowly
:
(as a result of trust, members becomes accepting of one another.
(
j
(Acceptance may be a) conditional
( b) unconditional
(
(CONDITIONAL ACCEPTANCE:
1 (
! 9, ( V/hen we accept a person "conditionally " we place a
b ( burden upon him. "If" is the key that locks him in a
i
( box. We propose to include this person as long as he
( changes something in his behavior or his values. This
\r ( kind of acceptance is not respectful of a person’s
!a ( uniqueness. It is an attempt to mold him into one’s
1 ( own image.
I u (
! e (UNCONDITIONAL ACCEPTANCE:
i f (
! ( When we accept a person "unconditionally " the respons-
i ( ibillty for change lies on us. VFe Include the ptr’son
! ( as he is, but if we differ with him in values, we try
, ( to modify our attitude so that
I
( a) we will not require change on his part;
! ( b) but we might come to a compromise in order
( to balance all needs .
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TODAY’S SriLL
UNCONDITIOl'IAL ACCEPTANCE
t
t
t
t
Carl Rogers says that in an unconditional
acceptance, a relationship is
a) Free Iron] Judgnient and evaluation
b) Including the whole potentiality
ol the other
c) Safe and free
*
t
A. Free from .judgment and evaluation
Acceptance means a relationship that helps the othei’ person
recognize that the locus of evaluation, the center of res-
ponsibility, lies within himself.
To attain this relationship, you avoid Judging a person
(telling him that what he did is right or wrong). Instead
you listen to his reasons for acting (you attempt to reach
the core of his values and understand vrhy he acts).
Including the whole potentiality of the other
Unconditional acceptance means to recognize in a person
his possibilities for growth; accepting these yet
undeveloped qualities as part of the person himself,
recognizing in him the person he has been created to become.
Saf e and Free
Unconditional acceptance creates an atmosphere of freedom
in which the other person can move in his thinking and
feeling and being, in any direction he desires.
carl Rogers adds:
If a person is accepted, fully accepted, and in this
acceptance there is no judgment, only compassion and sympathy,
the individual is able to come to grips with himself
,
to develop the courage to give up his defenses and "o face
his true self
.
Maslow said;
Acceptance is the affirmation of the other's individuality,
the eagerness for the giowth of the other, the essential
respect for his individuality and unique personality.
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RIGHT VfR.ONG
I wouldn ' t have done that
•
But I respect your decision
to act in this manner.
I can see leadership qualities
in you. I*m conf ident that
you'll learn to give orders
and make your subordinates feel
respected.
I'm disturbed when you get
angry, but I'm trying to under-
stand that this is your way of
reacting under stress.
That's wi’ong.
You shouldn't have done
that I
I can't stand your
domineering attitude, so
I'll have nothing to do
with you.
I can't see why you have
to get angry over nothing
at alll
III. CORE GROUP INTERACTION; Review the rules of the Focus (p.ll)
Chock the follovring and choose
for the Focus one specif ic personin each category
that concerns you.
I accept CONDITIONALLY UNCONDITIONALLY
Students
my parents
my teachers
my peers — —
Teachers
my family
my students
my fellow teachers
— —
Couples
my husband/wife
my children
my fellow workers
—
—
Church
my family
members of the
— —
groups congregation
The Pharisees murmured, saying (about Jesus);
"This man receives sinners and eats with them"
Ik 15:2
IV. CRITIQUE
TODAY'S SUGGESTED HEADINGS
Schutz, William, Joy , Ch. 1-4. (N.Y. Grove Piess, 1968).
Rogers, Carl, ^ Becoming a Person , Ch. 15 PP*305'9»
Faslow, Abraham, Motivation and Personality , Ch. 5 Ch.l3.
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Lab 7 a responsible PERSON'
I. CONNUNITY MEETING
Schutz postulates that a person achieves Interpersonal Joy
when he linds tlexible balance in three areas: inclusion, control,
and alfectlon. In the previous session, we considered the first;
namely, inclusion. This session will concentrate on contiol.
Schutz says that control behavior refers to the declsion-
Ecaklng process between people, and the areas of power. Influence,
and authority. The need for control varies along a continuum from
the desire for power, to the need to be controlled and have
responsibility lif ted from oneself .
Comparison: In an argument
the Inclusion-seeker want to be a pa.rtlcipant
;
the control-seeker wants to be the winner.
The abdjcrat is the extreme person, too low on control.
He tends toward submission and abdication of power
and responsibility .
He never makes a decision if he can refer it to someone
else. He feels he vrill be given more responsibility
than he can handle.
Unconsciously
,
he feels incapable of responsible adult
behavior and thinks that others Imow it.
He feels Incompetent and Irresponsible .
The autocrat is the extreme person, too high in dominating.
Ho is the power-seeker, the compoter.
He is afraid people will not be influenced or controlled
by him—that they will, in fact; dominate him.
Unconsciously, he feels incompetent and Irresponsible .
Successful resolution of control : power and control is no problem.
This persori feels comforts.ble giving or taking orders.
Unconsciously
,
he feels capable and responsible , so
he does not need to shrink fj’om res-
ponsibility or to try to prove how competent he is.
Maslow said that everyone exercises some form of "control" over $
others, for good (psychotherapeutic force) or for ovil
(psychopathology)
:
Every good human being potentially is an unconscious
therapist... when he is kind, helpful, decent, psycho-
logically democratic, affectionate, and vrarm—he is a
psychotherapeutic force even though a small one.
On the other hand, every time ho threatens r.om''.v:'v. or
humiliates or hurts unnecessarily or dom.lnates or rejects
another hui.an being, he becomes a force for the creation
of psychopathology
,
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II* DYADIC EXCHANGE: (flaxlmuin 10 roimitos)
* I’m an abdlcrat at tlmas. He^'e's an example*
*
* I’m usually an autocrat. Here’s an examulfi *
* ^
*
*
* I feel competent and responsible. The other*
* «•
*
* day, I
* -K- * -j:* Vr 4:- * »:- 4j- * •«• * 4s- 4;- * 4i- 4t-
Time is up. Back to the Community circle.
WHIPPING AROUND. Share with the sroup what you wish.
Read slowly the following input.
(When a person is responsible—faces reality and accepts
(
(to own up to his behavior—he is willing to give and receive
(
(feedback.
(
( P’eedback can be a) positive
(
' b) negative
[positive f eedback contains two elements
:
[
a) reinf orcement : A person is supportive of the
' Focus person's efforts;
1
u
b) recognition: A person underscores the good
points advanced by the Focus person.
e (Negative f eedback is
( a) discrimlnatingi The person who gives feedback
distinguishes between
aa) the person, and
bb) his behavior
Ex: A person who tells a lie is
not a liar. Fe comm.lited an
act of dishonesty.
b) donstructive: Even if he doesn't share the Focus
person's values, one who gives feed-
back is respectful and helpful,
not controlling and domineering.
I
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TODAY'S Sr:i’.L i
t
RESPONSIBILITY t
Accept responsibility lor your feelings and behavior!
?C? "oontfolllng" others Is to be Irrespons- |^ie throw the burden of responsibility on others. ^
The responsible person uses "I".
The irresponsible person, "You" t
feel hurt when you fail
to discuss things with me,
feel irritated by your
behavior.
see you as a person who
depreciates others.
YOU
You hurt me
give me the
treatment
.
when you'll
silent it
Stop irritating me,
You think you're
better than others
*K’’5» vt ,}! •}* •}{ It "X It "H X XX X S! X -X -X H It X It
-H- X tf' K X K
-H -It K K X XX 5t XX X X- -X V, 3t X X-'X X X
-XX
Glasser, in Reality Therapy
, says that there are only two kinds ofpeople, the responsible and the irresponsible.
RESPONSIBILITY
The responsible person is one
who
1. faces reality
2. assumes responsibility
for his behavior.
People can find happiness only
for themselves.
Kapplnoss happens most often
when we are willing to take
responsibility for our behavior.
A responsible person never con-
dones an irresponsible action.
He Is willing to watch a person
suffer if that helps him toward
responsibility
.
He praises responsible behavior.
IRRESPONSIBILITY
Tl'ie irresponsible person is one
who refuses
1. to face reality
2. to assume responsibility
for his behavior.
To become responsible, he must:
1. feel that at least one
person "cares" for him;
2. focus on the pre.sent--
he cannot chalTge the past;
the future c.::p.'iot be
changed, only the present^
3» change behavior pattern ;
this will lead Mm to a
change in attitude.
Everyone must assess his behavior
in terms of responsibility.
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f III. CORE GROUP H'^TERACTION:
Read the lules of the Focus (p. 11 ).
lake sure someone volunteers to bo "acting facilitator
Now, go "on FOCUS." Speak about any problem or choosethe f ollowing
:
II
from
Students
Teachers
Couples
groups
When you are rejected by a girl friend or someone
in your core or peer group or have a ml sunderstanding
vrith your parents
a) are you an abdlcrat or
b) do you assume responsibility for mending
the relationship?
V'Then a student disrupts class,
a) are you an abdicrat or
b) do you contact him as a "person" not in
his role of disrupting student?
I'fhen you’ve had a disagreement with your wife or
children
a) are you aji abdicrat or do you
b) contact your teenager/wif e in a Focus
conf rontation?
Rox^ much do you follow Jesus’s comii.and;
"If you are offering your gift at the altar, and
there remember that your brother has anything against
you, leave your gift before the altar and go first
to be reconciled to your bi'other." Matt. 5: 22,23.
CRITIQUE; Get a Critique Sheet from the back and follow
directions. Insist upon the 2nd rule of the Focus,
vrhat kind of probing questions were asked. Did they
lead to values
. Remember, the :^ocus Skill's ulti’-iate
goal is to help r’embers trace their values. Then you
ImoxT why youi' behavior is so, you xjill understand
yoxu'self better, and others will understand you.
TOD/i.Y’S SUGGESTED HE/.DINGS
I
)
' Glassor, William, Reality Therapy ; New York: Harper and }.oxf, I969 . Ch.
Niaslov:, Abraham, hotivation and Personality
, p. 321.
Schutz, llililam, Joy , Chapter k"and pp. 153iv,5»
1 The Bible: Natt^: 5*
Lab 8 [S_XQURS
.
B-L07K or D-LO’^’E?
lab, we shall relate two concepts: that propoundedby ^ich Fromip In T]^ A^t of_ Lev In^
, and that explained by Abraham
raslow in Toward a Psychology oi_ Being
. The two expositions per-tain to love* the third interpersonal need.
Erich Fromm says that anyone who aspires to become a masterin the art ol loving must practice discipline, concentration, andpatience throughout every phase of his* life.
Discipline should not be prac-
ticed like a rule
imposed on oneself fi'om an out-
side cause. Self discipline
should be felt as pleasant.
Concentrat ion should make every-
thing you do the
only thing that matters.
It will help you live fully in
the present, in the here and now.
It will make you
a) sensitive to yourself
b) sensitive to others
—
able to listen.
Patience should help you not to
insist on quick results.
Don’t give up—have faith :
a) in yourself—
you can love
you can risk
you can face pain
and disappointment;
b) in others
—
they can grow
they can love.
Love is possible only if tvio
persons comucunicate vilth
each
-o-ther from the center
of their existence.
Only in love as a central
experience, is human reality;
only here is allveness;
only here is the basis for
love.
Love experienced thus is a
constant challenge; it is not
a resting place but a moving,
growing, working together;
even whether there is harmony
or conflict, joy or sadness,
all this is secondary to the
fundamental fact that two people
experience themselves from the
essence of their existence,
that they are one with each
other by being one with thern-
selves (discipline, concentra-
tion, patience) rather than
by fleeing from themselves.
t Open Exchange
t
$ What are your reactions to the above input?
t
$ Fromm says: "Love is possible only if two per-
$ sons communicate with eachother from the center
f of their experience." Have you had such an
J experience?
t
t
n
t
#
I
t
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II« DYADIC EXCHANGE (I'jaxlmuir : 10 minutes)
^ I
$ How much discipline, concentration, and 4
$ patience do you have? (circle); |
^ t
t NONE VERY LITTLE A LOT 4
^ I
$ Is there one person in your lif e that you |
S truly love—that you communicate with from|:
t the center of his existence? Circle ; It
^ I
t, YES NO (Explain) 4
L ^
Time Is up. Back to the Community circle.
WHIPPING AROUND. As you whip around, one person might say some-
thing very slgnlf leant about himself . In that
case you might say: "Joe, what you said sounds
very important to you. Would you like to be on
Focus. The whole group will draw you out and
might contribute to a groat deal of insight and
feedback for you.*’ Don’t press.
Read the following input slowly
1
u
(Along with the lab values of trust and honesty there should
(emanate from the persons encountering each other a special
(abstract entity called empathy .
(To be empathetlc means
(A.
(
(B.
(
{
s
a) to understand and respect a person
b) to communicate to that person that
you understand and respect him.
TO UNDERST/J^D AND RESPECT A PERSON (lab 5.)
TO COr:rUNiai.TE to the person tk/vt you understand HII :
a) verbally : listening without Interruptl on;
asking clarifying and probing questions
offering feedback, both positive and
negative (if he wishes so);
b) non-verbally ; looking at the person in the eyes;
nodding, smiling, frovrning;
holding the person’s hand if you feel
he is hurting.
Ei'ich Fi'omm defines "respect” for a person: the ability
to see a person as he is, to be aware of his uniqueness.
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Mftsiow said:
The avei^age individual Is
motivated by deficiencies .
He is seeking to fulfill his
basic need« for sai ety , -belong'lng
and love, respect and self- .
esteem.
D-love
He Is capable of D-love
(del Iclency love, love need,
selfish love)
.
The D-lovor perceives the loved
one as a useful object, a
tool—a moans to satisfy his
def iciency
.
The healthy man, because his
needs are gratified, is
primarily motivated by his
higher need to develop and
actualize his full potential
and capacities.
B-iove
He is capable of B-love
(love for the being of a
person, unending ,unself Ish)
.
The B-lover perceives the
loved one as an end experience.
He loves the person for him-
self .
In a need-determined relation-
ship, the D-lover perceives
the other as a gratifier
—
a money giver, food provider,
safety giver, servant.
As a result, the D-lover is
demanding and self-centered.
The D-iover shapes others in
an exploiting, purposeful
fashion.
In a need-disinterested rela-
tionship, the B-lover is fas-
cinated by and has respect for
the intrinsic nature of the
loved one.
As a result, the B-lover has
spontaneous admiration, un-
demanding wonder and awe f or
the loved one (similar to an
esthetic or mystic experience.)
The B-lover creates the part-
ner. His B-love gives him a
self-image, it gives him. self-
acceptance, a feeling of
love-worthiness—all of which
makes him grow.
The most satisfying and most complete example
of self transcendence. . . is the throwing of
oneself into a healthy love relationship.
TODAY’S SUGGESTED READINGS
Fi’omm, Erich, The Art of Loving , Harper & Row, New York,
raslow. Motivation and Personality , Harper & Row, New York,Ch. 13
.
rjaslow. Toward a Psychology of Being , Chapter 3«
Goble, Frank, The Third Force. Grossman, Pub., New York, Ch. 3.
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TODAY'S SKILL
CONFRONTATION
The confrontation skill is a technique with four
rule on how to express disagreement.
Purpose : expose basis for disagreement;
describe feelings;
come to a compromise.
1. The Problem ; Statement of contentions.
Conf renter: Things would be better
you. .
.
Confrontee: ( Ref lection )
You said that
Repeat the process for all
if
2. Rebuttal ; Statement of opponent's
Confrontee
:
I. .
.
arguments
reaction.
Conf renter
I disagree with what you
said about .... because...
( Ref lection )
You said that I accused you
falsely on this issue...
Repeat the process until satisfied.
Compromise : Suggestions on easing the situation.*
Vr
*
*
V:
45-
*
Hr
*
*
*
It
*
*
•M-
M-
«
4.
Conf renter: I'm
Confrontee: I'm willing
Positive statements:
willing to
to
Objective comments on the dissenter's
good points:
Conf ronter
:
Conf rontee:
Here '
s
Here's
what
what
like
like
about
about
Note
:
the
but
objective is not to win an
to use effective listening
a compromise for the balancing
argument
,
to reach
of all needs.
4«-
you*
you*
*
Hr
*
III. CORE GROUP INTERACTION mslow said: The superior person
sometimes finds it desirable to be
constinictlve critical. Usually people critlze in anger, but the
B-lovlng person feels it is right to call the friend or marriage
partner's attention to some consistent error of which they nay not
be aware. They consider it unloving to let someone go making
the same mistake again and again Just because others don't have the
courage to tell him.
Activity : Practice Conf rontation . Let's have a demonstration.
Have two persons in the center of the circle.
They hold opposite views * ’ *
Things would be better if
1^0
• • •
LAB 9 I SHOULD o,. I SHOULDN*T
Because our culture is other-directed—we often guide ourlives not by what we truly believe is right but often by what othcrc
expect of us. For that reason, it is important to re-examine our
values in favor of self-directed behavior. For input wp. ahall rely
Values and Teaching by Raths, Harmin, and Simon.
Let us consider two approaches to values;
A. The Traditional Approach which consisted Qf .
1. Setting an example
2. Persuading and convincing
3. Limiting choices
4. Inspiring
5. Rules and regulations
6. Cultural or religious dogma
7. Appeals to conscience
This method has had its useful effects, but the
idea of free Inquiry seems to be lost. It fails
to help people become self-directed.
B. A New Approach deals with the process of valuing; 7 criteria
1. Choosing freely
Coercion results in giving up values as soon ns
authority disappears.
2. Choosing from among alternatives
There can be no choice if there are no a.lter-
nate courses to select,
3‘ Choosin''" after thoughtful consideration of the consequences
of e-^ch altern^vlve
4, Prizing and cherishing
Values floV'T from choices we are glad to make.
5, Affirming le are willing to publicly proclaim values that
we have chosen freely and that we prize.
6. Acting upon choices
(here we have a value, it shovrs up in aspects
of our living; it gives direction to our life.
7. Repeating
Values tend to have a pattern. They reappear.
VAJLUE
( Choosing (1)
( (2)
( (3)
(
(
( Prizing (4)
( ( 5 )
(
( Actlnp: (6)
( (7)
freely
from alternatives
after thoughtful consideration of the
consequences of each alternative
cherishing, being happy with the choice
willing to affirm the choice publicly
doing something with the choice
repeatedly, In some pattern of life.
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II. DYADIC S {CHANGE s (Maximum 10 minutes)
In dealing with values we usually say;
I should....
because I®m convinced that...
Now, the new approach proposes that CHOOSING, PRIZING, andACTING make up a true value—unless one acts In accordance
with his beliefs, he cannot claim a value.
Let’s have a dyadic exchange on MONEY. Find out what your
are. (The Listener should ask at least 2 questions.)
I spend a lot of money on
because I’m convinced that
I soend very little on
because I’m convinced that
WHIPPING AROUND; This activity Is an excellent occasion to pro-
claim one’s values. It deals with PRIZING.
From Values and Teaching
,
Ch. 5«
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THE CLARIFYING RESPONSE
The Clarifying Response Is a strategy that con-
sists of responding to a person In such a way
that he considers vjhat he chooses, prizes, and
acts upon.
To stimulate a person to clarify his thinking
and behavior and probe Into his values.
Engage In a short exchange (clarifying) vrlth a
person vrhose statement Is a ‘•’value Indicator.-
Indicators ;
1. Attitudes; '-I’m for... I’m against ..."
Clarifying
2. Aspirations
C.R. ; --'Are
3. Purposes ;
C.R.; 'Have
might
4. Interests ;
C.R. s ‘’Is
5. Activities ;
C.R.; ''’Did
response; "How long have you felt so?-
; "Someday, I’m going to..."
you doing something about this now?"
When I... I’m going to...-'
you thought of other things you
vTant to do with ...?•
"I like making...
this something you'll want to do later?
"Last weekend, I went . . .
-
you just want to kill time, or
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Clarifying; Responses FroTQ Values and Teaching:
, pp. 63-5
1 . Chooslnp' freely
a. where do you suppose you first got that Idea?
b. Is there any rebellion In your choice?
2. Choosing from alternatives
a. What else did you consider before you picked this?
b. How long did you look around before you decldea?
3. Choosing thoughtfully and reflectively
a. Have you weighed It fully?
b. Now If you do this, what will happen to that...?
4. Prizing and cherishing
a. Are you glad you feel that way?
b. Should everyone do It your way?
5« Affirming
a. Do people know that you believe that way?
b. Are you willing to stand up and be counted for that?
6. Acting upon choices
a. I hear what you are for? now, Is there anything you can
do about it? Can I help?
b. Where will this lead you? How far are you vrilling to go?
7. Repeating
a. How long will you continue doing this?
b. Will you get other people involved?
Some criteria of an effective clarifying response
, (p. 53)
1. The clarifying response avoids moralizing.
2. It puts the responsibility on the person for his decisions.
3 . It Is permissive and stimulating, but not Insistent.
4. Its goal Is not data, bub to help a person clarify his life.
5. It Is not Intended as an Interview.
6. It Is not an extended discussion.
7. It Is a response to one individual, altho others may listen.
8. It concentrates on one aspect (not everything a person says).
9. It operates In situations where there are no '•right- answers
(feelings, attitudes, beliefs, or ourposes.)
10.
It Is not a mechanical thing. It must be used creatively
with Insight.
When a response helps a person to clarify his thinking
or behavior, It Is considered effective.
TODAY'S SUGGESTED READING
Raths, Harmln and Simon, Values and Teaching . Charles E.
Merrill Pub. Co., Columbus, Ohio. 19^6. Chapter 5*
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IIIo
CORE GROUP ACTI7ITY
Pill the blanks in each number, select ins a. or b. as most
suited to your general behavior.
acting 7ALUE AREA
1. a. I give to Unicef because I’m convinced that
no child in this world should go
to bed hungry.
b. I don’t give to because I’m convinced that
•
2 . a • I work hard when because I’m convinced that
•
•
b. I don’t work hard when because I’m convinced that
•
3. a. I use drugs/liquor because I’m convinced that
I smoke
•
b. I don’t use drugs/liquor because I’m convinced that
I don’
t
smoke
•
4. a. I go to church because I’m convinced that
I pray
b. I don ® t go to church because I’m convinced that
I don’t pray
•
Now, meet with your core group; choose one of the above for the Focus .
Review the rules of the Focus (p. 11). Concentrate on rule 2
and use clarifying responses to get to know whether the Focus
person has a true value which he has freely chosen , which he prizes
and which he acts upon.
IV. CRITIQUE. Go to the end of the book and fill out a Critique
Sheet. In evaluating the group, focus on whether
the "Clarifying questions'- were really conducive
to thinking.
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LAB 10
THIS IS NOT TRUE,
I. COMMUNITY MEETING;
Rokeaoh sayss beliefs are Ideas that one holds as true
rm«
SDout hlmself or his environnient
of LStralTtv^M®'^
the human mind Into sub sets on the basis
1 Not all he?r?"°®' ^h<51vldual*s basic exlstLce.b liefs are equally Important to the IndividualSome are central to one’s beln^:.
muiviauai.
2. The more central a belief, the'more resistant to ohanee.
belief changed, the more widespread the repercussions In the rest of the belief system.
Categories of Beliefs ;
1. Tyoe A primitive beliefs
suoported by 100^5 social consensus; unquestioned
very resistant ^ chan,n:e
2. Type B primitive beliefs
deoendent upon personal experience.
Many are about outselves. Me believe them
regardless of whether anyone else believes,
beliefs about vrhat we are capable of--
posltlve self-image; we are comoetent
kind, ooen-ralnded
B- beliefs about what we are not
negative self-image unquestioned
very resistant to change B
3« ’^ype
^ beliefs that tell us which authorities or
reference groups to Identify with and trust.
The selection of authorities is from free
choice. If authorities default, these
beliefs can change, or If experience proves
them vrrong
, can change C
4, Type D Ideas which we hold to be true because
they come from an authority we trust.
Belt's can change if the trusted
authority revises these beliefs, can change D
5. Type E Inconsequential beliefs,
(Rare steak is better than well done)
very changeable S
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II. DYADIC SYCHANG3; (Maximum 10 minutes)
One thin^ I believe about my parents and that
nobody can chan.se my mind about is j
One thing I used to believe but I have chan/^:ed
my mind about is
because
SHIPPING AROUND. Telling the group about your beliefs is one way
of proclaiming your values. If, during the whip
ping around, you feel you would like the group to
draw you out about a belief that you've altered,
then, do so
—
go on Focus. (You might spend the
whole session on this activity).
Omit the whipping around if it limits your time for the publicinterview.
(
(
( fhat
(
V (
A (
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U (why
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From Values and Teaching
,
Ch. 7
THE PUBLIC INTERVIEW
The Public Interview is a value teclinlque whereby
a person answers honestly questions about his
ideas, feelings, and experiences before a group
that is supportive and non- judgmental
,
The Public Interview is meant ,to
a. give the interviewee a chance to reveal more
of himself in public in order to help him become
more himself, more open and secure with others;
b. to enable the audience to learn more about the
interviewee so that they may be sensitive to him
c. to raise value Issues for all to consider as
alternatives
.
The interviewer asks for a volunteer.
He asks the interviewee whether he chooses a par-
ticular value area or a = smorgasbord '^—any area.
He reminds the Interviewee of his PgSS PRI/ILEGE,
protecting him against any answer that might harm
him or others*
He indicates how to terminate the Interview— the
interviewee sayss “Thank you for the interview.'-
Instead of a single Interviewer, the interviewee
might choose to ansvrer questions from the group.
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A. Public Interview Values and Teachlnp;
, pp. 143-lAA.
Teacher; (After explalnlni? the rules), !ho will be first to take
the Interview seat? Paul? (from a number of hands)
Pauls (a rather secure boy) I will.
Teachers Do you recall what you say If you would rather not answer?
Paul; ‘-'I pass.*'
Teacher; And if you want to end the Interview before time runs out?
Pauls '•Thank you for your questions.”
Teacher; Now, on what topic viould you like to be inverviewed, Paul?
Paul; My sister.
Teacher; Would you care to tell us something about your sister, Paul?
Paul; Mot especially. Except that we hate each other.
Teacher; What do you hate about your sister?
Pauls Well, she Is two years younger than I am, and she alvrays is
In the way. Like she argues about what TV program to watch.
Teachers Are there some times vihen you like having her around?
Paul; No, absolutely not.
Teachers How do you define hate? What do you mean by that word?
Paul; Terrible. Like I vrant to murder her. She should go aviay
.
Teachers What’s the difference between hate and dislike?
Paul; One is stronger. Hate Is stron^ter.
Teachers What Is the difference between hating someone and hating
things that the Person does?
Pauls Hmm. I Just thought of a time when I didn’t hate my sister.
Once we were walking along and someone said how nice we
looked together, we were younger and were walking hand in
hand. It was a good feeling. But, I don’t know. If you
hate enough things a person does I guess you end up hating
the person. Is that right?
Teachers What do you think?
Paul s
Teacher
I don’t know,
Paul, what are you going to do about the situation between
you and your sister?
Pauls I don’t know. I know what I’d like to do... (Laughter).
Teacher: Well, one thins you can do is keen away
thing is try to work things out so that the.-e ..s l®ss arg
ment between you. What other alternatives are there?
I don’t know. But thank you for your questions. Can I
go now
Certainly. Thank you, Paul. Kaybe we'll aok for
another
volunteer tomorrow. But now, le't s get read/^ f
(Note: a public interview is effective only where there is
acoeotance,
security, and warmth.)
Pauls
Teacher:
Ill, THE PUBLIC INTERVIEW ACTI\7ITY;
During the Community Meeting, we»ll practice the Public
Interview, or the Group Interview, (The group questions,
rather than one single person).
Who wants to be intervlev;ed?
Alright, Jack. Do you choose a specific area of values(among others; money, friendship, love, sex, religion,
morals, leisure, politics, work, family, maturity, etc.)
or are you open to any question?
Let ®s start ....
If there's time, you might have two interviews. Other-
wise, go on to the core activity.
IV. CORE GROUP ACTIVITY Review the input on Beliefs Type B (p.40)
In your core group, you might want to do the Public
Interview and question the Focus person on his
B+ and B” beliefs. (B"; questions should be directed
toward the possibility of change )
.
V. CRITIQUE During the critique process, focus on whether the
public interview questions were relevant;
whether they helped the interviewee clarify his values.
TODAY'S SUGGESTED READING
Raths, Harmln, Simon, Values and Teaching
,
Chapter ?•
Rokeach, Milton, Values
,
Attitudes
,
and Beliefs
.
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Lab 11
I. COMMUNITY MEETING
During our Interpersonal learning adventure, we endeavor toknow ourselves better and to know others better. In our study of
values, we concluded that choosing, prizing, and acting were es-
sential to a genuine value. We noted that values are at the basis
of feelings. For example, a person Is hurt when he Is not treated
with respect, which he prizes.
We considered beliefs and the truth that the more central a
belief, the more resistant It will be to change. If we become ac-
quainted with people’s beliefs, we will be better able to under-
stand the basis fortheir behavior.
In today’s lab, we shall concentrate on attitudes and deter-
mine how they Influence our lives.
ATTITUDES An attitude Is a tendency to take a position
for or against an Issue or a situation.
It disposes one to act In a specific way.
BALANCE THEORY We generally try to maintain a balance in our at-
titudes—we react consistently to similar situations.
AFFECTIVE ASPECT The emotional Impact behind attitudes can be
observed if vje note a person’s smiles, frowns,
hand and body reactions in general. We can tell
whether the person is favorable or unfavorable
toward the present issue or situation.
CHANGE
PRESSURE
Strong attitudes are very difficult to change.
It Is very important, therefore, to become aware
of our attitudes and those of others in order to
understand reactions. It is also Important to
develop positive attitudes toward behavior patterns
that would Improve our interpersonal relationships.
1. A group exerts Influence toward conformity on
its members.
2. It Inflicts penalties for continued non-
conformitys
a) unpopularity
b) loss of prestige
c) ostracism
BASIC ATTITUDES 1. Evaluative:
2. Interpretive
3. Supportive
4. Probing
5. Understanding
You’re right. You’re wrong.
You should. You shouldn’t.
T agree.
I’d like to know more.
I see.
Comparison: Values:
Beliefs:
Attitudes
I should... I shouldn’t...
This Is true... This is false...
I’m for this... I’m against this...
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II* DYADIC EXCHANGE (Maxlniuin 10 minutss)
Low-caffeln coffee
35-hour workweek
pre-marItal sex
student protest
openness In all
Interpersonal relations
I^m for I°m af3;alnst
WHIPPING AROUND; Share with the group one of the above.
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( THE PERCEPTION CHECK
(
( What The Perception Check Is a strategy whereby one checks
( his understanding of the other person’s feelings
( and the values that motivate them when that person
( expresses his feelings rather than describes them.
(
(
(
(
(
(
( How
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
What*
The Perception Check Is meant to demonstrate
a) how easily one can misinterpret an expression
of feellngiand
b) how Important It Is, on the other hand, to
describe one’s feellngsto make sure they
are understood, alcng with the values that
motivate them.
The Focus person expresses a feeling In one of
three ways;
1. non-verbally (facial expression'
(other bodily motlonsJ
2. commanding "Stop that nolseS”
3. accusing ’’You’re always bossing me around."
The listener tries to Interpret the statement by
describing
a) the conscious feeling
b) the value area
c) the unconscious feelings
Examples on p. 4?.
s your attitude
;
for or against describing feelings?
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From Basic Skills for Dlscusslnp;
Interpersonal Relations
by John L. //alien, Ph.D,
Helping others understand what you are feeling.
Describing feelings ;
You try to make clear what feelings you are
experiencing by naming or Identifying them. The statement must
(1) refer to "I," or "me," or "my," and (2) specify some kind of
feeling—by name, simile, or other figure of speech. Because
expressing a feeling Is so often confused with describing It,
it Is Important to make the difference clear.
Expressions of Feelings Descriptions of Feelings
Person blushes and says
nothing.
Person suddenly becomes
silent in the midst of a
conversation.
"She’s a wonderful person X"
"You talk too much."
"Shut upSS"
"Can’t you ever be on tlmeJ"
"You shouldn’t have bought me
such an expensive gift 2"
"Jim, you are too rude and
overbearing.
"
"I feel embarrassed,"
"I feel pleased,"
"I feel annoyed with you."
"I feel angry 2"
"I’m worried about this."
"I feel like I’ve been slapped."
"I enjoy her,"
"I respect her abilities."
"I’m in love with her but I feel I
shouldn’t say so."
"I’m bored."
"I want to say something."
"I feel inferior at how much you
know."
"I feel hurt by what you said and
afraid to hear any more."
"I feel angry at myself 2"
"I feel angry with you."
"I’m irritated with you that I had
to wait so long In the cold2"
"I’ve been worried about you and I
wish I didn’t have to be2"
"I like you and resent you at the
same t Ime .
"
"I really like It’"
"I feel obligated to you and resent
it •
"
"I feel inferior to you when I think
of the cheap present I gave you."
"Jim, I’m irritated." (Behavior
description: "You keep cutting me
off.")
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THE PERCEPTION CHECK
I
You
! EXPRESSION
"You”
a. Command :
Stop chewing gumS
!
1
I
b. Accusation :
You made the
wrong choice
when you bought
that dress. It's
too young looking
S
’1
Examples Description of feeling:
Expression of feeling;
(I feel Irritated
(
(because I'm convinced
1. conscious feeling
2.
i
value area
j(that people who chew
(gum are vulgar.
(
(I'm afraid that people
(general)
3. unconscious
(will think my son Is feelings
( vulgar.
(All this, because
(I love you, and want
(others to respect you.
(particular)
(I feel Impatient 1.
(because I'm convinced 2.
(that people should
(select relevant clothes.
(
(I'm afraid that people 3*
(will ridicule my wife.
(All this because I
(love you and want others
(lo respect you.
conscious feeling
value area
|
unconscious
feelings
Rules for the Perception Check:
1. The Focus expresses a feeling In one of three ways:
non-verbally
,
command, or accusation.
2. The listener roleplays: He says; If I were to describe
that feeling, I would say:"I feel ... (3 elementsl
3« The Focus then confirms or dlsconfirms the perception;
"You were right/wrong about the conscious feeling; imcons-
clously here's what I really meant;" or "You were right In all
of the three areas : conscious feeling, values, unconscious
feelings
.
III. CORE GROUP ACTIVITY Practice the Perception Check
I
Think of a recent incident when you disapproved about
something. Tell your core whether you described your
feeling or expressed it. If you expressed it, complete
the following: (the one that relates to you).
1. non-verbal expression : __I
2. command : I said: "
3. accusation I said; "You
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LAB 12
I. COMMUNITY MEETING
JTHE^SGTOCE OF VALUES WITHIN YOURSELF?
In Freedom ^ Learn Carl Rogers wrote a chapteron A Modern Approach to the Valuing Process'* where he summarizes
the value drlentaticn of persons who move In the direction of perconai
growth and maturity?
Facades They tend to move away from facades. Pretense, defen-
siveness, putting up a front, are negatively valued.
Oughts The compelling feeling of ‘*I ought to do or be thus
and so'* Is negatively valued.
Expectations Pleasing others, as a goal In Itself, Is negatively
valued.
The person tends to move toward being himself, being
his real feelings, being what he Is.
Self- He discovers an Increasing pride and confidence In
direction making his own choices guiding his own life.
Worth He values his feelings positively. He comes to value
himself and his reactions as being of worth.
Process From desiring some fixed goal, he comes to prefer the
excitement of being a process of potentialities being
born.
Openness His most valued resource Is openness.
To be open to and sensitive to hiu own Inner reactions
and feelings, the reactions and feelings of others,
and the realities of the objective world—this is a
direction he clearly prefers.
Sensitivity He comes to appreciate others for what they are. Just
as he has come to appreciate himself for what he Is.
Relationship To achieve a close, Intliaate, real, fully communica-
tive relationship with another person seems to meet a
deep need in every individual, and is very highly valued.
However the usual adult has not reached this position of growth.
Instead?
a. The source of his values on most matters lies outside of
himself. (Others decide what he should like or dislike).
b. The criterion by which his values are set Is the degree to
which they will cause him to be loved or accepted.
Consequently
he has lost touch with his own valuing process and so feels
profoundly insecure and easily threatened in his values.
He experiences a fundamental discrepancy between the intel-
lectual structure of his values and the valuing process going
on unrecognized within him.
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II DYADIC EXCHANGE ; (Maximum 10 minutes after the
Contlnuiun exercise Is completed.)
Where do you stand on this continuum (circle your answer)
Moving away from "oughts"
Dow 1 2 3 ^ 5 6 7 8 9 10 High
Being real—moving toward being myself12 34 5 6789 10
Increasing pride In making my own choices
1 2 3 ^ 567 8 9 10
I try to be sensitive to others12 34 5 67 89 10
I want to be open to and sensitive to
my Inner reactions and feelings123456789 10
Complete the above continuum. If you rate yourself below 5,
you tend to strive at meeting other people’s expectations (#1);
If you rate yourself above 5> yo^ are moving tovjard holding
values that lead to growth and maturity. Do the exercise quickly.
Then, meet with your dyadic partner and talk about one or more
of your choices.
WHIPPING AROUND: Tell the group one Item you selected on the
continuum.
Omit the whipping If you want more time for
the core activity.
(
(
(
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RANK ORDERING
Rank ordering Is a value strategy whereby
one selects from a list of values those
he prefers In order of priority.
To Incite a person to
1. Identify his values
In order of Importance to him;
2. reflect on the source of his
value system, whether based on
his own Inner likes and dislikes,
or emanating from the norms
dictated by an outside source;
3. Investigate the criterion for
holding a specific set of values:
degree of love and acceptance?
or Inner growth and maturity?
From a list of value areas, grade them
numerically In order of preference.
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From: Rckeach Value Survey
Psychology Today , ’Faith,
Hope, Bigotry, ® by M. Rokeach
RANK ORDER
GOAL VALUES
1. A World at Peace
2. Family Security
3. Freedom
4. Happiness
5. Self-respect
6. Wisdom
7. Equality
8. National Security
9. A Sense of Accomplishment
LO. A Comfortable Life
11. Salvation
12. True Friendship
13 . Inner Harmony
14. Mature Love
15 . A World of Beauty
16 . Social Recognition
17 . Pleasure
18. An Exciting Life
INSTRUMENTAL VALUES
1. Honest
2. Ambitious
3 . Responsible
4. Forgiving
5 . Courageous
6. Helpful
7 . Broadminded
8. Clean
9 . Capable
10 Self-Controlled
11 Loving
12 Cheerful
13 Polite
14 Independent
15 Intellectual
16 Logical
17 Obedient
18 Imaginative
Instructions: Select the value that you consider most Important to
you, then write 1 on the parallel blank. Think of
the next in Importance, then rate it as .f 2, and so
on till you have ranked all 18 Items,
Then, rewrite what you selected for 1, 2, 17, 18
s
1 .
2 .
17.
18 .
1 .
2 .
17.
18 .
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Ill , CORE GROUP INTERACTION
RANIC ORDER ACT 17ITY?
Nlbh your core, take turns to tell what you
rated as numbers 1.
2 .
17.
18 .
GOAL 7ALUE3 INSTRWIENTAL
Then, let the listeners draw you out by asking no more than
two questions each.
ifhen one person has completed his Focus, another one shares
his rank order, until the members have all had a chance to
share
.
Spend only half the usual time in cores, then do the same
process in a SQUARE GROUP.
THE SQUARE GROUP;
The Facilitator gives each person in the core
group a number from 1 to Then, he calls upon all the
,j= 1 to group together and repeat the ranking activity^ the
/ 2f 3s and 4 do likewise.
If the group has more than 4 core groups, then assign
5» 6, 7j 8 and build another group of sq.uare sets,
accordingly.
The purpose of the Squares is to enable each person to get
value assessments (or any other sharing) from a greater
number of people.
IV. If there's time, proceed to the CRITIQUE.
TODAY'S SUGGESTED READINGS
!
)
(
!
Rogers, Carl, Freedom to Learn , Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co,,
. Columbus, Ohio, 19^T^ Chapter 12,
1
Psychology Today, 'Faith, Hope, Bigotry,' Milton Rokeach,
I
April 1970, Vol. 3, No, 11, . pp, 33-37.
I
)
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LAB 13 ARE YOURS B-VALUES OR D-VALUES?
I. COMMUNITY MEETING
In Toward a Psychology of Being
,
Abraham Maslow said;
The human being reeds a framework of values, a philosophy
of life, a religion or religion-surrogate to live by and
to understand by, In about the same sense as he needs
sunlight, calcium or love.
The value-illnesses which result from valuelessness are
called apathy, amorallty, hopelessness, cynicism, etc.
and can become somatic Illness as well.
B-VALUES D-VALUES
Being-values, called higher
values, are what we find as free
choices of those people whom we
call healthy when they are
feeling at their best and strong-
est .
Such people tend spontaneously
to choose the
the true rather then the false
good rather than evil
beauty rather than ugliness
Integration rather than dissociation
;)oy rather than sorrow
allveness rather than deadness
uniqueness rather than stereotypy
etc.
These values of B^ng are choices that
are not motivated by usefulness, but
are ends In themselves.
Healthy people spontaneously tend to do
right because that®s what
they want to do
they need to do
they enjoy doing
they approve of doing.
For such people, virtue Is Its own reward,
in the sense of being enjoyed In Itself.
D-values are those per-
ceived In a deficiency-
motivated way.
They are needs-values
.
They are our choices
(things we consider
true) relative to the
gratification of our
basic needs.
The average person values
that which will gratify
his needs in a hierarchica
ways physiological, safety
love, esteem. These are
steps toward a single
ultimate value for man-
kind; becoming fully human
( seif -actualization)
.
In a psychologically sick
person unity falls apart
Into separateness and
conflict; what he wants to
do may be bad for him;
if he does it, he may not
enjoy it; even If he enjoy
it, he may disapprove of 1
He Is In conflict.
The search for Identify is In essence the search for one’s
own intrinsic, authentic values .
Improved self-knowledge (and clarity of one’s values) Is
also coincident with Improved knowledge of others and of
reality in general (and clarity of their values).
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II. DYADIC EXCHANGE (Maximum 10 minutes)
I 1. Fill the blanks;
1
Here’s what I would do with health and a million
dollars
: ( 2
)
2. RANK ORDER; Among the above Items, establish a scale of prefereuoe--
wrlte 1 near the item representing your first choice
I
(if you couldn’t do any of the others), then write
I
2 near the next best, and so on.
3« Now, meet with your dyadic partner and establish which of the
above you consider B-values indicators, which are D-values areas?
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THE C T T OVERVIEW
The Conflict-Tens ions-Transformat ion Overview
is a value strategy whereby one takes an encom-
passing view of the triple process ensuing in
a frustrating situation.
1. Conflict starts when 'Values clash
2. Tensions follow and are translated
a. psychologically as feelings
b. physiologically as nervous reaction
or other body chemistry change
3. Trans f ormat ion results
a. growth (from confrontation)
or
b. regression (from withdrawal)
The C T T OVERVIEW has the following objectives;
a. to develop awareness of those values which,
if contested, cause conflict, tensions, and
trans format ion—change
;
b. to focus on values and their role in
a person’s growth or regression.
Start with the open-ended sentence;
"What would happen if ... (a frustrating situation)
Then a3t questions clarifying the conflicting value
the tensions arising, and the transformation.
Example p. 35*
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self actualization
• PRECONDITIONS FOR NEED SATISFACTION
FREEDOM, JUSTICE, ORDERLINESS
CHALLENGE (STIMULATION)
* Growth needs are all of equal Importance (not hierarchical)
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C T T OVERVIEW: Example: Frustrating situation
Conflict
Tension
Trans forma1 1on
I like my steak well-done.
My wife likes hers rare.
Yesterday, she served me a steak
medium rareJ
My value:
Steak to satisfy
my taste should be
well done.
My wife’s value:
Well-done steak Is
not good for your
health. It drains
the nutritive value
of the meat.
Psychologically: I felt Impatient and angry,
I can’t stand any meat that’s not
well doneS
Physiologically: My stomach reacted: I was no
longer hungry for steak.
My body got tense.
My mouth dried upJ
I could do either of two things:
a) ask my wife whether she realized the situation;
b) tell her my real feelings
or
Because I didn’t want to hurt her, I might eat
the steak, hating it, and getting more and more
frustrated with every bite.
Well, here’s what I did:
tll CORE GROUP ACTIVITY : Practice the C T T OVERVIEW.
Select one of the following;
a) Vfhat would happen If a friend asked you to steal $100.00?
: b) ...If your teacher/father/admlnistrator wanted to Impose
’ upon you a discipline that you inward reject?
I c) ...If you’ve Just won a million dollars and the doctor
notifies you that you have only one more month to live?
I
Maslow, Toward a Psychology of Being
,
Chapters 6 and 11.
!
Goble, Frank, Tlr^ Third Force
,
Gorssman, Pub. Co. N. Y. 19?0, Ch. 4.
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LAB 14 ENLAgGETHE AREA OF CONTACT
I. COMMUNITY MEETING
« ,
Today’s lab will concentrate on CONFLUENCE
and CONTACT, Input will be draT^m from Gestalt Therapy by PerisHofferllne and Goodman, The authors sa^T ~ *
The average person, having been raised In an atmosphere
of splits, has lost his Wholeness, his Integrity. To
come together again he has to heal the dualism of his person,
of his thinking, and of his language.
To heal this dualism, the authors devised a new theory of awareness
to help the person function as a whole:
Awareness Is characterized by contact, by sensing, by
excitement and by Gestalt formation.
GESTALT FORMATION
Gestalt—meaningful organized
whole— occurs when an
organism Is In creative contact
with the environment. (The color
lilac looks bluish against a red
background, red against a blue
background.
)
A Gestalt results from the healthy
Interplay of figure and ground.
Figure : the focus of Interest
—
an object, pattern, etc.
Ground : (the background) the
setting or context In which
an element appears.
Complete Gestalt Is the condition
of mental health and growth.
Incomplete Gestalt—an unfinished
situation—clamors for
attention and Interferes with the
formation of any new, vital
Gestalt. Instead of growth and
development, we then find
stagnation and regression.
Attention, concentration,
interest, concern, excitement and
grace are representative of
healthy figure/ground formation .
HEALTHY FIGURE/GROUND FORMATION
In health, the relationship be-
tween figure and ground Is a pro-
cess of permanent but meaningful
emerging and receding .
In the struggle for survival
the most relevant need becomes
figure and organizes the behavior
of an Individual until this need
is satisfied, whereupon It recedes
Into the background (temporary
balance) and makes room for the
next now most important need.
Also, each most pressing '
unfinished situation assumes
dominance and mobilizes all the
available effort until the task
is completed; then It becomes in-
different and loses consciousness,
and the next pressing need claims
attention.
The way a person talks, breathes,
moves, etc,. Is the expression of
his dominant need.
Confusion, boredom, compulsions,
fixations, anxiety, amnesias, stag-
nation and self-consciousness mean
disturbed f Igure/ground formations .
l6l
II. DYADIC EXCHANGE: Reread what Peris says on
a. The emerging and receding of a figure/
ground;
b. Dominance (consult Maslow’s needs, p.54)
At this time of my life the need that is dominant
is
.
rty every-day behavior is organized around this need
so that I
VFHIPPING AROUND (Be aviare of time priority—omit if necessary).
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THE "inSTFINISHED SITUATION" NIHROR
Gestalt therapy "attempts to help a person
Integrate himself, extending the areas of vital-
ity to Include wider areas. The chief resistance
is found in the self's unwillingness to grow.
The self maintains a grip against its own on-going
development." (Gestalt Therapy . p. 3^5)
Because many persons are unwilling to grow, they live
with "unfinished situations." The "UNFINISHED
SITUATION" MIRROR is a strategy whereby a person at-
temps to investigate the values that life at the basij
of his "unfinished situations"— Incomplete Gestalts,
lack of creative contact with the environment, lack
of 'wholeness' in his life.
The purpose of this strategy is to consider the pos-
sibility of enlarging areas of contact and thus
be creative and grow rather than withdraw and stagnate
REFLECTION: (the mirror technique)
1. The Focus person talks about an unfinished sit-
uation (he is resentful about something which
has never been cleared, about which he has never
said his true feelings, and as a result his rela-
tionship with a specific person is dishonest).
2. The listener reflects (consult the page on
reflection )
.
3 . The Focus person then tries to trace the values
at the basis of his non-contact: "I think the
reason vihy I never talked to that person about
my true feelings is because I believe that..."
4. The listener says: "ifhat will you ^ to re-
establish contact with that person?"
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Peris describes two types of relationships:
a) confluent
b) contactful
A. CONFLUENCE
One person and another are confluent "when there Is no
appreciation of a boundary between them, when there Is no dis-
crimination of the points of difference or otherness that dis-
tinguish them."
Peris says; we are In confluence with everything we are
fundamentally dependent on. A child Is In confluence with his
family, and an adult with his community, and again a man with the
universe. All social solidarity depends on identifications with
our Intimates, our vocational roles, party, language, etc.
They constitute the "we" that enlarges the Confluences
are unaware Identifications. Confluence Is a condition of no
contact
,
Confluences are healthy If, should the occasion arise,
one becomes aware of his Identification; he then once
more affirms, or modifies, or discards It.
Confluences are unhealthy If, when they are Interrupted,
one effaces his own individuality, propitiates, and becomes
slavish in order to restore the broken confluence at any
price or else flees Into Isolation.
Persons who live In unhealthy confluence with one another do not
have personal contact.
Persons who live in healthy confluence with one another are
potentially contactful.
B. CONTACT
Contact means "in touch with."
All contact Is creative adjustment.
Creativity Is inventing a new solution.
When persons are In contact, not In confluence, they not only
respect their own and the other ®s opinions, tastes, and respons-
slbllltles, but actively welcome the animation and excitement that
come with the airing of disagreement.
In an "unfinished situation"... what is avoided Is actual contact
with the other person as a person. Whether this contact were to
take place as an
explosion of anger
a generous act of understanding
anything but the slavish restoration of the status quo.
Where there Is most contact, there is most self.
Where there is most confluence, there is diminished self.
Contact makes for excitement and growth
Confluence makes for routine and stagnation.
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III. CORE GROUP INTERACTION ; Enlarslns the Area of Contact
Read the followings
"Recently I had some trouble with my girl. For once I put my
pride In my back pocket and enlarged the area of contact by a
frank discussion of my grievance. Presto, she stopped kicking mei‘*
-•iTor a good number of years my relations with my parents have
been strained. I don’t en;3oy being with them, and usually I
manage to make myself so unpleasant that they surely can get
little enjoyment out of being with me... I don’t know whether
they sense my animosity, but I assume they still love me In spite
of my rebellious behavior.... If I were to air how I feel, the
worst thing that could happen would be to bring my ’war® out Into
the open.... We might come to a better understanding and find that
we have much more In common than I nox^ let myself believe....
My behavior at present Is silly, childish, and unadapt Ive."
Activity ; With your core group, practice the "UI'IFINISHED SITUATION"
MIRROR value strategy and find out how you enlarge the
area of contact In your life.
1 Focus person;
Here’s one unfinished situation In my life
/ 2 Listener (s) reflects (mirrors back how the Focus comes across)
/ You said that
2. Focus person; (values Investigation)
I think the reason why I preferred confluence rather than contact
i’OCUS
In this relationship Is because I believe that
4 Listener (s) suggests alternatives to enlarge the area of contact;
^
What will you do to re-establish contact?
\
Here's why I suggest
^
Focus person shares his present feelings
\ ——
TODAY’S SUGGESTED READING
Peris, Hefferllne, and Goodman, Gestalt Therapy , Dell Pub. Co.,
New York; 1951. Vol. 1, Chapter IV; Vol. 2 , Chapter I.
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LAB 15
I. COMMUNITY MEETING
SUCCESS AND YOUR SELF IMAGE
In this lab we shall work with Maxwell Maltz’spositive approach toward one's self Image as expounded in Psvcho-Cybemetlcs : —
Everybody has a need for an adequate and realistic self-
image he can live with. When your self Image Is Intact
and secure, you feel good. When It Is threatened, you feel
anxious and Insecure. When It Is adequate and one that you
can be wholesomely proud of, you feel self-confident. You
feel free to 'be yourself' and to express yourself. You
function at your optimum. When it is an object of shame, you
attempt to hide it rather than express It, Creative ex-
pression Is blocked. You become hostile and hard-to-get-
along with.
You can change your self Image ;
Your self Image Is your conception of the sort of person you are.
All your actions, feelings
,
behavior— even your abilities—are
consistent with this self Image, If you wish to change your
habits, personality, or way of life, change your thinking of self.
You act and feel, not according to what things are really like,
but according to the Images your mind holds of what they are like.
The human brain, nervous system and muscular system are a highly
complex automatic guidance system which YOU operate.
1. You must clearly see a thing in your mind before you can do
It.
2, When you see a thing clearly, your automatic guidance
system takes over.
You are not relieved from effort or work, but your efforts
are used to carry you forward toward your goal
,
rather
than In futile mental conflicts which result when you
'want' and 'try' to do one thing, but picture to yourself
something else.
Make use of your Imagination constructively ;
Imagine yourself as a well-adjusted person. This, in itself. Is
enough to cause you to be 'acting like' and feeling like a
well-adjusted person.
Do likewise when you want to acquire a habit or you wish to
break one. Imagine yourself acting the way you want to be;
see yourself in a new role;
then, your automatic guidance system takes over;
you start acting as you see yourself
.
Every human being has been literally "engineered for
success" by his Creator
Every human being has access to a power greater than
himself.
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II. DYADIC EXCHANGE
'This is the habit I would like to break:
If I broke this habit, this is how I would b shave:
WHIPPING AROUND.
THE "SUPPOSE" TECHNIQUE
( "Go back in memory and relive your successful experiences
,
( In your imagination revive the entire picture in detail.,,.
( You will find yourself feeling self-confident, because
( self-confidence is built upon memories of past success,"
( Psycho-Cybernetics , Ch. 14,
(What The "Suppose" technique is a strategy whereby a person
( Imagines he has reached a goal and as a result experiences
( the feelings that accompany the successful attainment of his
I
goals.
L (Why Maltz*s contention is:
U ( Nhen you feel successful and self-confident
E ( you will act successfully.
( The "Suppose" technique is designed to help a person feel
( successful and so sis
( 1. To guide him in making the correct muscular
( motions and adjustments,
’ ( 2. To supply him with creative ideas
R ( to ^ whatever else is necessary in order to
A ( make the goal an accomplished fact.
T ( 1
E (How
G(
1
( 2
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
The Focus person states a goal he would like to reach:
'I would like to complete my term paper by noxb
week. But, here are the obstacles in the way:...’
. The Listener (s) draws out feelings by imaginary pictures
Suppose your paper were completed now, how would
you feel?
Suppose you were now handing it to your prof:
Let’s role-play. I’m your prof
How did you feel while Interacting now?
Suppose you’ve just been invited to a party, and
you accept because your paper is finished.
How would you feel?
* VALUE STATEMENT: Suppose a student asks you what
you did to get it off your back? And why?
Answer r Because I believe that...* !• • •
•
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From Psycho-Cybernet Ics
,
Ch. 8
The "Success-type" personality Is composed of;
. S-ense of direction
U-nderstandlng
C-ourage
C-harlty
E-steem
S-elf Confidence
S-elf Acceptance
Sense of direction ;
We are built to conquer environment, solve prob-
lems, achieve goals, and we find no real satisfaction or hap-
piness In life without obstacles to conquer and goals to achieve.
Prescription ; Get yourself a goal worth working for.
Look forward, not backward.
Understanding ; To deal effectively with a problem, you must have
some understanding of its true nature. To deal with
yourself and others, you need honesty and belief In the
honesty of others.
Prescription ; Look for and seek out true Information concerning
yourself and others whether good or bad news.
Admit your mistakes, correct them, and go forward.
Courage ; Have the courage to act, for only by actions can goals,
desires and beliefs be translated Into realities.
Prescription ; Practice courage In little things, this is how
to develop the power and talent to act courageous-
ly In more Important matters.
Charity; Successful personalities have some Interest In and regard
for other people. They have a respect for other® s problems
and needs. They respect the dignity of human personality.
Prescription; 1. Develop a genuine appreciation for people;
2. Stop and think of other people’s feelings;
3. Act as If other people are Important and
treat them accordingly. We tend to feel about
objects In accordance with the way we treev thei
Esteem; The person with adequate self-esteem doesn’t feel hostU
•
toward others, he Isn’t out to prove anything, he can se-
facts more clearly. Isn’t as demanding In his claims on o.^erf
Prescription; Begin to appreciate other people^more; show^
respect for any human being merely because ho
Is a child of God and therefore a "thing of value.
Self-confidence; Confidence is built upon an eperlence of success.
Remember past successes, and forget^ failures
,
Prescription; Use errors and mistakes as a way to learning
then dismiss them frqm your mind. When you
begin a new task, c0.1 up the feelings you
experienced in som0 past success.
Self-acceptance; Changing your self image Is changing your mental
picture of yourself
^ ^
Prescription; Accept yourself as you are and start from there.
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III. CORE GROUP INTERACTION
Practice the "Suppose Technique" (p. 6l)
Review of rules
j
1 . The Focus person states his goal and all the obstacles
In the way.
2 . The Listener (s) draws out his feelings by supposing
the successful attainment of this goal.
Questions should start with Suppose
and end with How would you feel?
Questions should relate to positive situations
leading to the successful attainment of the
goal
.
Questions should aim at enabling the Focus
person experience feelings of success NOW.
The more questions, the more the possibility
of stimulating the desire to act toward the
attainment of the goal.
The VALUE QUESTION (s) should focus on
what the focus person believes --this Is r©aily
at the root of success (or failure).
3. The Listener (s) gives feedbacks
"This is how I see yous,..."
"Here’s what I suggest...."
4
. The Focus person says how he feels now.
IV. CRITIQUE.
TODAY’S SUGGESTED READING
Maltz, Maxwell, Psycho-Cybernetics . and Schuster, Inc.
New York, i960, Chapter 8 .
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LAB 16
I. COMMUNITY MEETING
,
In this lab, vie shall focus on Carl Roger ®s
conception of a harmonious life as stated In Freedom to LearnRogers says:
I have little sympathy with the rather prevalent concept
that man is basically Irrational, and thus his Impulses,
If not controlled, would lead to destruction of others
and self.
Man’s behavior Is exquisitely rational, moving with subtle
and ordered complexity toward the goals his organism is
endeavoring to achieve.
The tragedy for most of us Is that our defenses keep us from
being aware of this rationality, so that consciously
we are moving in one direction, v^hlle organismically we
are moving In another.
fully
But In our hypothetical person (the/healthy person)
there would be no such barriers, and he would be a
participant in the rationality of his organism.
* The only control of impulses which would exist or which
would prove necessary, is the natural and Internal
balancing of one need against another
,
and the discovery of behaviors which follow the avenue
most closely approximating the satisfaction of all needs .
The experience of extreme satisfaction of one need (for
aggression, or sex, etc.) In such a way as to do violence
to the satisfaction of other needs (for companionship,
tender relationships, etc.)—an experience very common
In the defensively organized person--would simply be
unknown in our hypothetical individual.
He would participate in the vastly complex self-regulatory
act Ivies of his organism—the psychological as well as
physiological thermostatic controls--ln such a fashion
as ^ live harmoniously, with himself and with others .
(p. 291)
Select one statement from the above paragraph
and share your views with the group.
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II. DYADIC EXCHANGE Read over Rogers' s statement:
The experience of extreme satisfaction of one need (for
aggression, or sex, etc.) in such a way as to do violenceto the satisfaction of other needs (for companionship,tender relationships, etc.)—an experience very commonin the defensively organized person—would imply be
unknown in our hypothetical individual (fully healthy person)
In my life, because of my predominant need
for
I'm depriving myself of
or
In school, because I allow my need for
to predominate,
I'm missing out on
v/HIPPING AROUND. If you group contains a fairly large number of
participants, you might stop the whipping after
a few sharings. Keep time for other activities.
(
(
( What
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E ( Why
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T (
R (
A (How
T (
E (
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Y (
THE PENDULUM TECHNIQUE
The Pendulum technique is a strategy that inves-
tigates what weighs most in your life;
a. A predominent need to the detriment of others;
or a balancing of all your inner needs?
b. Subordinating of some of your needs for the
needs of others, on the Interpersonal level.
To investigate whether one sponsors
a. Growth-supportive relationships, or
b. Growth- prevent Ing relationships
and so find the behaviors that lead to harmonious livln
First, find out what self-image you project to others
In three areas—family, school/work, friends--
are you considered a person whose relationships are
a. Growth-supportive, or (friendly, accepting)
b. Growth-preventive (hostile, critical )?
(Ex. p. 67)
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Prom The World of Troubled Youth
AddIson-WesTey Pub . Co.
There are two types of relationships:
1. the growth-preventive
2. growth-supportive
I* growth-preventive
A, Revolving upon hostility
a) Hostile-avoidance; When together, these people are
hostile? so they avoid one another.
b) Act Ive-CrIt leal ; When together, these people criticize
one another, but do not avoid eachother
c) Distrust -retaliation; Because one person distrusts
the other, the other person retaliates*
B. Not revolving upon hostility
a) Control-dependency ; One person Is overly dependent on
the other; the other person exerts
excessive control over him.
II. GRO'WTH -SUPPORTIVE
a) Trust-accepting: A two-way exchange: one person trusts
the other; the other person accepts him.
b) Friendly-sharing: A two-way exchange: one person en-
courages friendly relations;
the other shares.
EFFECTS; a) Growth-prevent Ive : causes pain and discomfort;
yet, me- ’hers maintain the relationship
and resist effor t s to change .
b) Growth-support ive : these relationships are In constant
change; they grow and develop.
METHODS to effect change In a growth-preventive relationship:
a) Induce several persons to support the change efforts
5
b) Add new people to your group; they will Introduce
new ways of relating;
c) Change your attitude: Investigate the Imbalance
of needs within yourself, first;
then find out whether you are constantly giving
priority to your needs in Interpersonal relationships
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III.
CORE GROUP interaction
The best way to find out whether your relationships are growth-
supportive or growth preventive Is to become aware of your
Image perceived by others. Try the following exercise and
probe what kind of person other people expect you to be.
1. The Focus person shares his observations on how he thinks
others perceive him, from what they expect him to be.
He compares his Image In the three areas; family, work, friends
2. The listener (s) questions. The Inquiry should relate to
clarify the Focus person on whether he Is engaging In
growth supportive or growth preventive relationships.
The questions should focus on needs ; (the balancing)
a. Personal
aa. Do you try to balance your needs, or
bb. Do you let one need take over to the detri-
ment of others:
Ex: Are you moody?
Do you laze around a lot?
Are you always dissatisfied with something?
Can you take negative remarks?
Do you smoke/takedrugs/drink?
Do you eat a lot?
b. Interpersonal :
aa. Are you sensitive to the needs of others? or
bb. Do you focus on your needs solely?
Ex: Do you know what are the likes and dis-
likes of the people you care about?
Do you sometimes give up something you
like because they don't?
Do you sometimes do something they like
though you're not really excited about it.'
What will you ^ to Improve your growth-preventive
reaction'
3. The listener (s) give feedback:
’’Here's how I see you:,,." "Here's what I suggest....
4. The Focus person says how he f eels from the experience.
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LAB 17
I. COMMUNITY MEETING
Dr • Louis Raths believes that emotional disturbances occur
because a need Is not fulfilled. Raths says: i«lhen a need is not
met, there results frustration, which can be expressed in four ways;
Aggression
Submission
v'flthdrawal
Psychosomatic sjnnptoms of Illness,
Aggression
a. You might reveal aggression In your language (name calling,
yelling, domineering talk, etc.).
b. You might brag and make claims of superiority,
c. Or, you might direct your aggression toward property; some
school children carve desks, break chairs, write on walls.
Submission
a. You might have been punished severely when you were aggressive
and as a result you seem to have little sense of direction;
you look to others for suggestions as to what to do,
b. Or again, you might have an unusual preference for old and
familiar things and are extremely hesitant In trying new Ideas.
c. Also, you might yield to authority with little hesitation or
protest, and you rarely, if ever, disagree with group opinion.
Withdrawal
a. You might choose a solitary type of behavlor--withdraw from
society.
b. You might always decline from participating In group
activities
,
c. You might engage in a specialty of one kind or other, and
spend an enormous time in this complex and difficult activity
Isolating yourself from others.
Psychos oma1 1 c symptoms of Illness
a. When frustrated, you might tend to brood and worry, and
to wind up having some kind of physical Illness.
————
-I
I
Open Exchange
a. Share your reactions to the above Input.
b. Do you know anyone whose frustration results In
psychosomatic Illness?
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II. DYADIC EXCHANGE
a. As a child, when I was frustrated, I would
b. As an adult, when I am frustrated, I now
Here’s a concrete example
VIHIPPING AROUND: Share either a. or b. with the group. Don’t
elaborate unless you’d like to be on Focus (p.ll).
If so, you say to the group: "I’d like to be on Focus.” Then,
the rules of the Focus apply, with any member drawing you out.
THE SCRIPT
i
',p
I R
I U
c
0
p
I
( Nhat The Script, devised by Fred McCarty, NEXTEP Research
( Fellow, Is a devise that helps to reduce the frustration
( resulting from lack of adequate anticipation of responses
( In confrontation. It consists in becoming aware of one’s
( desired responses, then using one’s perception of the
( other person to predict his expected response, so that
( when the actual responses occurs, the confrenter will be
N ( prepared. The closer to reality are the expected and
G( actual responses, the less the frustration, (Schema p.?0
(
with
(
(
(
( How
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
When practiced accurately, the Script makes for less
disappointment and consequently, less frustration;
practiced Inaccurately, the Script Incites a person to
sharpen his perception of others and read them right.
TELEPHONE CONVERSATION. Imagine you’re speaking with
someone from whom you request something, or to whom you
offer a proposal .
1. Expose your request/proposal (a few sentences at a
time, only).
2, Reflect. "You’re saying that..."
(Say the statements that you predict the other party
would say If he were really there.)
(Be as complete as possible to give the "listeners"
a clear picture of the other party’s responses .
)
Keep up the conversation until you have come to a
final outcome. Now, review the responses:
a. "I was hoping you’d...." (the desired responn'i-'
b. "I expected you to say...." (the expected respoi},-?;-'
c. "Actually, you are/not In favor,..."
(predicted actual responL^‘';.
(later: check " " In IV -
^
1
NEXTEP # 0228 McCarty
Script
of
Desired
Responses
^
^
Script
of
Expected
Responses
" — 1—
1
\]/
Script
of
Actual
Responses
D.R. E.R. A.R
I
D.R. E.R.
1
1
\—
^
1
A.R.
\ )
1
L
R©spojnises hero are considered to be constellations of acceptable
or unacceptable responses.
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THE SCRIPT Here’s the Script of a wife who feels that her hus-
band doesn’t share his problems with her. She has
decided to talk with him about this in the hope that
he will comply with her desire for Joint -sharing.
In her mind, she writes the following script:
Me Joe, I noticed that when you come in from work, you are often
wearing a worried look on your face. I sense that something is
going wrong at work. Could we talk about it?
Him I’ve already told you, Jane, that I refuse to bring my work
problems at home.
Me I know. You’ve said that before. But it seems to me that
talking about things would lighten your burden, Joe.
Him You’ve got enough burdens of your own. I don’t want to add mine.
Me t Maybe you don’t know this, Joe, but your attitude makes me feel
excluded from your life. I feel I don’t belong.
Him Let’s not get. into that. You know how I feel about you. I don’t
want to talk about this and I want this chapter closed.
(This is the end of Script # 1. Jane can stop there and say:
'Well, it’s no use talking to Joe about thls--nothlng will come
out of it." Or, she can choose to continue another part to the
Script:
Me Does it occur to you, Joe, that there are two persons in our re-
lationship. You say you want this chapter closed. But, I don’t.
I’d like to say more and share my feelings about this matter.
Because you don’t talk about your problems, I feel you don't
trust me.
Him Now, you know I trust you. Why would I have married you?
Me Maybe we don’t have the same definition of trust. Tell me, Joe,
how can you tell that I trust you?
Him Well, I guess, because you tell me things....
Me How would you feel if I kept things from you— if I didn’t tell
you some of the kids problems at school, for instance?
Him Well, if you put it that way.... I really want to know about the
kids. But as for my problems, that’s different.
Me I feel I’m missing a part of you. I feel excluded.
Him I guess I didn’t see it that way.
Me O.K. Joe. Thanks for listening. I feel fetter because
I’ve^
leveled I’ve told you how I feel and you ve listened. Than. .
.•
(Later Joan will find out whether her expected responses fror
Joe are close to his actual responses. If not....)
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III. CORE GROUP INTERACTION
In my relationship with
one thing that frustrates me a lot Is
Focus
I*m reluctant to talk with him/her about this
because
Practice The Script:
1. The Focus person roleplays a telephone conversation:
a. Expose your request/proposal
(Tell about your frustration and what causes It)
b. Reflect: "You’re saying that..."
(Repeat the anticipated statements that you "hear"
the other person say In answer to your comments.)
Keep up the conversation till you have exausted the subject
Concluding review:
aa. "I was hoping you’d,..." (the desired responses
/
bb. "I expected you to say...." (the expected responses
cc. "Actually, you are/are not in favor...,"
(attempt predicting the actual resp,
2. The listener (s) draw the Focus out: (possible questions:)
a. Clarifying questions :
Hovi closely related are your desired responses and
your expected responses?
How did you feel as you were reflecting the expected
responses?
I’d like to know more about your friend. Is he usually
a cause of frustration to you?
b. Probing questions :
How do you feel now as a result of your telephone
Can you identify that feeling—hope? relief? despair?
What value lies at the base of your conflict? ^ ^
Have yoTTalked with your friend about this value?
What counter-value does he hold?
3 . Feedback, "Here’s how I see you...."
(positive, first)
"Here’s what I suggest...."
4. Focus person’s reaction: "This Is how I feel about
the group:
IV. CRITIQUE
Raths, Louis, and Porter, Anna, Understanding the Problem Chile.
The Economics Press, N.J. 1963-
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I. COMMUNITY MEETING
;
Everyone of us has a need for achievement. That
is because recognition generally results from achievement. And
I
recognition contributes to a feeling of worth. To feel fulfilled,
one must experience
a. a feeling of worth
b. brought about by recognition
c. of some personal achievement.
When achievement Is not recognized, or Is missing, a feeling of
Inadequacy results. Maxwell Maltz sayss
Inadequacy
A person who feels inadequate reveals dissatisfaction with
his own accomplishments; he wishes he could do things as
' well as others; he wishes he could succeed as well as his
friends; he wishes he could be as sociable as someone he
i knows
.
,
He makes excuses for his failures; "I used to be able to
do things better, but this is real hard.’'
He Is antagonistic toward his environment. Is critical of
his family, school, society.
He often withdraws from a situation where his ability might
' be questioned.
j
He lacks ambition. He readily gives up upon first try.
' He looks at successful people and says; "It's not for me.
I can’t do it.”
j
He sometimes goes so far as to want the work of others
,
destroyed.
,
He eventually gives up trying.
I
I
' Becognition
Many people are unaware of the accomplishments of others.
' They do not evaluate the special factors that contribute
to achievement, namely; skills, time, talent.
I
I
,
What is generally absent in most people, concerned with
their own private lives, is openness to the achievements
j
of others. Most people don’t know how to
a. praise others
b. recognize their capabilities
c. appreciate their achievements.
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II. DYADIC EXCHANGES
I
i
I
a. The last time I praised someone
his skills, time or talent) was
(recognized
when
b. The last time someone praised me was
when
Here’s how I felt;
^'^KIPPING around. Share one of the above.
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EGO STATES
Eric Berne, In Games People Play
,
defines thr :•
ego states which people assume depending upon thex*:-
Internal attitudes of dominance (Parent/authority),
objectivity (Adult), or subjectivity/rebellion/
creativity (Child).
The Parent ego state Is that which we assume when we be-
have as authority figures.
The Adult ego state Is that which we assume when we are
objective about the appraisal of reality.
(One task of the Adult Is to regulate the
activities of the Parent and the Child and
to mediate objectively between them. )The Child ego state Is that which we assume when we
either modify our behavior under parental
(authoritative) Influence or become sponta-
neous, rebellious, creative.
Discovering one’s dominant ego state In a specific
situation will Incite a person to become autonomous
,
which In Berne’s terms means the recovery of three
capacities s
\ a. awareness--aliveness
( b. spontaneity—feelings expression, froe
J
choice (lacking when on;'
( feels Inadequate)
( c. Intimacy—spontaneous game-free
( candidness
( How ; PSYCHODRAMA Is one technique that can be used to
( Identify one’s ego states In a disturbing slti.;at I c l ..
( On the following page Is an example of psychoa? ar.s
( dramatizing a situation fraught with feelings of
( Inadequacy.
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PSYCHODEAMA
To re-llv6
,
re-exporlence his feelings of Inadeauacy
,
a student dramatizes a classroom scene. He calls upon
members of the group to assume the roles of students
' and teacher. He plays the Focus role.
1.
Introduction
Setting ; Three chairs scattered in the room.
One table and chair simulating teacher’s desk.
Monologue (Enter Art. He sits at one desk (imaginary),
then thinks out loud.'
)
Art Well, here’s my term paper, at last’. I worked
real hard at it. I felt desperate at first
’cause I couldn’t even find an interesting
topic. Furthermore, I’m pretty dumb in
English, so"lit . "doesn’t turn me on. But I
finally did it S Guess I’m scared of an F if
I don’t produce this paper. I know I can't
get a decent grade in English, but maybe tnls
paper will give me a Pass. Hope"teacW doesn't
make a fuss about my being late.
2,
Act 1 (Enter students who go for their seats.
(Enter teacher who goes toward her desk; places her things
on it; opens a few drawers; then looks at the students.)
Miss Jones ; OhJ Here you are, ArtJ You’ve been missing
a few classes lately.
Art ; (stands, goes toward the teacher’s desk)
Miss Jones, here’s my term papers Hope it’s ok
Miss Jones ; Well, you finally decided to bring in your
papers But you’re forgetting one thing. Art.
You’ve missed the deadline. I said I would
not accept papers beyond the set date.
Art : I don’t think it matters so much, as long as
I did its I stayed up till 2 to finish it’
Miss Jones : I’m glad you worked the assignment for your own
sake. Art. But you haven’t been complying with
my conditions. So, I will have to refuse
your paper. (Art returns to his seat with
his paper).
3.
Conclusion Art : (thinking out loud) She’s rights I can’t do
anything right. I’m Just no goodS I guess
I should quit school.
sta'tVs; Teacher ; A^ult—refusing to play indulgent Parent or
to assume the Child role of unchecked anger.
However, she could have assumed the Parent rolfe
supporting and recognizing effort by offering
to read the paper--even without grading it.
Art is the rebellious Child, giving up trying. Withdrawing.
ia(T
IV. CORE GROUP INTERACTION
The last time I felt Inadequate was
when
Focus
\
I felt
After the incident, this is what I did:
PSYCHODRAMA. With your core group (or with the large group),
the person who agrees to be on Focus sets up the
situation which produced his feelings of Inadequacy.
1.
The Focus person follows the steps of the Psychodrama:
Setting: calls on people to fill roles (briefs them)
Monologue: background preceding the incident
Act I: dramatization of the incident with as much
realism as possible
Conclusion Epilog: the focus person verbalizes his
feelings as a result of the incident
2.
The spectators draw him out. Questions should center around;
a. What feelings did you experience during the Psychodrama?
b. What ego states do you think the supporting cast
assumed?
c. What ego state dominated you as the Focus person?
d. What values underly your predominant ego-state here?
e. What behavior are you planning for the future?
etc.
3
.
The spectators give feedback. "Here's how I see you now...."
"Here’s what I suggest...."
4. The Focus person says: "Here’s
"Here’s
how I feel now. ..."
how I feel about the group....
IV. CRITIQUE
TODAY’S SUGGESTED READING
Bern©, Eric, Games People Play , Prove Press, Inc., New York, Part I.
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say; 2L Frustration . Maltz and bar;:ev
emptiness, i^fhen you say to yourself thatyou ve had It, It means that
a. You’ve given up on life
b. You shun responsibility
c. You stop creative goal striving
d. You leave your destiny to others.
Symbolically you have
valise In a locker at
Giving up on Life
packed your self- 3 mage
an airport, looked It-
In a valise, placed the
and thrown away the key.
When a person has found no constructive way of coping withfrustration, he realizes one day that he has lost the capacityto enjoy. He can no longer find ordinary and simple things
relaxing and rewarding. Everything seems empty.
Shunning responsibility
Such persons no longer assume responsibility for making theirlife productive, for developing their potential, and for
anticipating new challenges. They resent life as such and blame
everyone except themselves for their unhappiness.
^
Stopping creative goal striving
i
Goals are no longer Important enough to pursue. These aimlesspeople feel that life has no purpose. They complain that there
IS nothing to do. They have given up striving, are bored andfed up,
r Leaving one’s destiny to others
When emptiness conquers a person’s mind, he feels at the mercy
of circumstances, people, and life Itself. He no longer
directs his life consciously, but lets others shape his destiny.
He no longer has an adequate self-lmage--he experiences a
feeling of failure and can no longer love himself or others.
i WHY EMPTINESS? In The Search for Meaning Frankl says
;
;
Existential vacuum Is due to a twofold loss:
a. Some basic animal Instincts—Man must now make choices ;
b, Tradltlons--Man no longer counts on the past.
, Instead of the will to find meaning In life, the empty person
, compensates a. either by a will to power (Including money);
b. or the will to pleasure
I When the will to power and the will to pleasure fall, the empty
:
person may be tempted "to end It all."
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II. DYADIC EXCHANGE
'Sunday Is the day when most suicides occur, I
think it is because
——
*
I have/have not experienced some moments when I
wished I were dead. This came to my mind when
^/HTPPING AROUND. Have you ever thought of committing
Answer YES or NO (you may PASS).
suicide?
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LOGOTHERAPY
Logotherapy is a therapeutic doctrine devised bypet or Frankl. Logos is a Greek word that denotes
meaning.” The technique focuses on the future--
on the assignments and meanings to be fulfTITed by
a person in the future. Frankl states two facts:
1. fear makes come true that which one fears;*
2. hyper- intent ion?
a. excessive
_intention—a forced inten-
tion—makes impossible what one w" sh^
hyper-reflection
I
b. excessive attention—concentration on
the wished object to the point of
nervous tension--makes impossible
what one v/ishes.
Pear of failure can lead to emptiness. As an antidot
Logotherapy suggests paradoxical Intention;
the person who experiences fear is invited to Intend
even if only for a moment, precisely that which he
fears
.
This effects a reversal of the person's attitude.
His fear is replaced by a paradoxical wish
.
Because fear/anxiety is often the obstacle that
causes a person to give up goal-striving,
exercises in paradoxical intentions will reduce
anxiety and help a person attempt seeking meaning
in his life.
Pararloxlcal wishes are the opposite of what one's
wishes really are.
First, make a list of 3 wishes you want very much.
Say how different your life would be if your
three wishes were fulfilled.
Now, take one wish at a time and say; I don't want
this wish to happen; I wish the opposite
—
name it
— to happen. •
This is how I'll cope with this situation.
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Before trying an exercise In Logotherapy,
Prankl’s suggestions on finding meaning In lifefilled only If one finds meaning. Prankl says:
In life In three ways:
let us consider
. Emptiness can be
we discover mesinlng
1. By doing a deed
2. By experiencing a value
3. By suffering.
Doing a deed
The meaning of life differs from man to man, from day today, and from hour to hour. What matters is the specific
meaning of a person's life here-and-now.
Everyone must carry out a concrete assignment that demand
fulfillment. Therein he cannot be replaced nor can his
life be repeated. Each man Is questioned by life; to
life he can only respond by being responsible.
Experiencing a value
"The second way of finding a meaning in life is by expe-
riencing something, such as a work of nature or culture;
and also by experiencing someone, l.e., by love.
Love Is the only way to grasp another human being in
the Innermost core of his personality. By his love,
the loving person enables the beloved person to
actualize his potentialities. By making him aware of
what he should become, he makes these potentialities
come true.
To actualize values man must make choices
. Values do
not drive a man; they do not push him but rather pull
him (There is always freedom— to fulfill a meaning poten-
tiality or else to forfeit it.)
Suffering
The third way of finding a meaning in life is by suffering
Man's will to meaning can be frustrated . Existential
frustration arises out of conflicts between various
values (causing, in many Instances, Intense suffering).
This tension Is (not an evil; it is) an indispensable
pre-requlsltte of mental health. Mental health is based
on the tension between what one has already achieved
and what one still ought to accomplish, or the gap
between what one Is and what one should become.
What man actually needs is not a tensionless state but
rather the striving and struggling for some goal worthy
of him.
The empty person can learn to fill his life by experiencing the
meaning of achievement, of truth-beauty-goodness, and of suffering.
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III. CORE GROUP INTERACTION
Here are three wishes I would like fulfilled:
In my life, I once experienced deep suffering or
I am now experiencing suffering because of:
I don't really understand why I should suffer so.
I often think my life Is empty, especially when I
consider. ....
Select one of the above and go on Focus ,
If you select ^ 1, then follow' the Logotherapy technique:
LOGOTHERAPY: (consult p. ? 8 )
1.
The Focus person says:
a. Here's my first wish....
Here’s how my life would change If I had It • • • •
Here's my count er-t-'lsh (the paradoxical wish);
Here’s how It would effect my life if it came true:
b. Here's my second wish.... (etc.) paradoxical wish....
c. Here’s my third wish ... (etc.) paradoxical wish....
2.
The listeners proceed to the drawlng-out period, concen «
tratlng on:
a. How did you feel as you voiced the counter or
paradoxical wish?
b. If you were to choose only one among your wishes,
which one would you want actualized above the others?
c. When you stated how the paradoxical wish would
affect your life, what feeling did you experience?
d. What values are behind your wishes?
What values are behind your paradoxical wishes?
e. What will you ^ to effect growth In your life
even If your wishes don’t materialize?
3. The listeners feedback.
4. The Focus person says where he stands.
IV. CRITIQUE
TODAY’S SUGGESTED READINGS
Malt and Baker, The Conquest of Frustration, Grosset and Dunlap, '62.
Frankl, Viktor, Man’s Search for Meaning , Simon and Schuster,
New York, 1963, Part Two.'
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Frustration ends In loneliness, A lonely person feels
separated from others, but above all, he feels away from his own
"self." He walks away from the people in his surroundings, shuns
Interpersonal relations, and Isolates himself in his troubled mind.
Maxwell Matlz says; A lonely person is alienated
a) from himself
b) from others
Alienation from self
The person who is alienated from his real self has cut himself
off from contact with life. He lives as a recluse and in so
doing Is depriving himself of the only way to find himself, in
human relationships.
Alienation from others
The person who avoids other people is constantly facing him-
self; he has no way of forgetting himself, vrhlch he could do
If he engaged In stimulating conversation, dancing, playing
and working with others for a common goal.
Loneliness Is a way that doesn’t work:
a. It Is a way of self protection:
lines of communication with others are cut down;
b. It is a way to protect our Idealized self against
exposure, hurt, humiliation;
c. It Is a way that encourages being afraid of other
people—being afraid
to become Involved,
to share,
to care.
PARALYZING EFFECTS OF LONELINESS:
1. It stunts your personal growth (since you no longer
disclose your "self" to others, you cannot know your
"self," and thus cannot effect self-actualization).
2. Loneliness closes avenues for love (Lack of self-disclosure
means not revealing your needs and not knowing about
the needs of others, therefore doing nothing to demons-
trate love of others and being loved.
)
3. Loneliness sustains a relationship with the world based
on host lllty—-on concepts of overcoming, combating,
and protecting rather than giving and accepting.
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II. DYADIC EXCHANGE
I have experienced loneliness. It happened
when
This Is how I felt:
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THE SHADOW
In The Undiscovered Self
,
Jung says that a person
learns Isolation because established institutions
refuse to consider him as an Individual. This
promotes "the shadow"
—
powers dormant in man
capable of causing trouble.
The shadow— Imperfections, sins that a person
sees In others but often fails to recognize in
himself—represents the opposite side of the ego
and embodies Just those qualities that one dis-
likes most In other people. Because people don’t
recognize the shadow, they Isolate themselves,
nourish an Idealized picture of themselves devoid
of negative tendencies—the shadow—and project
upon others the qualities they don’t like in
themselves.
If one learns to recognize "the shadow",
he will
a. withdraw projection
b. open avenues for love (and end Isolation).
Recognizing the shadow—recognizing one’s weak-
nesses—will promote healthy human relationships.
Withdrawal of Projection:
Human relationships are based not on per-
fection but on Imperfection. There Is, con-
sequently, no need to fear bringing to light
"the shadow"—one’s Imperfections. Recognizing
the shadow will help a person to stop projecting
his own Imperfections onto others. Immediately
this opens up avenues for love In human relation-
ships and leads away from loneliness.
Exercise: Think of what you dislike most In
someone close to you.
Now, attribute to yourself those
negative qualities that you dislike
so intensely in the other person.
18 ?
Jung says In The Undiscovered Self; Human relationships win
be successful If man can effect
a. Recognition of "the shadow"
b. Withdrawal of projection
c
. Love
A. Recognition of "the shadow"
No human relationship Is based on perfection; It Is based on
imperfection, on what Is weak, helpless and In need of support.
In a relationship, a person does not confront the other member
with anything that might force him In an Inferior position and
even humiliate him.
Whether the shadow becomes our friend or our enemy depends
largely upon ourselves. The shadow becomes hostile only when
he Is ignored or misunderstood.
Recognizing the shadow Is a Journey Into self-knowledge.
Not recognizing the shadow makes for projection—observing
one’s own unconscious tendencies In other people.
B. Withdrawal of projection
Projection Is getting rid of everything man does not know and
does not want to know about himself by foisting It off on some-
body else.
Projections of all kinds obscure our view of our fellowmen,
spoiling its objectivity, and thus spoiling all possibility of
genuine hiaman relationships. If we realize the projection,
and can discuss matters without fear or hostility, dealing with
the other person sensibly, then there is a chance of mutual
understanding
.
Projection carries the fear which we Involuntarily and secretly
have for our own evil over to the other side.
Nothing promotes understanding and rapprochement more than the
mutual withdrawal of projection.
C. Love
The free society needs a bond of an affective nature, a prin-
ciple of a kind like ’caritas,’ the Christian love of your
neighbor.
Where love stops, power begins, and violence, and terror.
It Is the love for one’s fellow man that suffers most of all
from the lack of understanding wrought by projection.
After recognizing his shadow and withdrawing projection, man Is ready
to welcome his fellowman, cast off Isolation, and contribute to
common happiness.
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III. CORE GROUP INTERACTION
The quality I dislike most about
my closest friend Is
my employer/teacher is
itflthdrawal of Projection (consult p. 82)
1. The Focus person says what he dislikes about a person close to
him or an employer/teacher.
He gives a concrete example.
He explains in detail the situation along with the feeling
triggered.
2. The listeners
a. Try to detect whether the accusation Is a projection
—
whether what the Focus person dislikes Is a fault he
himself unknowingly possesses.
b. If they detect projection, the listeners should ask
the Focus person to effect a reversal
,
say^ ing;
"I am.... (he mentions the fault he dislikes In the
other person)
c. Now, the questions should center on the feelings the
Focus person experiences as he tries to attribute to
himself the faults he dislikes In someone else.
3. The Listeners feedback.
4. The Focus person says whether or not he got Insight Into himself,
and how he feels toward the listeners.
IV. CRITIQUE
TODAY'S SUGGESTED READINGS
C. G. Jung„ The Undiscovered Self
,
The New American Library, Inc.
New York, 19^?Chapter VI.
Mjaltz, Maxwell
,
PSycho- Cybernetic
s
,
Chapter Nine.
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LAB 21 ING WITH IRRESPONSIBILITY
I. COMMUNITY MEETING ^
In Reality Therapy
,
Glasser states: there are two kinds of
people in this world;
1. the responsible (mentally healthy)
2. the Irresponsible (mentally 111)
THE IRRESPONSIBLE
The irresponsible person Is one
who, previously when he at-
tempted to fulfill his needs In
the real world was unsuccessful.
So, he began to deny the real
world euid to try to fulfill his
needs as If some aspects of the
world did not exist or In
defiance of their existence.
The Irresponsible person at some
time In his life, preferably
early, was not exposed Intim-
ately to others who care enough
about him both to love and dis-
cipline him and therefore, did
not learn responsibility.
The Irresponsible person may or
may not do what he says
depending upon
a. How he feels
b. The effort he has to make
c. What Is In It for him.
He gains neither our respect
nor his own, and In time he
will suffer or cause others
to suffer.
Parents who are not willing to
suffer the child’s Intense
anger by firmly holding him to
the responsible course are res-
ponsible for his Irresponsi-
bility.
Some Irresponsible persons:
The psychotic person who lives
In a world of his own.
The delinquent boy who repeat-
edly breaks the law.
The man with a stomach ulcer
who attempts more than he
can cope with.
THE RESPONSIBLE
The responsible person Is one who
has the ability to fulfill hls
needs and does so in a way that
does not deprive others of the
ability to fulfill their needs.
As a result, he experiences
self worth.
The teaching of responsibility Is
the most Important task of all
higher animals. The animal’s
task is performed by instinct.
Man’s task is fulfilled by hls
Intellectual capacity to teach
responsibility.
We learn responsibility through
1. Involvements with responslbl
persons (parents)
2. who teach responsibility
through the combination of
a. love and
b. discipline
The child learns thereby that
hls parents care.
Responsibility can be learned at
all ages. But the younger we
are exposed to love and dis-
cipline, the easier and the
better we learn responsibility.
Children do not know that what
seems easy to them will not
fulfill their needs, so almost
from Infancy they struggle
against the reality that they
must learn to fulfill their needs
SUMMARY: We leam self-respect
through discipline and close-
ness to others through love.
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II. DYADIC EXCHANGE:
’ I have learned responsibility through the combi-
nation of love and discipline
at home from: at school from
I recall an Incident when I displayed Irrespons-
ible behavior:
This Is how my parents/teachers reacted
WHIPPING AROUND
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(
( What ; Reality Therapy Is a technique that leads Irres-
( ponslble persons toward reality— toward grap-
( pling successfully with the tangible and intan-
( gible aspects of the real world, thus directing
( them to fulfill their needs.
(
( Why : Facing reality Is the basic attitude that helps
( an Irresponsible person
( a. To fulfill his needs
( 1. to love and be loved
( 2, to feel worthwhile, and
( b. To do so in a way that does not deprive
( others of the ability to fulfill their needs
(How ;
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1 . Involvement
2. Concentration on the Present
3. Assuming responsible behavior
Involvement: knowing that at least one person
’ cares
The Present: concentrating on the needs of the
present
Responsible Behavior: assuming the responsibility
of fulfilling one’s needs
by putting emphasis on
WHAT to do about changing one’s behavior
no'H
HOW one got to be Irresponsible—which often
ends In blaming the past, and the people
who In the past have hurt us, causing us
to be Irresponsible (thus giving us
reasons to continue Irresponsible behavior
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In Reality Therapy
,
Glasser develops his theory. He says:
Man has two basic psychological needs:
^
1. The need to love and be loved
2. The need to feel worthwhile
Need to love and be loved :
Ranging from friendship through mother love, family love, con-jugal love, this need drives us to continuous activity In search
of satisfaction. Our health and happiness will be dependent
upon our ability to do so— ^o love or to allow ourselves to be
loved Is not enough; we must do both.
Need to feel worthwhile
To fulfill our need to be worthwhile to ourselves and to others-
we must
1. not only be the object of someone else®s love
2. but maintain a satisfactory standard of behavior;
a. correct ourselves when we do wrong;
b. credit ourselves when we do right.
If we do not evaluate our own behavior—do not act to improve
our conduct where it is below our standards, we will not ful-
fill our need to be worthwhile and we will suffer as acutely
as when we fall to love or be loved.
Morals, standards, values—right or wrong behavior—are all
Intimately related to the fulfillment of the need for self-worth
Fulfilling our needs ;
We all have the same needs but we vary in our ability to ful-
fill them. We are not naturally endowed with the ability to
fulfill them. The ability is learned .
1. Involvement ; We learn to fulfill our needs through involve-
ment with someone who cares for ue and whom
we care for. At all times in our lives we must have at
least one person who cares about us.
2. The Present: Nothing which happened In the past no matter
how it may have affected the irresponsible
person then or now, will make any difference once he learns
to fulfill his needs at the present time.
3. Responsible Behavior: Emphasis Is on behavior--WHAT to do
now to become a responsible person.
If the responsible person changes his behavior (even if he
Is not convinced of its efficiency), he will change his
attitude and eventually become capable of fulfilling his
needs
to love and be loved
to feel worthwhile
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III. CORE GROUP INTERACTION
1.
One thing I*m not happy about myself and
for which I tend to blame someone else for
is
The person I feel Is responsible is
Focus
\
2. At school/work/home I know I should change
my behavior concerning *
But I don’t seem to have the will to do so.
Practice the three points suggested In Reality therapy (see p.86)
1* The Focus person talks about the above exercise (.^ 1 or 2)
2.
The listeners draw him out, concentrating on
a. Involvement
b. The present
c. Behavior change In favor of responsibility.
3.
The listeners give feedback
4* The Focus person shares where he stands.
IV. CRITIQUE
TODAY’S SUGGESTED READING
Glasser, William, Reality Therapy , Harper and Ros, New York, 1965,
Part I.
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I. COMMUNITY MEETING
One of the most difficult elements in a relationships Is
HOW TO FIGHT FAIR.
In Enemy
,
Bach and Wyden develop a theory of confronta-tion. Here are extracts from their Informative bookj
The quiet that pervades a 'flghtless* home leads to the boredom oftwo people who lead parallel lives In loneliness and who are full
of anger.
Anger Is the basic emo^-lonal and physiological reaction againstinterference with the pursuit of a desired goal; and an ex-
pression of strong concern when things go wrong.
Humanity cannot cope with hostilities between nations until it learns
to hammer out livable settlements for hostilities between loved
ones
.
Aggression management not only can be learned; It can be used to
change a partnership constructively.
People who master the fine art of fair verbal fighting and conflict
resolution will be disinclined to commit physical violence.
Isolation and lnablll‘'‘y to deal constructively with Interpersonal
conflicts are known causes of suicide. Its prevention depends on
the maintenance of Intimate contact during psychological crises.
Release of aggressive Impulses should become a personal responsibility
When children learn and acquire the technique for responsibly
working through their hostilities as they arise— In the context
ot loved ones, inflma^e friends, and family and ’’tribe"— such
children will not later be so easily persuaded to participate In
group oriented violence.
Dr. Harlowi His experiment with monkeys lead to that conclusion
that an exchange of hostlll’-les Is 'necessary® between
mates before there can be an exchange of love.
Konrad Lorenz; Among birds the most aggressive representatives of
any group are also the staunchest friends, and the
same applies to mammals.
Erik Erlkson: people fall to achieve human Intimacy because they are
unable to engage In con’^roversy and open confrontation.
Bach and Wyden; It is not a partner's sweet and loving side that
shapes his bond with an Intimate; It Is the talent
for airing aggression that count's most.
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II. DYADIC EXCHANGE
’ The basis for good relationships is "working
through your hostilities as they arise."
When I feel angry about something,
a) I bottle It up and talk about it days after
or
b) I express It Immediately somehow (shouting)
o) I describe It at once and level
Here’s an example
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HOW TO FIGHT FAIR
"How to fight fair" Is a technique devised by
Bach and /fyden In The Intimate Enemy .
Its aim ts to let the partners know where eachother
stands at all times, and thus reach Intimacy.
Learning how to "fight fair" when hostilities arise
makes for a trusting and lasting relationship.
The authors suggest various methods. Here’s one;
The partner holds an inner dialogue
ansvxering various questions; "Am I merely
annoyed or really angry with my partner?"
"Should I really fight about this or not?"
"Am I afraid of being rejected?"
The aggressor announces his intention to
fight; time, place. Issue.
Revlev7 of ground rules; no violence,
effective listening, focusing on present .
The aggressor states the Issue (on the
appointed date)—no insult rituals.
First feedback by the non-aggressor who
articulates what he believes the aggressor
Is after.
the non-aggressor responds to the ag-
gressor's demand and launches a counter
offensive.
Both partners have the opportunity to cor-
rect false echoes of the previous exercise.
Quiet time (Intermission lasting an hour,
a minute, or a week)
Resume the duet and repeat 5 thro 10 with
more insight.
Assess the changes resulting from the fight
Making up, resuming peaceful relations.
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INTIMACY Is the goal of any relationship that Is meaningful.
Here are a few of the basic principles which Bach Eind <4ydendevelop In The Int Imate Enemy :
Intimacy Is a desire to remain "In love" and to maintain a place
in the center of the partner’s heart.
Partners who strive for intimacy never assume where they
stand; they let each other know.
They respond realistically to the here-and-now, include
anger and aggression In their relationship. This helps
resolve conflicts because authentic anger brings out truth.
Partners trust each other. They expect to be clearly
Informed about how each feels about the other In any
situation.
They do not engage In orgies of mutual confessions.
They require equal authority. Lines of command always
remain reversible.
They enjoy freedom to pursue independent Interests.
Intimates are loyally devoted to each other’s reciprocal
commitment to be the "Number One" In each other’s life
and heart.
They are realistic; they keep each other from engaging In
foolish and self-destructive pursuits.
Intimacy requires humor. Intimates can be playfully
laughing "children" together, ridiculing all pretences,
mimicking each other’s faults, and reaping the rewards of
having fun together.
They use aggression as well as affection; they fight
fairly, out in the open, and learn where they stand
and what they must improve.
And they end up feeling
better and closer
for having fought.
TODAY’S SUGGESTED READING
Bach, George and Wyden, Peter, The Intimate Enemy , New York, 1970
•
Also:
lederer, William,, and Jackson, Don, Tl^ Mirages of Marriage ,
W.W. Norton & Co., New York, 19o8.
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III. CORE GROUP INTERACTION
In this group, there is one person with whom I
would like to engage In an open confrontation
Focus
' because I feel hostile toward him on this Issue
j
CONFRONTATION?
Everyone In the core should take his turn to be the aggressor
While the confrontation goes on, the observers are alert
and collect information (verbal and non-verbal) for
feedback.
1, Confrontation;
Review rules on page 90s Phase I; Review of Issue and rules ,
Phase n 5 The a®ressor states the Issue
and gives examples to evidence hls statement
The non-ag3ressor feeds back—articulates
what the aggressor is after. (REFLECTION)
The non-aggressor counter-attacks--glves
hls Interpretation of the same issue
The aggressor feeds back—articulates
what the aggressor is after. (REFLECTION)
Phase III Assess the changes resulting from the
aggression confrontation
a. more Insight into the other partner?
b. some erroneous conceptions corrected?
c. good feelings about bring the problem
in the open?
d. compromise'?
Obs©3?V0rs *
The listeners give their perception of the process and
offer constructive suggestions.
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LAB 23
I. COMMUNITY MEETING
.
Transparent Self
,
Sidney Jourard states that alienation,
avoiding to he or to know yourself, leads to sickness. He says
;
People can only become well and stay relatively well
when they come to know themselves through self-disclosure.
Alienation from one’s self, not THE CHARACTER ARMOR
only arrests one’s growth as a
person; It also tends to make a Man clothes himself with a
farce out of one’s relationships
with people.
A self-alienated person— one who
does not disclose himself truth-
fully and fully— can never love
another person nor can he be
loved by the other person.
Every maladjusted person Is a
person who has not made himself
known to another human being
and In consequence does not know
himself
.
If becoming known by another
person Is threatening, then the
very presence of another person
can serve as a stimulus to
evoke anxiety, heightened muscle
tension.
Pull disclosure of the self to
at least one other significant
human being appears to be one
means by which a person discovers
not only the breadth and depth
of his needs and feelings, but
also the nature of his own self-
affirmed values.
Self-disclosure appears to be one
means, perhaps the most direct,
by which self-alienation is
transformed into self-realization.
Man hides much of his real self
—
his experience—behind an Iron
curtain.
The Iron curtain melts
like wax when It Is exposed to
the warm breath of love.
character armor--a kind of Iron
curtain—which serves to hide his
real self both from himself and
from others.
rhe character armor is a barrier
to self-growth. It Is almost
self-evident that you cannot love
another person, that Is, behave
toward him so as to foster his
happiness and growth, unless you
know what he needs. And you can-
not know what he needs unless he
tells you.
Because he hides his real self
In his transactions with others,
man relates Impersonally to others
and to himself. He equates his
roles in the social system with
his Identity and tries to deny
the existence of all real self
which is irrelevant to role or
self-concept
,
Ignorance between man and man
seems to be partly at the root
of just about all current world
problems
.
There Is lack of disclosure be-
cause men dread the moral judg-
ment of their friends, family,
minister or the law.
In a society where man is for man
then the psychological iron cur-
tain is dropped. And man Is for
man when he knows that he cannot
exist without loving and being
loved, and that he cannot love
or be loved unless he lets his
inner self out and presents It to
his fellowman.
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II. DYADIC EXCHANGE:
I wear a character armor--hlde my real self
—
at work/school (even at home) because
There is one person In my life with whom I
drop my "Iron curtain" and that Is my
This Is so because
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THE I-THOU RELATIONSHIP
An I-thou relationship refers to transactions
between person and person, not between role and
role. A truly personal relationship between two
people Involves disclosure of self one to the
other In full and spontaneous honesty. Martin
Buber In I and Thou says: The one primary word
Is the combination I-Thou. The primary word
I-Thou establishes the world of relation.
A relation means being chosen and choosing,
This Is the risk:’ the primary word can only be
spoken with the whole being. He who gives him-
self to it may withhold nothing of himself
.
Because we deal with the world as I-It
—
a person and a thing—we are tempted to deal with
other I®s as objects— things to be used .
If a man lets the continually growing world of
"It" overrun him, it will rob him of the reality
of his own I, the person. Now, a person makes
his appearance by entering Into relation with
persons. In fact, the aim of relation Is
relation”s own being, that Is, contact with the
Thou. For through contact with every Thou we are
stirred with a breath of the Thou, that is, of
eternal life—reality. All reality Is an activity
in which I share. Nhere there is no sharing,
there Is no reality. nhe more direct the contact
with the Thou, the fuller is the sharing.
Reality and relation begins where alienation ends.
First, see yourself as a "whole"—noi: a sum of
qualities. Find your "real self "— the I.
Then, see the other person ( the Thou) as a whole
—
not sum of his qualities.
Contact ensues when you share your whole being
with another whole being in a relation of love
—
the revealing by two people of the Thou to one
another.
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USING VERSUS RELATING
Martin Buber, In 1 and Thou
,
traces the causes for the
decrease of man's power to enter Into relation :
Man has divided his life with his fellow-men Into two tidily
clrcled-off provinces,
1. one of institutions (the province of and
2. the other of feelings (the province of I )
,
Institutions
Institutions are ** out side
,
” where all sorts of alms are pursued,
where a man works, negotiates, bears Influence, undertakes, etc.
They are the tolerably well-ordered and to some extend harmoniou.
structure, In which, with the manifold help of men’s brains and
hands, the process of affairs Is fulfilled.
Feelings
Feelings are "within , ” where life Is lived and man recovers
from Institutions , Here a man’s liking and hate and pleasure
are Indulged, and his pain If It Is not too severe . Here he Is
at home, and stretches himself out in his rocking-chair.
Institutions are a complicated m^arketplace,
feelings a boudoir rich In ever-changing interests.
The boundary line Is constantly in danger since the wanton
feelings break In at times on the most objective Institutions,
The separated IX of institutions Is an animated clod without soul,
and the separated _I of feelings an uneasily fluttering soul-bird.
Neither of them knows man . Neither knows the person .
Neither of them have access to real life.
Institutions yield no public life , and
feelings no personal life.
Institutions must be loosened, or dissolved, or burst asunder,
by the feelings themselves; they must be given new life from the
feelings, by the Introduction Into them of the "freedom of feelings
"
If the mechanical State, say links together citizens alien
to one another In their very being, without establishing,’
or promoting, a being together, let the State, these men
be replaced by the community of lo'^je; and this communl'^y will
arise when people, out of free, abundant feeling, approach and
wish to live with one another.
But this Is not so. "^he +-rue community does not arise through
people - havin^feelings for one another (though Indeed not
without It), but through,
first, their taking their stand In living mutual relation
with a living Center (response to his own Thou);
second, their being in living mutual relation with
one another.
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Institutions of the so-called personal life cannot be given
new life by free feeling (though Indeed not without it).
Marriage
,
for Instance, will never be given new life except by that
out of which true marriage always arises:
the revealing by two people of the
Thou to one another.
Out of this a marriage Is built up by the Thou that Is neither oi
the I*s, This Is the metaphysical and metapsychlcal factor
of love to which feelings of love are mere accompaniments.
Feelings and institutions put together do not create human life:
this Is done by the central presence of the Thou (not by considering
men as centers of work and effort^)' :
III. CORE GROUP INTERACTION . should be substituted by
remaining In the COMMUNITY CIRCLE.
People take turns to reveal their true selves to one another,
If they care to share In an I-Thou relationship with the group.
(Free exchange—no compulsion.')
‘
"
.
TODAY'S SUGGESTED READING
Jourard, Sidney, The Transparent Self , D. Van Nostrand Co, N. J.
1964
.
Buber, Martin, I and Thou , The Scribner Library, Scribner's, N. Y.
1958.
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LAB 24
I. COMMUNITY MEgriNG :
Hollo May’s contribution to the concept of twentieth century
Is significant. In Love and Will he deals with apathy as the
effect of a new Puritanism practiced by schizoid man;
Schizoid Ilan Apathy
The natural product of our
technological era Is the
schizoid man.
Schizoid man means;
Out of touch;
Avoiding close i*elat ionshlps
!
Inability to feel.
Out of touch:
Unlnvolved, detached, un-
related to the significant
events—not reaching out.
Avoiding close relationships ;
Estrangement
,
playing It cool,
alienation—experiencing a
distance between oneself and
the objects which used to
excite one’s affection and
one’s will.
The inability to feel ;
lack of passion, emotion
or excitement. Indifference.
The schizoid world and apathy
go hand In hand as cause and
effect of each other.
Inner emptiness (apathy) Is the
long term accumulated result of
a person’s particular convic-
tion about himself, namely his
conviction that he cannot act as
an entity In directing his own
life, or change other people’s
attitudes toward him, or effec-
tually Influence the world
around him. Thus he gets a deep
sense of despair. And since what
he wants and what he feels can
make no real difference, he gives
up wanting and feeling.
Apathy Is the gradual letting go
of Involvement until one finds
that life Itself has gone by.
To live In apathy provokes
violence. Violence is the ul-
timate destructive substitute
which surges In to fill the
vacuum where there Is no re-
latedness.
Apathy Is a way used to survive
defeat without material
damage, although If It endures
too long one Is damaged by the
passage of time.
Apathy Is the withdrawal of will
and love, a statement that
they don’t matter, a suspen-
sion of commitment.
Apathy leads to emptiness and
makes one less able to defend
oneself, less able to survive.
The Constructive schizoid
The constructive schizoid person
stands against the spiritual
emptiness of encroaching tech-
nology and does not let him-
self be emptied by It.
He lives and works with the
machine without becoming a
machine. He finds It neces-
sary to remain detached enough
to get meaning from the expe-
rience, but in doing so to
protect his own inner life
from Impoverishment.
Thus the schizoid stand. In
Its healthy dimensions, can
be turned to good.
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II. DYADIC EXCHANGE: (Share either of the following topics.)
1. Schizoid man Is ’’out of touch"; he can resort to
violence as a necessity for contact .
I remember moments of violence
as a child
as an adult
It happened because
2, The constructive schizoid stand:
I recall when I resisted a peer group. Here*s what
happened
:
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Care Is the opposite of apathy. It Is a state
In which something does matter . It is a state
composed of the recognition of another, a fellow
human being like one’s self; of Identification of
one’s self with the pain or joy of the other;
of guilt, pity, and the awareness that we all
stand on the base of a common humanity from which
we all stem.
Because the threat of apathy Is uninvolvement,
It leads to violence and external stimulants.
What young people are fighting, in revolts on col-
lege campuses and In the sweep of protests about
the country, Is the seeping, creeping conviction
that nothing matters; the prevailing feeling that
one can’t do anything.
Care Is a necessary antidote for this.
Does something, or some person, matter to me?
If not, can I find something or someone that does
matter?
In care one must, by Involvement with the objective
fact, do something about the situation, one must
make some decisions.
Consciousness of one’s concern for others should
be developed because
‘ care Is the beginning of love.
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LOVE AND SEX
I •APATHY Hollo May comments on the effects of apathy on sex:
In a schizoid world... where sex Is so available that the
only way to preserve any Inner center Is to have intercourse
without committing yourself... will and love have become...
as some people believe, impossible of achievement.
This leads to three paradoxes:
1. Enlightenment has not solved the sexual problems in
our culture;
2. The new emphasis on technique In sex and love-making
backfires
;
3 . Our highly-vaunted sexual freedom has turned out to
be a new form of purltanism.
Enlightenment has not solved the sexual problems In our culture.
Sexual knowledge can be bought In any bookstore. Yet,
Internal anxiety has Increased: how can you meet the test.
The new emphasis on technique in love-making backfires.
The emphasis beyond a certain point on technique In sex
makes for a mechanistic attitude toward love-making, and goes
along with alienation, feelings of aloneness and depersonal-
ization.
Our sexual freedom has turned out to be a new form of purltanism:
a. Alienation from the body:
Sin used to mean giving in to one's sexual desires;
it now means not having full sexual expression.
b. Separation of emotion from reason:
The Victorian person sought to have love without sex;
the modern Victorian seeks sex without love— Involvemen
c. Use of the body as a machine:
The old Puritans repressed sex and were passionate;
the new puritan represses passion and is sexual.
He considers sex and the body as tools to be cultivated
I. LOVE The paradox of love Is that It is the highest degree of
awareness of the self as a person and the highest degree
of absorption In the other. *
The love act contributes to the deepening of consciousness
under four aspects;
1. Tenderness
2. Afrimation of the self
3 . Giving and receiving
Enrichment and fulfillment of the person.
”At what moment do lovers come Into the most complete possession
of themselves, If not when they are lost in each other?"
Teilhard de Chardin
May, Hollo, Love and Nlll
,
Norton Co,, N. Y., 1969* Chapters 12, I 3 .
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1. Tenderness
There Is tenderness which comes out of an awareness of the
other’s needs and desires and the nuances of his feelings.
The experience of tenderness emerges from the fact that two
persons, longing to overcome the separateness and isolation
to which we are all heir because we are Individuals, can
participate in a relationship that, for the moment. Is not of
two Isolated selves but a union.
2, Affirmation of the self
The love act ought to provide a sound and meaningful avenue
to the sense of personal Identity. Two persons emerge from
love-making with renewed vigor, a vitality which comes from
the expansion of awareness.
3. Giving and receiving
Just as giving is essential to one’s own full pleasure,
the ability to receive Is necessary In the love relationship.
4, Enrichment and fulfillment of the person
Beginning with the expansion of awareness of our selves and
our feelings, we are carried beyond what we were at any given
moment; I become literally more than I was.
The most powerful symbol imaginable for this Is procreation
--not simply a literal birth but birth of an aspect of
one’s self. The love act Is distinguished by being procreatl
Finally, there Is the form of consciousness which occurs Ideally at
the moment of climax In sexual Intercourse, this is the point
when the lovers are carried beyond their personal Isolation
when a shift In consciousness occurs which they experience
as uniting them with nature itself. There is an accelerating
experience of touch, contact, union to 'he point where,
for a moment, the awareness of separateness Is lost, blotted
out In a cosmic feeling of oneness with nature.
Activity I: Remain In the community group and,- if you care to,
share your reaction to, or personal experience with ,
Hollo May’s statement:
"In a love relationship, I become literally more
than I was."
Share any personal experience you’d like to communicate to
the group.
Activity II; The last half hour should be reserved to this "caring
activity: (The Fish Bowl )( Provide very soft music for this.
Everybody stands and forms a large circle, walks aromd In silence
until one person decides to leave the outer group and enter.
Inside the circle, he remains silent throughout the activity.
The outer group continues rotating silently until
decides to go Inside and aloud tells the center Person
whrt he likes
about him. He then returns to the outer group. Repeat
until
everyone who wishes to, has gone In to show how he cares.
When the first person returns to the outer circle,
someone el
cornea in. and sron till all members who wish to, have come In.
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CRITIQUE SHEET
First names of members
Blocks Progress
(Works Alone)
Cooperates
(Harmonizes
)
Involves Others
(encourages
)
Takes Over
(Aggressive)
Horses Around
(Jokes
)
Withdraws
(Discuss your evaluation with your core members).
I. Group Analysis (Share your evaluation with your core)
How do I feel about the way the group is functioning as
of now?
TI. Personal Reaction What have I learned about myself as
a result
of this experience?
jjj. How do I feel about this session: GOOD
VERY GOOD BAD
APPENDIX II
PARTICIPANT RESPONSES
APPENDIX II
PARTICIPANT RESPONSES
After Eight Sessions
The first eight sessions deal primarily with the basic
skills: listening and confrontation. It is not expected, there-
fore, that the participants demonstrate evident change after only
one third of the course. Members are just "beginning" to become
aware of their feelings and to attempt some form of practical
application of the few skills experienced during the labs.
However, it is not uncommon for many members to display a
surprising amount of determination and enthusiasm even after the
first eight sessions. Determination comes across as an intense
desire to "do something" about themselves while affirming their
uniqueness. Enthusiasm is evident through the participant’s
willingness to "risk."
The following letter is only one example among dozens, of
what commitment to genuineness can trigger in a person. As a
result of Joan’s confrontation, an in-service program has been
conducted by the writer for fifteen teachers who have enrolled
to experience the process of twenty-four laboratory sessions.
Two other schools are requesting the same in-service program
for their teachers for next year. One of the members of the
original in-service has already started the course with another
fifteen teachers in her area. All this has happened in the
time span of eight months as a result of a confrontation: Joan ’si
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Dear Leda,
June 1, 1971
as
process of personal growth andgrowth Is, some parts were painful—some lovful. 1 hadlearned that I could be angry, fearful, that all emotions are
not’kn^ ® frightening fact that I did
IdLfwere Lf? Ian^??n and many times my emotions and
Anrif understand.
thL?
^ understand me, could I truly understand
Tiv, ^
course, Leda, has given me that tool of expressionl^rough conscious effort on my part, using the structured skillst Interrupt, then ask questions, etc.) I have been
Gening a real joy. it’s rather like knowing the process o^doing a math problem-lf you Imow how. It’s eafy and voS can ^oahead with confidence. Another part of me Is alive and ticking!
Joyful experience of handling conflict and anc:eractually happened to me In my educational system. I felt mvdaughter was not being heard In her needs at school. I expressed
ray concern about her, and In particular about a certain assignment,to a teacher, asking him to please speak to her so that she mightbetter be understood. When he did not respond to my reauest, shefait defeated and I felt anger.
I called the principal of the school and ray husband and I met
with the teacher Involved, the guidance counselor and the principal.
But I came away from that meeting dissatisfied because I Imow that
more than likely such instances were happening dally and would
continue to happen. The big question: Why were teachers so afraid
to really talk and listen to the students? What constructive
action was going to be taken by the school to correct this situa-
tion?
I wrote a letter to the principal expressing ray concern. We
met again and I truly was able to make him understand that crying
need for constructive student-teacher relations . So much did he
feel my concern, that he is now In the process of investigating
some sort of teachers’ communication course.
For me, this was a thrilling experience. I'ly new confidence
In dealing with my anger has created some constructive and positive
action. To witness this is Joy, joy, joy!
Again, Leda, thank you for being you. Your courage Is
infectous. My wishes and love to you In your efforts to make this
world a nice? place.
Joan
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After Twenty-Four Sessions
After completing twenty-four sessions the following person
wrote about the results of the experience:
1 ,
little over a year ago my husband and I started a coursein interpersonal relations and personal growth which has been
one of the greatest experiences of my life. Because of this
course, a lot of my attitudes and values have changed and I thinkI now know what love really is.
1 had been married for eight years and we reallyhad a hard time communicating our feelings to eachother—very’
often, we Just didn’t. We talked about the children, the house,the car, money, education—things going on in every home—but
when it came to communicating oux real feelings, we weren't alwayshonest with our "self" or each other. If I were annoyed, angry,'
Jealous, afraid, or felt guilty about something, I wouldn't talk
about it and the same went for John. We never had an argument
for we didn’t believe in arguments. Yet I could sense when some-
thing was bothering me, but we somehow couldn’t communicate these
feelings honestly. Very often this caused me to make John into
some kind of a monster who Just wasn’t capable of understanding
me; very often I would get Jittery or depressed. The day came
when I decided that I Just couldn’t live the rest of my life like
this, and I cried and I told John how I felt. By some miracle
this course in interpersonal relations and personal growth Just
happened to be announced that very day. I convinced John that we
should take the course, and we have never regretted it.
We started out with a group of 20 adults of all ages, single
and married, with various religious, educational, and financial
backgrounds. The course was supposed to be a ten-week course.
We met once a week for about three hours. At the end of the ten
weeks, not one person wanted to see this end. Leda Saulnler. our
facilitator, agreed to extend the course another ten weeks.
Believe it or not, two years after taking this course, v^e still
get together several times a year.
With Leda’s help, we learned to work together as a group.
We often broke into smaller groups of two or four. At first,
we were a little afraid, but I can’t even begin to summarize
what our group accomplished. We learned to listen, to understand
one another and to care. Each person in this group was important.
We did A lot of work with needs, emotions, focus, confrontation
and values. V/e came to realize that we had much in common.
This course has helped me to take a giant step in making
myself a better person. John and I are much happier. If every
one were working at this, I believe we would have love and peace
in the world
.
••
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Pat
During the Summer of 1971. the writer conducted a three-
day workshop for a group of Guidance Counselors from the Conn-
ecticut community colleges. The objective was to Introduce the
Triangle Model to counselors who were Interested in initiating
a group guidance program in their colleges. Here are some of
the participant-reactions at the end of this experience?
"I have found this vrorkshop to be extremely helpful
—
both on a personal level and on a professional level.
Personal Growth and Interpersonal Relations is the first
resource book I have found which provides me with adefinite, yet flexible, program of activities which canbe used for encounter purposes. I have also been able
to deal with several personal items and received feed-back about myself and my emotions."
"The honesty and openness was very constructive and
cathartic. Sharing of mutual experiences, feelings,
anxieties were extremely helpful. Realization that others
had doubts, questions, and personal feelings of inadequacies
made me realize that we fight with an ideal image to the
detriment of our feeling free enough to really open up,
experience as much as possible, and really be ourselves.
I enjoyed and benefited by this entire thing and thought
most of the people (not all) were really beautiful!
"I feel very good about the experience—feel that not only
have I learned a lot more than I knew before but also that
I reacted towards people. It was both an educational and
emotional experience. I’m not fully satisfied, but I got
as much out of it as I should or could have, and will have
to put up with this feeling. I hope I will have the op-
portunity to put some of what I learned into effect both in
work and in my personal life."
"I feel good, generally, about the three day sessions.
Feel I’ve picked up some of the skills needed to implement
the program. Feel some trust for the group. Was very
uncomfortable when I first came in. I do feel the genuine
Interest and enthusiasm shown by Leda and Terry has helped."
"I can only say that the experience of going through your
program was a real learning one for me. Some of the
activities, especially the Johari window and the role play
seemed to be excellent means of opening people up. A good
factor was that both faculty and counselors (at least from
one college) were Involved—helps relations. I learned a
lot by watching the way you handled different situations."
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have liked more demonstrations of the core <?ronntechnique. I also would have liked to take part in^a
'
demonstration and have been eva?ua?ed. i^ve
takW^nff'^n additional experiences beforeing off on my own as a leader,"
"I liked this experience and it did improve me in some
^eas personally. The skills are Just grelt Infthr
^ certain changes nightbe of worth during a workshop of this type:
1. ^troduce ^rlier the ideas of respect, concernfor others feelings in a hostile situation sothat, if confrontations do take place earlierthan lesson 12, it will be coped with in an
orderly fashion by the ground rules that havebeen Introduced earlier.
At any time, feelings of resentment and confront-
ation should be brought at once, and not sup-pressed.
Hey, I really dug you I"
2 .
organized and profitable. However,
I did not feel that all individuals were honest in their
reactions and held back. But it was an excellent opportunitylor counselors from various community colleges to meet on
a different level of relationship. It should happen morefrequently."
"Feel good—much more relaxed, and even sort of tired. I’m
ready to go hone with myself—a me I feel better about.
I don’t think I'll panic as much the next time. I needed
a good group experience very much. I needed to feel that
people can care
—
perhaps I can trust just a little more.
I think I'll be able to deal with groups, altho I'm still
uneasy, I thank my core group for letting me show some of
myself."
"I feel as though I had both learned a lot and lived a loti"
The writer feels that because the participants are generally
very positive about their experiences, the Triangle Model has a
very good chance of being successful in many areas. It is hoped
that the countless hours spent planning this directional book
will save time for those who wish to assist people in the process
of self-actualization.
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APPENDIX III
NEW KPLORATORY TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM
(NEXTEP FELLOWSHIP)
NEXTEP FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
The NEXTEP Fellowship Program Is a government-funded project
supported and directed by the faculty at Southern Illinois Univ-
verslty in Edwardsville
, Illinois. It is an effort to develop
and demonstrate dramatically Improved ways of training teachers.
The author was one of twenty Fellows selected to participate in
the program during the academic year I968-1969.
The following excerpt underlines the philosophy and the goals
of the NEXTEP Program.^
NEXTEP ideas contrast sharply with those of traditional
teacher education. In place of the series of rooms in vjhich one
finds traditional Instructors talking about teaching to chair-
bound students, the NEXTEP model has laboratories in which students
are free to work alone and in groups, with materials, films, self-
Instructional devices, and faculty, in relatively active and self-
directed learning activities.
The students work at mastering teaching skills and understandings
that are so explicitly described that^ students can themselves de-
termine if and when they have mastered them. For example, NEXTEP
Includes, among other laboratories, ones built around skills and
understandings of (1) teaching concepts Instead of trivia, (2)
working effectively with and in groups, (3) listening, and (4)
clarifying students’ values. In each of those laboratories, ob-
jectives are defined In terms of behavior—the behavior one has to
demonstrate In order to show competence. Learners may study and
Proposal to the U.S. Office of Education for the Experienced
Teacher Fellowship Program . unpublished document, Edwardsville,
Southern Illinois University, I968-69, PP. 1.1* 1.2.
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practice until they are satisfied that they have demonstrated the
level of competence they desire (or need, in the case of required
work.) Self-assessment procedui’es are available so that learners
can always determine the extent of their competence.
There is much practice in this ideal NEXTEP curriculum. No
one is content merely to talk about teaching. Thus much time is
spent in role playing, simulated teaching, microteaching, and
short-term student teaching, with observers or television ready to
provide feedback when it is requested. By practicing often and
analyzing that practice behavior, learners are able to shape their
own professional skills.
Although the faculty suggests many teaching skills and under-
standings as worthy objectives, there is no assumption that those
suggested objectives are the best ones. They are merely the ones
currently available and recommended. Students are encouraged to
find new objectives or better ways of conceptualizing old objec-
tives. The test is whether or not the skills and understandings
help a teacher to teach effectively. That is an empirical issue,
one that is much studied in this program.
Students are free to choose how they want to master the objec-
tives they select. A wide assortment of learning experiences is
included in each laboratory and students are invited to invent
new experiences if ones that suit them are not available. Although
some faculty-led group instruction is available, most learning
takes place in individual and small group study and in tutorials,
with advanced students helping other students.
The teacher education program we envision is like a cafeteria
Z15
of learning experiences In which students make selections and
guide their activities In accord with their appetites. They are
even free to mix experiences or find them outside the program.
The only test Is whether or not each student can demonstrate
teaching behavior that Is deemed likely to be effective with
®^H^ren. Faculty stand ready to help where they can.
The student Is given responsibility for learning and demons-
trating that he has learned. The program helps by giving him
freedom, a variety of opportunities
,
and emotional and practical
support. The target Is a professional who has solved the twin
Issues of freedom and responsibility and who Is thus likely to
continue to learn after he has left us.
The target is a professional with emotional maturity, with
value commitment and a healthy self-concept. Thus feelings are
considered important In the program. Each laboratory is concerned
with how students feel about the skills and understandings they
are accumulating. And outside of the laboratories there are inter-
action groups available for free discussion. These are small group
j
led non-directively by someone experienced and* sensitive to human
1
i concerns, to which students can bring their problems and In which
they can seek support.
NEXTEP is based on Individualized, continuous-progress study,
is buHt around sets of clearly-defined objectives, and makes ex-
tensive use of tutorials and self-instructional devices and tech-
niques. The learner selects goals and selects learning routes to
them, with guidance from faculty. The emphasis is not on faculty
control but on learner freedom and responsibility. Throughout,
the student's feelings are considered as important as his under-
standings and skills.
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